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THE BASIS of this book are the results of the scientific and research 

activity of its authors participating in the international program 

Conservation of Art in Public Spaces (CAPuS)1. As a result of several 

years of discussions, organizing lectures and workshops, exchanging experien-

ces and analysing the results of laboratory tests, interesting material was created 

that the authors decided to use to create this study. This includes, among other 

things, information on experiences in the field of conservation of the material 

heritage in the course of cooperation with partners from various countries parti-

cipating in the CAPuS project2.  This offered a spectrum of theoretical reflections 

on holism that the authors additionally managed to gather in the comprehensive 

preservation of the tangible and intangible heritage,  conservation design mo-

dels, case studies and practices in heritage preservation.

Public spaces, being a multifaceted human heritage, express the richness of 

life and values close to man. In this light, treating cultural heritage as an ele-

ment of not only material but also non-material culture, a valuation analysis is 

presented that precedes the diagnosis and conservation project, as well as exam-

ples of restoration and reconstruction when necessary. The individual chapters 

of this publication present various issues of preserving the most recent legacy 

of visual arts in urban space, and the objects used for conducting this research 

were mainly contemporary murals from Warsaw.

Art in public spaces is very diverse both thematically and technologically. 

The distinction between certain trends, including those in the field of the devel-

opment of civilization and culture, causes quite a problem to be solved among 

1  A partner in the CAPuS project is the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. The authors of the book are employees 
of the Department of Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art (WKiRDS) at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Warsaw, which will soon be celebrating its 75th anniversary. Prof. Iwona Szmelter and assistants Anna Kowalik 
represent the Inter-departmental Studio “NOVUM” for the Protection and Conservation of Contemporary 
Art, while Dr hab. Tytus Sawicki works in the Department of Conservation-Restoration of Wall Paintings.

2  The CAPuS – Conservation of Art in Public Spaces Project was financed by the European Commission’s  Erasmus+ 
Knowledge Alliances Program, Project N° 588082-EPP-A-2017-1-IT-EPPKA2-KA. The coordinator of the project was 
Dr Dominique Scalarone from Turin University. The Polish partner was the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw.

INTRODUCTION
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art and science. The amalgamation of these two seemingly conflicting fields has 

resulted in the emergence of a transdisciplinary heritage science. Nowadays, 

conservation projects take into account the results of research in the humani-

ties and natural science, the use of instrumental analyses and involve innovative 

practice, but all the time respecting the socio-cultural and economic aspects of 

heritage preservation. 

The conservation projects concerning art in public spaces described in this 

book were not implemented in a social void, but in a specific urban space, de-

termined by legal, administrative and economic factors. The difficulties related 

to the conservation of this artwork result from the fact that, though they per-

form an important social function, they are directly exposed to the effects of the 

weather conditions, and are not protected by a roof or the curatorial procedures 

of cultural institutions such as museums and galleries. The innovative nature of 

conservation projects dedicated to street art respects the nature of this grass-

roots form of non-institutional art, often amateur, yet valuable, often reflecting 

cultural watersheds, characterized by a high variability of forms and temporal, 

often ephemeral artistic messages. Conservation, which is supported by numer-

ous voluntary groups of participants and audiences, can initiate the transfor-

mation of urban spaces into an open-air gallery / museum. However, success in 

implementing this idea depends on the involvement of many actors in a network 

dedicated to culture - not only artists and conservators, but also people of vari-

ous professional backgrounds. Every day we observe the very fast pace of chang-

es in urban environments and the connection of this growth with the constant 

introduction of new eco-structural and socio-economic solutions. All these fac-

tors help build a unique historical identity in the public space. TOMORROW’S 

VISUAL ARTS HERITAGE IS BEING CREATED TODAY!
 

IWONA SZMELTER

TYTUS SAWICKI

ANNA KOWALIK

WARSAW, 2ND MAY 2021

art researchers, conservators, sociologists, anthropologists and town planners. 

The authors of the project had to face these problems many times during their 

research and analyses. Hence, a dictionary has been compiled, created in co-

operation with all partners of the CAPuS project, which was expanded by the 

Polish team with slogans distinguishing the phenomena of vandalism, graffiti, 

post-graffiti, street art or monumental painting. The description of the dynami-

cally developing field of modern urban art and the terminology related to it are 

dominated by English-language nomenclature repeated internationally by street 

art artists in the global world. These phenomena are in a continuous process of 

change and hence their nomenclature is open. 

The experimentation of artists with various techniques, without maintaining 

the technical rigors of their application, contributes to the rapid destruction of 

their works. Hence, the expression of art in public space can often be imperma-

nent and fleeting. In the book, we refer to the broad framework of preservation 

of cultural heritage in a holistic manner, treating preservation as an umbrella 

for conservation, restoration, reconstruction etc3. We present examples of very 

diverse and specific types of art in public space. This includes the conserva-

tion issues of paintings on external walls, based on the example of the mural 

„Stilt-walkers” by Linas Domarackas and murals of various artists on the “Wall of 

Art” at the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising. 

These works underwent conservation and restoration as part of the study 

program of the Faculty of Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art at the 

Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. Education in this field is carried out in the De-

partment of Conservation and Restoration of Wall Paintings and through the 

Inter-departmental Studio “NOVUM” for the Protection and Conservation of 

Contemporary Art. Higher MA studies in conservation, which served to save tra-

ditional artworks, are now also responding to the new challenges of the protec-

tion of modern art, especially the complicated works the techniques of which 

reflect the nature of the cultural changes of our times. After more than 70 years 

of academic experience (since 1947), contemporary care and conservation are 

understood as a transdisciplinary combination of activities in the fields of both 

3  Sonkoly, Gábor, Innovation in Cultural Heritage Research. For an integrated European research  
policy, Publications Office of the European Union, Luxemburg 2018.
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THE INTRODUCTION of the principle of integration in the approach 

to the preservation of cultural heritage in the field of visual arts is 

a rational turn in the conceptualisation of the existence of cultu-

ral heritage. The author interprets holistic preservation as an umbrella term for 

protection, conservation and restoration of cultural heritage. In the 21st century, 

it is important to apply an expanded understanding of cultural heritage, so that it 

covers the entirety of the tangible, intangible and digital heritage1. It is already in 

this direction that both organizations of public life, such as UNESCO, ICOMOS, as 

well as professional conservators are heading, and in 2021 ICOM-CC shared the 

motto „Crossing the borders: an integrated approach to conservation”2.

In line with the principles of heritage science, the aim of this study is to pres-

ent the problems of preserving and conserving cultural heritage in a compre-

hensive manner, with particular emphasis on its forms that are a symptom of 

the current cultural changes that we are witnessing, in which heritage cannot 

lose its significance or be narrowed down to specialised professional niches. A 

transdisciplinary, open cognitive attitude is required, both in terms of the care 

of traditional art and the new forms of contemporary heritage. One aspect of the 

current situation is that before our very eyes, “art in public spaces” has become 

a valuable element of the cultural heritage3.

In relation to the management of preservation of cultural and landscape 

heritage, including urban heritage, the concept of „ecosystem services” is 

applicable. This includes protection and conservation based on a number of 

different concepts, such as identity, place, genius loci or memory, as well as 

ecological services. This idea leads to an improvement in people’s lifestyle and 

directly contributes to economic and social well-being4. The legacy of visual arts 

1  Sonkoly, Gábor, (2018), Innovation in Cultural Heritage Research. For an integrated European research 
policy, Luxembourg: Publications Office of the European Union, 2018 https://www.reach-culture.eu/
wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Innovation_in_Cultural_Heritage_Research.pdf, accessed 2.01.2021

2  See title: “Transcending Boundaries: Integrated Approaches to Conservation”, the19th ICOM CC Triennial 
Conference in Beijing, 17-21 May 2021 https://virtualconference.icom-cc2020beijing.com/

3  Shank, Will., Hess Norris, Giving contemporary murals a longer life: the challenges for muralists  
and conservators, International Institute for Conservation, 2008.

4  Fairclough, Graham, 21st Century Lifestyles: Landscape, Heritage And Urba Identity, Marco Fioravanti, 
Saverio Mecca (eds.), The Safeguard of Cultural Heritage: A Challenge From the Past for the Europe of Tomorrow, 
COST strategic workshop, 2011, Firenze: Firenze University Press, 2011, Proceedings e report.

1.1.  INTRODUCTION TO THE ISSUES

PHOT. 1.1. The genius loci of Paris, Igor Stravinsky Square. An alley 

with fountains between the buildings of the Saint Merri Church 

and the Pompidou Centre. A sculpture of Niki de Saint Phalle in 

the foreground, in the background monumental street art from 

2011 entitled Quiet! (Chut! / Shhh! or Chuuutt!) of Jef Aérosol.

2018 https://www.reach-culture.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Innovation_in_Cultural_Heritage_Researc
2018 https://www.reach-culture.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Innovation_in_Cultural_Heritage_Researc
https://virtualconference.icom-cc2020beijing.com/
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PHOT. 2.A. The mural Chuuuttt 

!!! (Shush!) of Jef Aérosol in 2011

PHOT. 2.B. Part of the 
information about the restoration 
of the mural in 2018.

has continued parallel to the development of art, and in this the border between 

the past and the present is fluid5. Today this is the subject of a wide field of 

critical studies on heritage and modernity6. In line with the current trends in 

the theory of the preservation of cultural heritage, “urban art” that functions in 

public space fits within this general framework.

The subject of this study, prepared in the Warsaw Department of Conservation 

and Restoration of Works of Art, is the significance of a holistic approach to the 

issues of preserving the legacy of “urban art” of the 20th / 21st century for a 

new understanding of cultural heritage (in its overall meaning, material and 

intangible, as well as digital, growing in importance in the 21st century). Acting 

as a partner of the international project Conservation of Art in Public Spaces 

(CAPuS),7 this study is complemented by results beyond the scope of material 

culture outlined in it.

The hermeneutic identity of the work of art defined by the philosopher 

Hans-Georg Gadamer (1900-2002) includes the following features presented 

in an innovative manner as game and intangible heritage. Firstly a work of art 

exists in type of game when it is being presented to the recipient. Secondly it is 

important to learn how a work of art plays with the audience. The third feature 

of hermeneutic identity of a work of art is its occasional character and religious, 

moral, amusement or social truth. According to Gadamer ideas the relevance of 

the Art is important as play, symbol, festival and celebration8. 

Laurajane Smith has argued that „there is no such thing as heritage”9. This 

famous observation illustrates the meaning of the holistic treatment of heritage, 

which becomes a constitutive cultural process, by identifying those things and 

5 See: https://encyklopedia.pwn.pl/haslo/sztuki-wizualne;3983522.html,https://
www.britannica.com/art/visual-arts (accessed 20.01.2021).

6  Rodney, Harrison, Heritage. Critical Approaches, London, Routledge, 2012, p. 13.

7  CAPuS – Conservation of Art in Public Spaces; this project has received funding from the European Commission, 
Program Erasmus+ Knowledge Alliances, Project N° 588082-EPP-A-2017-1-IT-EPPKA2-KA.; project coordinator: 
University of Turin, Dr. Dominique Scalarone; Polish partner: Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw.

8  Gadamer, Hans-Georg, Aktualność piękna: sztuka jako gra, symbol i święto, Warszawa, Oficyna Naukowa 1993, 
p. 180 (also see: HG-G, The relevance of the beautiful: Art as play, symbol, and festival, Cambridge University 
Press, 1986; HG-G, Die Aktualität des Schönen. Kunst als Spiel, Symbol und Fest, Reclam, Stuttgart, 1977)

9  Smith, Laurajane, The Uses of Heritage, Oxford, Routledge, 2006, p. 11.

https://encyklopedia.pwn.pl/haslo/sztuki-wizualne;3983522.html
https://www.britannica.com/art/visual-arts
https://www.britannica.com/art/visual-arts
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they are necessary10. Over the past two hundred years or so, the visual arts have 

often drifted towards destruction, partly due to behavioural reasons, the aban-

donment by artists of the principles of correctness of technique, and heading to-

wards a lack of efforts to guarantee durability. The fact that durability has ceased 

to be a value in art was clearly stated by Maria Poprzęcka in her book about an 

impasse in art, which has a strong, reflective and provocative overtone. Referring 

to contemporary art, the researcher refers to the well-known Latin aphorism: Ars 

longa, vita brevis, occasion praeceps, experimentum periculosum, iudicium difficile 

10  Szmelter, Iwona, Fenomen sztuk wizualnych i meandry ich ochrony. Filozofia i elementy nowej 
teorii i praktyki konserwacji, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 2020, passim.

PHOT. 1.3. Pompeii street art on the exterior walls 

of houses after a watercolour by Luigi Bazzani 

1896, now at the Victoria and Albert Museum, 

London. Source: Wikimedia Commons, public domain.

places that can be given meaning and value as „heritage”, reflecting contemporary 

and cultural social values, debates and aspirations. 

The author of this study presents the task of identification and evaluation 

analysis as the first steps in studying works, necessary before making a 

diagnosis and conservation decisions regarding methods of their preservation. 

The appearance of new forms of contemporary art in street space in the 20th 

/ 21st century has the character of „art in process” and, importantly, the open 

nature of the process takes place both on a local scale (which is discussed in 

several chapters of this book), and on a global scale. With a view to maintaining 

the value of heritage, projects of preservation fit into the current tendency in 

the development of conservation theory and practice in the 21st century, while 

managing material changes in the conservation process, integrating many actors 

and preventing the alienation of tasks and an excessive narrowing of many 

technical conservation specialties.

THE PHENOMENON OF VISUAL arts is an open process. Taking into account 

the constant disposition of man to creativity, the current boom in art that has 

already lasted over half a century, is completely natural. The phenomena of the 

visual arts are renewed in the next generations of mankind in new forms with a 

force that is difficult to predict.

The changeable nature of visual arts has influence on the manner in which we 

go about the protection and conservation of such works. With time, works of art 

erode and decay, some are no longer desired by society, works also fall victim to 

human ill will, natural disasters and wars. As a community, we generally oppose 

such processes, and attempt to give a future to the remains of our past and the 

present that in themselves have a very short temporal meaning and very shortly 

becomes a part of the past. After the process of necessary evaluation, they be-

come another element of the cultural heritage that is subject to care, preserva-

tion, possible conservation, restoration and various forms of reconstruction - if 

1.2. URBAN ART – ART IN PROCESS
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reasoning, also known as casuistry13. Depending on the specific work, some cases 

will be easier to determine, others will be very complicated. This is especially the 

case with regard to some visual works in contemporary art, such as, for example, 

plastic objects exposed in the open that need to be monitored non-stop and cov-

ered with protective coatings14. There are many difficulties in preserving street 

art, especially when murals as visual art are presented in a performative context, 

which is often the case with the case studies described in this book.

To explain to recipients and stakeholders from outside the circle of profes-

sionals who are partners in the protection of cultural heritage, it is important to 

distinguish between modern and contemporary art. These terms have connota-

tions that order the way of thinking. One cannot use these terms without refer-

ence to the actual image of the work of art.  

The term “modern art” has many meanings related to the novelty of artistic 

attitudes manifested in expression during the last two hundred years. There is no 

place here for arguments about the limits of modernity. Indeed, the beginnings 

of modern art are commonly associated with the late period in the work of the 

painter Francesco Goya. Modern art is therefore very diverse and loosely set within 

the framework of the last two centuries, it includes novelties, including the avant-

garde movements of the 20th century, with which it is most often associated.

On the other hand, the term “contemporary art” refers only to its temporali-

ty, as accompanying contemporary generations. It can present forms that range 

from traditional to innovative. There are no prohibitions, and art functions in a 

dichotomous way; this applies to both traditional arts disciplines and non-stand-

ard arts, in accordance with the free creative will of artists.

Each work of visual arts, as well as art in public space, can therefore have an 

extremely individual character, and the typology can only be used in the analysis 

of works that are repetitive in their discipline.

13 van de Vall, Renée, The Devil and the Details: The Ontology of Contemporary Art in Conservation 
Theory and Practice, “The British Journal of Aesthetics”, Vol. 55, no. 3, 2015, pp. 285–302.

14 Stigter, Sanneke, Beerkens, Lydia, Outdoor polyester sculpture in transit: Joep van Lieshout’s 
Mobile Home for Kröller-Müller, 2008, ICOM Committee for Conservation, ICOM-CC, 
15th Triennial Conference New Delhi, 22–26 September 2008, preprints.

[Art endures, life is short, occasions are fleeting, experiments dangerous, judge-

ment difficult], and discusses how that no longer applies to most works of 20th / 

21st century art11. 

Unfortunately, street art also contradicts the essence of the above sentiment 

and, among its motivations, often focuses on elements that comprise a threat to 

the idea of “ars longa”, such as the anonymity of most street artists, the role of art 

as an activity that is often carried out in secret and is not always legal, not always 

based on the workshop techniques of the professional artist. Currently, however, 

public contracts for the legal creation of street artare gaining popularity. These 

are aimed at achieving a durable effect, obtaining murals that decorate the pub-

lic space, and are an investment in the aesthetics of the city, or occasional deco-

rations of a commercial, propaganda or patriotic-journalistic character. 

IT IS WORTH RECALLING the very recent origin of the phenomena of 

contemporary urban art in public space, sculptures, installations, the so-called 

„Street art”. Historically, this term has been used since the late seventies as a 

marker of an artistic current as well as stage in the development of our civilization. 

The boundaries of the visual arts are open, however. They shift in new direc-

tions with each new phenomenon or even experiment12. Each art of an innovative 

nature, as a previously unknown phenomenon, is always – due to the behavioural 

nature of man – observed with caution and anxiety, this is also evident in the ob-

servation of the speed of destruction of impermanent art. The beginnings of the 

non-acceptance of art, which can be expressed in the form of acts of vandalism, 

should not apply to works in public space. It is necessary to leave out of the dis-

cussion prejudices and negative opinions as well as generalizations and rigid on-

tological classifications, and instead to consider the specific status of each work 

of visual art individually. Such a task in applied ethics is defined as case-based 

11  Poprzęcka, Maria, Impas. Opór, utrata, niemoc, sztuka, Fundacja Terytoria Książki, Gdańsk 2019, p. 94.

12  Danto C., Arthur, What Art Is, Yale University Press, New Haven, London, 2013. 

1.3. PROCESSES IN VISUAL ARTS  

IN PUBLIC SPACES
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eral or illegal. Also, the newest, contemporary differentiation of the visual arts 

heritage requires a diverse approach and looking for support in nomenclature 

for which modern vocabulary is introduced, terms mainly derived from English, 

having their counterparts in artistic actions around the world.

Genius loci

The preservation of the identity of the visual arts heritage is determined by the 

works themselves, local culture, but also the spirit of the place called genius loci, 

and now global trends in art should also be taken into account.

PHOT. 1.4. Pegasus 
installation by Beata & 
Paweł Konarski, in front 
of the historic building 
of the National Library 
in Warsaw. Patron: 
National Library, social 
sponsors of protection and 
reconstruction - Mrs.& Mr 
Kraszewscy of “El-box”. 
Photo: Beata Konarska.

IN THIS AND SUBSEQUENT chapters of this book will be presented various 

heritage-related approaches to the principles of caring for the legacy of 

contemporary art in urban spaces relative to the nature of the heritage itself. 

The rationale for the scope of issues discussed in subsequent studies in this 

publication corresponds to the challenges born in the 20th century that have 

characterised the culture and lifestyle of people over the last century.

According to Graham Fairclough, important political and promotional tools 

have emerged since 2000 for the preservation of the cultural landscape15. These 

include the European Landscape Charter (ELC), known as the Florence Conven-

tion from 2000, the Faro Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society, 

2005, and „Landscape in a Changing World”, an ESF / COST science policy docu-

ment on landscape research from 2010.

The first one - the Florentine Convention (ELC 2000) explains that: landscape is 

everywhere and includes all periods of history (including very modern ones), all 

features (not only beautiful or orderly), all types rural, urban, marine, etc. It in-

cludes multiple views, both from external and internal perspective. It explains that 

the landscape is alive (it is constantly changing and transforming) and therefore 

needs to be managed and modified, not just protected.

The 2005 Faro Convention adds a broader view of the cultural heritage, pre-

sents activities related to the creation and construction of the heritage (inhabited 

landscape), as well as its structure. It emphasizes that cultural heritage is a gen-

eral value of a society which, like landscape, can create a strong national and lo-

cal identity, a sense of place and an awareness of memory. In contrast, the report 

„Landscape in a Changing World” (ESF / COST Science Policy Briefing (SPB41) in 

relation to the above-mentioned conventions marked the transition to research 

into actionable measures.

The examples shown in this study include, among others the phenomena of 

graffiti and street art presented through the prism of the guardians of their per-

manence and the existence of this art in situations where they are not ephem-

15  Fairclough, Graham, 21st Century Lifestyles: Landscape, Heritage And Urba Identity, op. cit., p. 50–54.

1.4. ABOUT THE CARE, PROTECTION AND 
CONSERVATION OF WORKS, SPACES, GENIUS LOCI
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Works of contemporary art in urban space are subject to constant changes, they 

have been global in nature for several decades, but are still difficult to classify 

due to their continuous development. The English-language term “street art” is 

widely used in contemporary street art around the world, including in conserva-

tion literature.

Starting ab ovo - the phenomenon of street art in Poland has an exceptionally long 

history. An example of this is a sign that has been repeated for several decades, it 

is the “P.W.” symbol of the so-called „Fighting Poland” resistance movement. This 

PHOT. 1.5 Genius loci, a memorial 

footbridge at its location in the 

former Warsaw Ghetto, light 

installation and documentary 

photos. Photo: Iwona Szmelter (A + B)

PHOT 1.5.B. A contemporary light 
installation symbolizing the gate to the 
Warsaw ghetto. Photo: Iwona SzmelterPHOT. 1.5.A. The history of 

the footbridge to the ghetto. 

Photo: Iwona Szmelter

The concept of the spirit of a place (genius loci) is understood as the expression of 

the identity of a place, which thus becomes a significant place. It can be assumed 

that each place has its own spirit, i.e. its genius loci, which is related to tradition. 

Before that spirit becomes, however, discovered and named by the local community, 

the place remains dead, so it is rather a non-place. (...) Tradition is more attached 

to a place than to people. However, it is based on symbolic culture, especially nor-

mative culture, as both individual buildings and methods of spatial development 

are consistent with the values and norms of a given group. The tradition of a place 

can therefore be associated with the territorial identity of a given social group, and 

therefore with its spatial mobility. The tradition of a place can therefore be identified 

with its spirit. The spirit of the place is therefore an objective category, or at least 

an intersubjective one. (...) The spirit of the place is the correlate of symbolic and 

normative culture”16.

Paradoxically, it is the viability of the most recent artistic legacy, even in public 

places with a unique and valued atmosphere that is the most endangered. Con-

temporary art in urban space disappears, becomes destroyed most quickly. But 

it can survive both through its conservation and also as a result of sustainable 

development and the participatory role of society. 

The tasks of the caretakers of urban art include many models of conduct and 

degrees of their implementation, from passive care and „conservation through 

documentation” to active protection and active conservation-restoration. Over-

all, three key dimensions of protection planning have been identified that can be 

tailored to individual case studies. They will be discussed later in the study, and 

they are:

 • planning tools and methodology to ensure preservation;

 • identification, value analysis and defining heritage assets;

 • conservation design - goals and principles of preservation.

16 Source of definition: Zbigniew Rykiel, Marika Pirveli, “Przestrzeń miasta a duch miejsca - przykład 
Rzeszowa”, [in:]Przestrzeń antropogeniczna miasta Lublina: waloryzacja, wytwarzanie, użytkowanie, 
Józef Styk (ed.), Część pierwsza materiałów z konferencji, Lublin: UMCS, 2009, pp. 177-178.
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PHOT. 1.6.B. A contemporary 
mural with the symbol of 
Fighting Poland with symbols 
referring to the urban identity 
and history of Wola in Warsaw. 
Author: Igor Chołda (Aqualoopa), 
2018. Photo: Iwona Szmelter.

appeared on walls under the German occupation in 194017 and continued in use 

during the periods of enslavement of the country by the Soviet occupiers. The Fi-

ghting Poland sign understood as the oldest street logo, used for 70 years until today, 

a sign that because of its symbolism has been protected by law in Poland since 2014.

In the 1970s, street art was initially a strong manifestation of the activity of 

counter-cultural circles, especially the opposition and punks. It had a basis as 

a reflection of the transformations of the collapsing system behind the “Iron 

Curtain” and then the critique of nascent neo-liberalism. Over time, with the 

intensification after the political watershed of 1989, this term began to define 

“free” urban art and engaging the viewer mainly socially and aesthetically, as 

opposed to graffiti and text-based tagging.

The scope of the definition of street art covers various forms - from visual 

arts, such as graffiti, murals, stickers, templates, cut-outs, as well as modified 

existing art forms, such as posters and advertisements. It should be noted that 

street art, along with the conceptual and performative turn present in art, has 

expanded its meaning and many of its realizations refer to conceptualism, and 

have time-based media elements. The performative turn is constituted by the 

so-called street parties, happenings, parades, flash mobs. Often street art tends 

to be a performance or a synthesis of arts including music, light, spontaneous 

dance such as cappoeira, hip-hop, rap. Taking into account the social impact of 

17  Rutkiewicz, Marcin, Sikorski, Tomasz, Graffiti w Polsce 1940–2010, Carta Blanca, Warszawa 2011.

PHOT. 1.6.A. The sign of 

Fighting Poland “Polska 

Walcząca” (P - for Poland with 

the W shaped like an anchor) 

has been on the walls of 

Warsaw since 1942 as a symbol 

of resistance. Source: Wikimedia 

Commons, public domain.
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THIS OPTION MEANS THAT the conservation work on the documentation 

of the object is stopped and the object is left to its own fate. This applies to 

art that cannot be prevented from decaying, art on substrates intended for 

demolition. Another situation is where some street art cannot be preserved for 

legal reasons (see chapter 2). The solution in these situations is to make full 

professional documentation of the objects in the state in which they already are 

(so-called “conservation through documentation”). Some art may be perceive 

differently anyway, both art that is ephemeral due to its creator’s assumptions, 

or its ephemeral nature results from its nature. Nelson Goodman has proposed 

a distinction based on the different “truth” of art in its two kinds. They concern 

autographic art, such as painting, sculpture, which exist in a specific form, and 

allographic art, such as theatre, music, and now performance, in which their 

meaning is in their successive recreations. According to some interpreters, it 

is difficult to classify many types of art into just one of these groups in order 

to be able to preserve them as a comprehensive artistic activity because they 

constitute a mix of autographic / allographic features. Examples of this include 

architecture harmonizing with the environment and its layout, performance 

with elements of art consisting of materially existing art, a synthesis of arts 

with elements of theatre, music and dance. It is in this last form that art often 

functions in the street space21. 

A comprehensive consideration of the role of artists’ intentions in contemporary 

art is of fundamental importance,22 and this is a necessary methodology of 

conduct of conservation research and in setting guidelines in the conservation 

process. Decisions depend among other things on the results of the collection 

of knowledge about the ideas and intentions of artists, not only due to copyright 

21  Goodman, Nelson, The Language of Arts. An approach to the theory of symbols, Hackett Publishing Company, 1976; on 
the topic of architecture as a mix, examples are given in the article: WerningRemeiCapdevilla, “Nelson Goodman’s 
Autographic-Allographic Distinction in Architecture: The Case of Mies van der Rohe’s Barcelona Pavilion”, [in:]
From Logic to Art,Themes from Nelson Goodman, (eds. Gerhard Ernst et al.), De Gruyter,OntosVerlag 2009, 269–292; 
https[in:]www.degruyter.com/view/book/9783110327199/10.1515/9783110327199.269.xml, accessed 28,12.2020

22  van Saaze, Vivian E. J. P., From intention to interaction: Reframing the artist’s interview in 
conservation research [w:] In Art d’aujourd’hui patrimoine de demain, M. Stefanaggi, R. Hocquette 
(eds.), Champs-sur-Marne 2009, SFIIC/Institut National du Patrimoine, 20–28.

1.5. THE OPTION OF LEAVING THE SITUATION AS IT IS  these art forms in the public space, some authors interpret the phenomenon in 

two ways: visual street art and performative street art18. 

Halina Taborska stated that: “how public art is defined sets the direction of research, 

leading either towards its established forms, traditional aesthetics and the sociology 

of art, or towards artistic experiment and areas not yet defined by philosophy”19. 

Initiatives aiming to achieve a proper analysis of this phenomenon together with 

its museumisation are frequent, including by artists such as Cedar Lewisohn, who 

curated the “Street art” exhibition at the Tate Modern in 2008. There, the artistic 

values and influence on recognized artists, including Basquiat and Picasso, were 

brought to the fore20. 

Currently, art in the street space creates a legacy of a very wide range, both 

controversial when it constitutes acts of vandalism, and valuable works, socially 

desirable, studied in many fields of science about cultural heritage. As a result 

of combined experience from practice and theory, the writer of these words 

represents the view that street art is a kind of an open process in art, the legacy 

of which, as long as it represents artistic, aesthetic, and socio-economic values 

in their entire complex (more on this below), becomes the most innovative and 

at the same time symbolic legacy of contemporary art of our generation.

It is worth emphasizing that these global artistic activities in public spaces 

have their local varieties and character, they involve communities with various 

dimensions of impact. Just like in the street visual and performative art of “the 

stilt-walkers” of LinasDomarackas, created with the participation of children 

and adult neighbours in Stalowa Street in Warsaw, aimed at counteracting social 

exclusion (see chapter 3), others contain forms of contestation or social pro-

test, documenting the times in which we live through art.

18  Niziołek, Katarzyna, Czy street art jest sztuką społeczną? Kulturotwórczy i obywatelski sens sztuki ulicznej w perspektywie 
koncepcji społecznych enklaw [in:] “Pogranicze. Studia Społeczne”, volume XXVI “Wokół sztuki społecznej”, Białystok 2015, 
pp. 54-55.

19  Taborska, Halina, Współczesna Sztuka Publiczna, Wydawnictwo Wiedza i Życie, Warszawa 1996, p. 15. 

20  Levisohn, Cedar, Street Art: The Graffiti Revolution, Tate Modern, 2009, https://www.tate.
org.uk/press/press-releases/street-art-tate-modern (accessed 10.02.2021).

https[in:]www.degruyter.com/view/book/9783110327199/10.1515/9783110327199.269.xml
https://www.tate.org.uk/press/press-releases/street-art-tate-modern
https://www.tate.org.uk/press/press-releases/street-art-tate-modern
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issues, and these issues involve different conditionsa23. There are situations, 

however, in which there is no moral justification other than taking no further 

action, which Jonathan Ashley Smith describes as “the ethics of doing nothing”24.

SINCE THE NEW ARTISTIC trends in public spaces are present all over 

the world in their various varieties, including in Poland, and various aspects 

of which are widely discussed in society across the whole world, it is time to 

start developing step by step the topic of the methodology and implications 

of the preservation of this type of visual arts heritage and bringing it into this 

discussion, which is why we devote more space to this issue in this book.

In contrast to what is commonly thought, observation of the threats to the 

existence of art in public space shows that they are not often ascribable solely 

to behavioural causes. On the one hand, it is true that the authors of street art 

value anarchy (although competitions and commissions for works often legalize 

their artistic processes). On the other hand, there is a general lack of responsibil-

ity for the aesthetics of cities. The need to “design the surroundings” is realized 

sporadically in only a few cities. It is the existence of certain rules, respect for 

and taking into account a place for a diverse form of art, in short it is a system of 

“responsible co-functioning and co-planning of the future in society”25.

In the protection of the heritage of both culture and nature, and especially the 

visual arts in urban space considered here, it is proposed to expand the team of 

specialists in making decisions and implementing conservation projects. Among 

the requirements of sustainable development, a good basis may be found in 

the sociological theory of “Actor-network theory (ANT)”, created among others 

by Bruno Latour26, and known since the 1980s and is now widely accepted. 

23 Wharton, Glenn, Artist intention and the conservation of contemporary art [w:] E. Hamilton, 
K. Dodson (eds.), Objects Specialty Group Postprints, Volume Twenty-Two 2015, The American 
Institute for Conservation of Historic & Artistic Works, Washington; http://resources.
culturalheritage.org/osg-postprints/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2015/05/osg022-01.pdf

24 Ashley-Smith, Jonathan, The Ethics of Doing Nothing, “Journal of the Institute of Conservation” 2018, 41 (1): 6–15. 

25  Wizualne niewidzialne. Sztuki wizualne w Polsce. Stan, rola i znaczenie, Dorota Folga-Januszewska, 
Joanna Kiliszek (red.), Project „Obserwatorium kultury” of the Ministry of Culture and 
National Heritage,  Publisher Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, Warsaw 2018, 11.

26  Latour B., Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to the Actor-Network Theory, Oxford University Press 2005.

1.6. THE OPTION OF PRESERVING THE ART

PHOT. 1.7. Temporary graffiti on fences 

around the ruins in the Wola district 

of Warsaw. Photo: Iwona Szmelter

http://resources.culturalheritage.org/osg-postprints/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2015/05/osg022-01.pdf
http://resources.culturalheritage.org/osg-postprints/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2015/05/osg022-01.pdf
https://philpapers.org/go.pl?id=LATRTS&proxyId=&u=https%3A%2F%2Fmarket.android.com%2Fdetails%3Fid%3Dbook-AbQSDAAAQBAJ
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research and precede the diagnosis, concept and design of the selection of the 

scope of conservation, restoration or reconstruction. These data only become 

the basic guidelines in the decision-making strategy for preserving the heritage 

of new art in public space. 

CULTURAL HERITAGE, INCLUDING VISUAL arts, contrary to the logic of 

survival that characterizes the human species, is indeed a topic that strongly 

engages society, but it is losing importance in the Anthropocene, the recently 

misjudged era characterised by the industrialisation that it has led to in the last 

1.7. THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE ANTHROPOCENE 

IN HERITAGE PRESERVATION

PHOT. 1.8. Śródka Square in Poznań, an 
illusionistic 3D mural on the side wall of 
the tenement house (on the left there is a 
tenement house, a baker, a trumpeter, a cat 
on the roof). Next to it are the Philippine 
Monastery (in front of it), the gate of the 
church of St. Margaret (on the right). The 
originator of the work was Gerard Cofta 
– local history enthusiast and councillor, 
the project was by Radosław Barek, in 2015 
the Artistic and Educational Foundation 
PUENTA carried out the project. The mural 
contributed to the process of revitalizing 
the suburbs and is an attraction for visitors. 
Photo: Archive of Roweromaniak Wielkopolski. 
Source: Wikimedia Commons, public domain.

According to Yvonne Rydin, the “network actor” theory can incorporate many 

activities that influence social life in various areas27. This new social perspective 

is also related to the possibilities of protecting art heritage in urban space.

Various actors are involved in the various stages of care leading to the 

comprehensive protection of works of art: the evaluation of the legal, administrative 

and social aspects of street art, research and extended action programs, including 

evaluative analysis, evaluation of the state of preservation and discrepancies 

arising in the expression of works as a result of their deterioration. Moreover, 

the interpretation of the ideas and intentions of the creator and the context 

of the creation of the work, proper recognition of the nature of the work and 

material and technological identification - jointly leading to the understanding 

of the needs of preservation and conservation. These activities take the form of 

27 Rydin, Yvonne, Using Actor-Network Theory to understand planning practice, “Planning Theory”, 2012, 12 (1), pp. 23–45.
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a shadow on the possibility of rational perception of the social value of heritage. 

They continue to evoke fashions, affect tastes and prompt irresponsible actions. 

In the 20th century, the primacy of conservation over reconstruction in Western 

culture (Boito, Dehio, Riegl, Brandi) resulted in a number of norms, protection 

of the value of authenticity in all its richness (Nara Dokument). In the modern 

understanding of the diversity of care philosophies and cultures around the 

world, there are no valuation dogmas or rigid care doctrines. Systems of valuation 

of heritage and hence - systems of care for cultural heritage - contain all the 

consequences resulting from interactions between people and the environment 

that have occurred / take place throughout history and in a particular geographic 

location. Therefore, this study is a reminder of the need for analysis in the light 

of historical relativism, referring to sources presenting changes in ideas as the 

basis for valuation and defining the roots of culture.

The remedy for the threats posed by the effects of the Anthropocene on the 

heritage is a new understanding of cultural heritage, which is holistic in nature, 

not limited to any of the dominant trends so far, and incorporates both material 

and intangible heritage, as well as the emerging digital heritage.

THE NEW UNDERSTANDING OF CULTURAL HERITAGE AS TANGIBLE, 

INTANGIBLE AND DIGITAL was disseminated thanks to the so-called Joint 

Programming Initiative - on Culture Heritage and Global Change (JPI CH), 

established in 2010 by the Council of Europe29. This is a very important change 

that awaits its full institutional implementation, as it covers a wide spectrum 

through the clearly expressed terms of the JPI CH Strategy30.

TANGIBLE HERITAGE includes artefacts (for example, objects, paintings, 

archaeological finds, etc.), buildings, structures, landscapes, cities and cities, 

including industrial, underwater and archaeological sites. This includes 

their location, relationship with the environment and the materials from 

which all of these products are made, from prehistoric rock art to the 

29  The author represented Poland in this initiative in the years 2010-14.

30  See: http://jpi-ch.eu (accessed: 30.04.2020), “Objectives of the Joint Programming Initiative on 
Cultural Heritage (JPI CH). The main objective of JPI CH is to promote the safeguarding of cultural 
heritage in its broader meaning including tangible, intangible and digital assets”.

200 years28. There is a widespread view that art, socio-cultural needs, and cultural 

heritage were not fully appreciated in this period with the increasing dominance 

of industry and the natural sciences. The abandonment of vital human matters 

such as these frustrates many young artists and provokes their reactions often 

expressed in the city space. Following the widespread appearance of the resulting 

art in urban spaces, issues related to its protection and care for the preservation 

of art in public space and its conservation-restoration have emerged, which will 

be discussed in a holistic way in the following subsections. 

We may address the problem of whether in the light of this phenomenon there 

needs to be a new understanding of what constitutes the cultural heritage and 

why it matters. It may be stated that the development of the theory of heritage 

protection towards a new understanding of cultural heritage (tangible, intangi-

ble and digital) is a continuous and open process.

Looking historically at the views of the cultural heritage in antiquity, the Middle 

Ages and the birth of the modern era, we find that although they were rich in various 

thoughts focusing on the legacy of man, they did not yet operate directly with the 

concepts of “values”, “culture” and “civilization”. The turning point for Western 

culture was the Enlightenment, which saw the development of a broad conceptual 

framework concerning culture, education, and the establishment of the terms of 

heritage, the “fine arts”, art disciplines and the value system of the time. This period 

saw the birth of many new research directions based on the recognition of heritage 

as such and its valuation. One of the fruits of this was the description of the basics 

of conservation in Pietro Edwards’ Capitolato in the 18th century. 

Towards the end of the period, heated discussions accompanied the valuation of 

the heritage in the emerging public collections, and special emotions accompanied 

the “storming of walls”, destroying palaces and churches as a repercussion of the 

French Revolution. The enthusiasm of the debaters was able to transfer the disputes 

about the value of culture to the streets. 

Valuation and systematization of goals accompanied the work of the organizers 

of historical structures of heritage protection. The aftermath of different views 

of the theoreticians of the 19th century (Ruskin, Viollet-le-Duc) to this day casts 

28 Art in the Anthropocene: Encounters among aesthetics, politics, environments and epistemologies, Etienne Turpin, 
Heather Davis (red.), Open Humanities Press, 2015; https://library.oapen.org/ (accessed: 12.11.2019).

http://jpi-ch.eu
http://library.oapen.org/handle/20.500.12657/33191
https://library.oapen.org/
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most modern plastics and electronic products. INTANGIBLE HERITAGE  

encompasses practices, including arts, representations, expressions, 

intangible art, memories, knowledge, and skills that communities, groups, 

and individuals construct, use, and pass on from generation to generation. 

DIGITAL HERITAGE includes text, databases, still and moving images, audio, 

graphics, software and websites. Some of this digital heritage is created by 

scanning or converting physical objects that already exist, and some are digitally 

created or “born digitally”.

Looked at synoptically, cultural heritage is a process, and therefore the heritage of 

visual arts is also a process open in time. The preservation of this heritage is all the 

more a process, consequently conservation and all its forms also have the character 

of a process. It is, after all, a natural feature of living phenomena related to culture 

that the discourse on them is open. However, for these processes to take place, it 

is important to have the stability of the cultural ecosystem, which depends on the 

combination of understanding the value of art and its heritage, ideas and people. 

Hence, those conservation doctrines that are based on monothematic theories 

and dogmas typical of the 19th and 20th centuries cannot be treated as universally 

binding, although in many cases in the treatment of the classical art forms have 

not lost their relevance. There are specific situations when a priori assumptions are 

entirely acceptable. There are still some predetermined rules about the primacy 

of conservation over restoration in the Eurocentric world, and they are generally 

accepted in museums in relation to ancient art. However, given the fact that in its 

totality the cultural heritage comprises a huge variety of different forms, such a 

rigid approach can no longer be considered desirable, and making conservation 

decisions is no longer a case of accepting a course of action recommended by one 

doctrinal preference. The routinization of heritage preservation structures poses 

an existential threat to the entire cultural ecosystem. In the twentieth century, it 

is important that “each community, through its collective memory and awareness 

of the past, is responsible for identifying and managing its own heritage”31. 

Elements of the heritage are understood as carriers of many different values 

that change over time. Mutual tolerance for the values of different cultures and 

31 Fragment of the Cracow Charter 2000, Dziedzictwo kulturowe fundamentem historii, 
materiały konferencyjne, IHKZ, Kraków, 23-26.10.2000, p. 189.

PHOT. 1.9.A+B. The intention 
of the artist Fabia Rieti was 
to create a visual illusion in a 
mural that would fit into the 
landscape of a street in Paris 
(rue Étienne Marcel). The 
visual illusion in art, known 
as trompe l’oeil, prompts the 
viewer to perceive the painted 
picture as three-dimensional 
spaces that enliven and 
dynamise the fabric of the 
city. Photo: Iwona Szmelter.
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PHOT. 1.10 Monumental mural stone and 

what? in Warsaw (1400 m2) designed by 

Wiktor Malinowski, made with a team in 

2009. The minimalist concept combines the 

form of the words “stone and what” and an 

escaping red balloon. The houses in ruins 

after the War commemorate the dramatic 

fate of the inhabitants. Photo: Iwona Szmelter.

PHOT. 1.11. The escaping red balloon 
above the concise inscription on the mural 
stone and what of the tenement house at 
14 Waliców Street has been a symbol of 
memory for the last decade, it has entered 
the canon of urban art in Warsaw, although 
it is not a monument. Photo: Iwona Szmelter.

new art forms implies the need for education and dialogue even between ex-

treme protagonists. The answer to the question of whether a new understand-

ing of cultural heritage matters is affirmative, as it determines the vitality and 

well-being of the newest heritage.

THE CARE FOR A living culture is an open issue. In general, the situation of 

historic buildings in street space is covered by a number of established legal and 

administrative regulations and good conservation practice. On the other hand, 

the principles of an approach to the preservation of contemporary art in the street 

space are still emerging, together with new issues in protection, management 

and conservation of this kind of visual arts heritage. The assumption is to treat 

the works individually. There is an ontological openness in the language of art, as 

Goodman puts it: “In painting […] none of the properties the picture has as such - 

is distinguished as constitutive; no such feature can be dismissed as contingent, 

and no deviation as insignificant”32.

Thanks to the positions of Duchamp and the Dadaists, the term “conceptual 

turn” became incorporated into communications about the visual arts more than 

a century ago and the notion of a performative turn over half a century ago, in 

various locations around the world in the 1960s and 1970s. This provides a new 

vision of the essence of the transmission of visual arts, full of cultural practices 

and their impact on the audience:

The contemporary concept of living culture draws attention to people’s cultural 

practices, their conditions and their products - both material and non-material. In 

this case, it is important for us to break through the view that introducing people 

to participation in culture must have a hierarchical vertical direction (...); one 

would like to say that from this point of view, the ideal form of a living culture 

is like a land of gentleness in which mutual respect can be regulated by relations 

between people and between people and the world33.

32 “Goodman Nelson, Languages of Art. An Approach to a Theory of Symbols, Hackett, Indianapolis, 1976, p.116.

33 http://ozkultura.pl/co-badamy (accessed: 2.01.2021).

1.8. THE CONCEPT OF PRESERVATION, CONSERVATION 

AND CARE OF PUBLIC AND STREET ART

http://ozkultura.pl/co-badamy
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sed focusing on difficult assessment in individual case studies35.

Regardless of the casuistry resulting from individual cases of work, the 

legal conditions for starting work are important. The legal issues concerning 

contemporary art in public space have been presented by Dr. Żaneta Gwardzińska 

in Chapter 2. In both the legal and social context, graffiti and street art have a 

diverse character and fall within a wide range of interpretations - from being 

creative work, or a spontaneous expression of creativity, to being an illegal act of 

vandalism36.

In the approach to conservation issues, it is of paramount importance to 

analyse works and determine the ideas and messages of the artists that form 

the basis of their creativity, and then their views on the duration of their 

works, materials and technology. The protection and possible conservation 

of the visual arts constitute the preservation and continuation of the creativi-

ty of artists that has accompanied human development from the beginning of 

human civilization and, only having a chance to survive indefinitely thanks to 

the care and professionalism of conservators. The principles for the protection 

of visual arts are not a rigid set of recommendations, although they are based 

on the generally accepted methodology and ethics of the conservation project 

Similarly, the role of the artist-creator of the work does not entitle him to enforce 

full compliance with his intention and artistic sanctions according to the termi-

nology of the philosopher Sheri Irwin37. Contemporary debates concern the so-

called biographies of works, including intentionality, authorship in the context 

of changes in works brought by time, authenticity in the face of discrepancies 

that we notice between the present and present, initial state and expression of 

35 van de Vall, Renée, “Towards a Theory and Ethics for the Conservation of Contemporary Art”, in 
Art D’Aujourd’Hui—moine de Demain, Conservation et Restauration des Oeuvres Contemporaines, 13es 
journéesd’études de la SFIIC (Paris: Institut National du Patrimoine, 2009), pp. 51–56.

36  Dajnowicz-Piesiecka, Diana, Ekspresja tworzenia czy akt zniszczenia? – problematyka graffiti w świetle 
wybranych aspektów prawnokarnych, „Studia Prawnoustrojowe” 2019 Nr 43, p. 53.

37 Irvin, Sheri, The Artist’s Sanction in Contemporary Art, “Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism” 2005.63 (4): 315–326.

1.9. THE ISSUE OF INTENTIONALITY IN CONSERVATION. THE 

CONTEXT OF INTERVIEWS WITH CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS

The conservation and restoration process begins with a value analysis (more on 

this in point 1.13) and understanding the meaning of various visual arts, stre-

et art, murals and other objects in their various aspects. Data and information 

resulting from an interview with the artist are necessary to identify significant 

aspects of the work, the research results supplement the knowledge about the 

technology of its creation. 

Therefore, according to the current state of science and knowledge in the 21st 

century, the examination of an object that is to undergo conservation should 

consist of transdisciplinary research, starting with the determination of the 

authorship and history of the object, the context of the creation of the work and 

its social significance, as well as research on techniques and technologies and 

the assessment of the technical condition. As in any case, before a conservation 

diagnosis, it is necessary to define “what it is that we conserve”. The values and 

the message of the work are characteristic of it, but are not always obvious, 

especially if we only take the point of view of preserving its material substance. 

Evaluative analysis allows focus on many additional aspects of the meaning 

of the object and its social role, now known as the so-called “living culture”. 

Determining what we are investigating is essential if we are to protect and care 

for it. According to the network “Living Culture Observatory”:34  

Living culture] certainly does not constitute a closed, stable system, also at the level 

of values and meanings (which is why, for example, we renounce the concept of hie-

rarchies of values, which suggests stability and immutability). At the same time, we 

believe that the researcher cannot be seduced by this flickering changeability and dyna-

mism, because under the surface layer of culture (here called cultural reality) one can 

discover phenomena and processes that are sometimes surprising in their permanence.  

The concept of exceptional treatment of works as an example of moral casuistry 

in the field of theory and ethics of contemporary art conservation was presented 

by the philosopher Renée van de Vall in 2009. She appealed to conservators to 

analyze the “exceptions” to how paradigmatic principles were applied to make 

the right decisions regarding the care of works of contemporary art. She propo-

34  http://ozkultura.pl/co-badamy (accessed 20.01.2021).

http://ozkultura.pl/co-badamy
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According to copyright law, the artist’s consent to conservation interventions 

potentially plays a significant role (this may be confirmed by an agreement), an 

interview with the artist can be carried out, and the legality of the work estab-

lished (especially important in urban space). The conservation documentation 

of the object optimally has information about the idea and message of the work, 

technique and materials, as well as the artist’s consent to the preservation and 

conservation of his work. The data obtained from the interview with the relevant 

artist’s statements, constructed according to the so-called „Good Practice of Inter-

views with Artists” developed on the basis of long consultations and experience 

in the International Network for Conservation of Contemporary Art (INCCA),40 

should be recorded and ideally the interview transcript should, if possible, be au-

thorized by the creator and attached to the documentation of the object. 

An agreement/contract or certificate is one way artists continue their respon-

sibility to a work. It is an authoritative source that is useful for a curator or con-

servator. In administrative proceedings, it is necessary to assess the legal condi-

tions for taking protective and conservation measures, as well as the assessment 

taking into account the opinions of the authors of the works (often fluid and var-

iable), various administrative aspects and conservation possibilities, in order to 

undertake active conservation, possibly restoration or reconstruction, etc. 

MODELS OF CONDUCT ARE an open resource for adapting a project to the 

individual needs of the works being treated. The main research interests for 

objects encompassed by the traditional artistic disciplines and technologies 

include concepts of authenticity and importance of material in art, with particular 

emphasis on the intentions of artists and conservation issues. Openness to 

discussion in the current understanding of cultural heritage as material, 

intangible and digital is a condition for the further development of conservation 

theory and methodology, especially at the present time of changes and the 

40  https://www.incca.org/files/incca-guide-good-practice-artists-interviews
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the work. Then intentionality becomes a complex issue that the conservator can-

not treat naively. The context of the work and the memory of the authors of the 

works often change in subsequent interviews, as well as in the face of the artist’s 

interrogators, such as curators, gallery directors, according to Glenn Wharton 

and many experienced conservators38.

The intention of the artists, similarly to the ideas of their works, can be as-

sessed on the basis of the artists’ statements, different scope of agreements or 

contracts, supporting documentation and interviews with artists or question-

naires. The artist’s statement often addresses the general ideological context in 

which to place the work in question39.

38  Wharton, Glenn, Artist Intentions and the Conservation of Contemporary Art, Objects Specialty Group Postprints, Volume 
Twenty-Two, American Institute for Conservation, Washington D.C. 2016. http://resources.conservation-us.org/
osg-postprints/wpcontent/uploads/sites/8/2015/05/osg022-01.pdf; Wharton, Glenn, Engel, Deena, Taylor J. Marvin, 
The Artist Archives Project: David Wojnarowicz, Studies in Conservation, International Institute for Conservation, 
London 2016, Vol. 61. S2-241-247; http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00393630.2016.1181350.

39 Gordon, Rebecca, Hermens Emma, The artist’s intent in flux, CeROArt 2013; http://ceroart.revues.org/3527.

PHOT. 1.12. Horizontal Composition, Tadeusz Sieklucki, object from the Biennale of Sculpture from 1968, restored in 2010 and moved to the Pacak-Kuźmirski Square. Photo: Iwona Szmelter.

https://www.incca.org/files/incca-guide-good-practice-artists-interviews
http://resources.conservation-us.org/osg-postprints/wpcontent/uploads/sites/8/2015/05/osg022-01.pdf
http://resources.conservation-us.org/osg-postprints/wpcontent/uploads/sites/8/2015/05/osg022-01.pdf
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00393630.2016.1181350
http://ceroart.revues.org/3527
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PHOT. 1.13.A. Biennial of Metal Sculpture, location 1968–1975. 
The Large Sculptures Exposition was a three-kilometre street 
gallery along Kasprzaka Street. Source: Archive Fotopolska.pl

PHOT. 1.13.B. The present exhibition of Sculpture in Metal from the Biennale in 1968. 

Out of 60 objects, only some of the works have survived. They were renovated and 

repainted in 2009–2010. Currently, they are exhibited in Pacak-Kuźmirski Square.

changes in direction of development of our civilization41. Within the scope of the 

competences of the guardians of urban art, there are many models of conduct and 

degrees of their implementation, from passive care and “conservation through 

documentation” to active protection and active conservation-restoration. Overall, 

three key dimensions of protection planning have been identified that can be 

applied to the case studies. They will be discussed later in the study, and they are:

1. initial value analysis, planning means and 

methodology to ensure protection;

2. diagnosis of the object, full value analysis and heritage assessment;

3. conservation design - goals and principles of protection.

The moral basis, affirmations of the obligation to protect the value of intangible 

culture, is presented in international documents of global reach42. The environ-

mental specificity and local legal and administrative conditions imply the need 

to adapt projects to national requirements, as recent analysis of the examples of 

the situation in the UK and China clearly shows43. The methods of conservation 

design in Poland, where conservation has been shaped for over 75 years by the 

conservation and academic community, also requires adaptation to the local le-

gal and economic situation. On this basis, a model of conservation project design 

of a transdisciplinary nature is being built (see below). The implementation of 

interventions under a conservation project can take place at different levels of 

advancement. After the necessary arrangements mentioned above and making 

the diagnosis, the next step in preservation is the strategy of making decisions 

and establishing the possibility and concept of preserving the work. 

41 Strange, Ian, Whitney, David, The changing roles and purposes of heritage conservation in the 
UK, “Planning Practice & Research”, Taylor & Francis, 18:2-3, pp. 219–229, Routlege 2010. 

42  UNESCO Conventions: Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural 
Heritage. 1972, Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage 2003, The Nara 
Document on Authenticity 1994, Burra Charter from 1999- continually revised; www.unesco.org.

43 Fei Chen, Carol Ludwig & Olivier Sykes, Heritage Conservation through Planning: A Comparison of Policies and 
Principles in England and China, Planning Practice & Research, Routlege, Taylor & Francis on-line, 2020.

http://www.unesco.org.
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PHOT. 1.14. City exhibition in 2021 of sculptures from the 1968 

Biennale: Study in Steel, by Jan Jaworski; on the left, Totem, 

Krystian Jarnuszkiewicz; in front of Sails, by Adam Smolan; on 

the right Melody by Elżbieta Rolke -Misztal. Photo: Iwona Szmelter.

FOR THE SAKE OF clarity and moving towards the adoption of a common 

terminology in the Polish milieu, I present some general terms and definitions 

of conservation in the version agreed since 2000, starting from the publication 

of Iwona Szmelter44, and then consulted and coordinated by Bogumiła Rouba45, 

until the last published version of 10/02/2021. This collective study is an expression 

of the professional identity of conservators, encompassing 70 years of education 

and experience of Polish higher education schools46:

ON THE BASIS OF evaluative analysis and the necessary preliminary research, 

the essential role of the historical monument or object is determined47 as a 

social function that is as safe as possible is established, for example a building 

intended for museum functions and with limited use, a permanent ruin serving 

as a tourist attraction, a building that can be assigned a public utility, hotel, 

commercial use, etc. The strategic plan is a concept of management of the object 

with a preliminary version of the conservation project, defining the full issues 

related to it and containing indications, for example, of the types of research 

and expertise necessary for the recognition of its nature.

It also defines the scope of works necessary for the functioning of the object, 

the prospects for its protection and maintaining the effects of conservation and 

44 Szmelter, Iwona, The Strategy of Project Decision Making Design in Conservation Policy, 5th EC Conference, 
Postprints, Cracow, Cultural Heritage Research: a Pan-European Challenge, 2002; www.heritage.ceti.pl 
(accessed: 20.01.2021); Szmelter, Iwona, Strategia Decyzyjna i projektowanie konserwatorskie na tle przeglądu teorii 
i doktryn konserwatorskich, Biuletyn Informacyjny Konserwatorów Dzieł Sztuki, Łódź, 2000, 61-63,168–170.

45  Rouba, Bogumiła, Proces ochrony dóbr kultury – pojęcia, terminologia, (in:) Materials from the conference “Ars 
longa – Vita brevis – tradycyjne i nowo-czesne metody badania dzieł sztuki”, ed. J. Flik, Toruń 2003, pp. 349-379. 

46 See: acca05a061ff3177b8c21227f2025b71.pdf (nid.pl). Coordination: Bogumiła J. Rouba. Collaboration and consultation: 
Prof. dr hab. Iwona Szmelter, Prof. dr hab. Andrzej Koss, dr hab. Prof UMK Piotr Niemcewicz, Prof. dr hab. J. Olszewska-
Świetlik, Prof. dr hab. Mieczysław Stec, Dr Anna Forczek-Sajdak, mgr Karolina Molga, Prof. dr hab. Edward Kosakowski, 
mgr Piotr Białko, Dr Agnieszka Kosakowska, Dr hab. Prof. UMK Małgorzata Pronobis-Gajdzis, Dr Karolina Zimna-
Kawecka, mgr inż. arch. Beata Piaskowska, Dr inż. WaldemarAffelt, Dr inż. arch. Ulrich Schaaf.10.02.2021. 

47  The concept of a historical monument or object was defined in Polish law in the cultural property legislation (Act of 
23 July 2003). The monument is an element of heritage according to the conventions ratified by Poland, including the 
UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, the UNESCO Convention on the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage of 2003 and later.

1.11.  CONSERVATION DESIGN - GENERAL TERMS 

AND DEFINITIONS OF CONSERVATION

STRATEGIC PLAN FOR MONUMENT / HERITAGE PROTECTION 

http://www.heritage.ceti.pl
http://acca05a061ff3177b8c21227f2025b71.pdf
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are part of the ensemble), the context – its aesthetics, conditions and safety of 

functioning in the environment – is taken into account. 

A conservation project is created as a result of a team collaboration of the 

necessary specialists, coordinated by a person whose own specialisation 

is consistent with the issues dominating in a given object (art conservator or 

architecture conservator, or archaeological conservator). Designs of construction 

and conservation works, construction and construction works, industry-specific 

installation designs, etc. are its constituent parts, subordinate, however, to the 

general concept and conservation issues49. The design team is qualified to 

supervise the implementation of works or may be their contractor in the “design 

and execute” legal formula.

The conservation project has an open character and may be phased, which 

means that while the works are being carried out, as new knowledge about the 

object is acquired (e.g. the discovery of polychrome decoration, previously in-

visible structural elements, etc.), it is possible to modify the work program. Es-

pecially in the case of work in complex, multi-aspectual cases, members of the 

project team cooperates with each other at the research stage and during the cre-

ation of the project, but also during its implementation, making any necessary 

modifications. In large and complex projects, the project design is of fundamen-

tal importance as a framework that defines all necessary activities and requires 

approval by the appropriate conservation authorities (provincial monuments 

conservator WKZ), however, in the phase of execution of the stages, a detailed 

programme and the permission of the WKZ is required for the programs of work 

to be performed in the near future50. The project accepted and approved by the 

appropriate conservation authorities becomes the basis for approving detailed 

programs for subsequent stages of work, provided that they are consistent with 

the main document. The final form of the conservation project includes:

49  Depending on the needs, the participants in the creation of the project and the participants of the implementation 
itself may be archaeologists, engineers, constructors, chemists, physicists, microbiologists, geologists, art historians, 
heraldists, musicians, etc., working within their specialty to achieve conservation objectives.

50  The conservator’s permit for the implementation of the partial program is conditional on the recognition of the whole 
contained in the project, so that a single element, e.g. of equipment, does not become a foreign element after the works 
and inconsistent with the aesthetics of the whole. The conservation and restoration of one altar cannot take place without 
investigating the layers and colours of the others, studying the aesthetics and decoration of the walls, and composing it 
in a viable aesthetic scheme of the entire interior. 

restoration. The strategic plan (developed by a team of authors), submitted to 

the appropriate conservation office (in printed and digital versions) sets the 

directions of activities and forms the basis for consistent conservation decisions 

issued over the next years. 

ON THE BASIS OF the conservators’ analysis of the results of the multi-

disciplinary investigations (in the fields of the humanities and natural sciences, 

the effect of which is the proper diagnosis of the monument, determination 

of its history, repairs and historical layers, technical structure and technology, 

examining the state of preservation and causes of damage) a defined conservation 

diagnosis is drawn up. After conducting an evaluative analysis, the basic 

assumptions are created of the correlated goals and scopes of conservation 

and restoration activities necessary to preserve the features (attributes) that 

determine the material and intangible values of a monument. These activities are 

to guarantee the possibility of fulfilling the assumed functions of the monument, 

e.g. works to preserve the ruin, adaptation works of parts, or the whole, work to 

save or strengthen the monument’s substance, etc.. 

The conservation project includes a program and schedule of tasks arranged 

in the right order48 along with proposed methods and materials, and also de-

fines the planned final effect. The program and schedule of tasks requires a di-

vision into priority tasks (work to be performed immediately), long-term tasks 

and cyclically repetitive tasks (monitoring, work in the field of prevention). Con-

servation and restoration tasks are presented according to the following scheme: 

the surroundings of the object, the object itself, fittings and equipment. The 

conservation project must exhaustively cover the entirety of the issues related 

to the object as a whole, so that even during works carried out only on a part of 

the monument (e.g., fragments of walls, a single altar, painting, codex, etc. that 

48  This means that the works related to the repair of the roof, drying, etc. should be carried out before starting the 
conservation of the polychrome internal decoration, that the altars after conservation and restoration works should 
not return to a mouldy and damp church, and archaeological activities must not cause dust in the newly commissioned 
objects, and the conservation of a historical book collection should be preceded by the preparation of rooms for their 
safe storage.

3. CONSERVATION PROJECT DESIGN 
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 • monument identity summary report card;

 • comprehensive object analysis with multidisciplinary 

research reports and value analysis;

 • program(s) of conservation and restoration works containing a 

diagnosis, concept and proposed procedure (methods and materials)

 • timetable;

 • specialized project plans (e.g., architectural, 

construction, building, installation, etc.);

 • visualization of the anticipated effects of the planned 

activities - the target appearance of the object;

 • cost estimates and other attachments - depending on the type of object, 

type of planned works and administrative requirements. 

PHOT. 1.15A. Totem by Krystian Jarnuszkiewicz, sculpture, 

polychrome metal, Sculpture Gallery during the 1968 

Biennale, still exhibited in the street space in 2021.

PHOT. 1.15B. Totem by Krystian Jarnuszkiewicz, 
fragment of the damage to the paint layers at the base 
of the sculpture, Sculpture Gallery 1968–2021.

PHOT. 1.15C. Fight by Wiktoria Iljin, polychromed 

metal, Sculpture Gallery 1968–2021.

PHOT. 1.15D. Fight by Wiktoria Iljin, central fragment of the 

structure of the building, Sculpture Gallery 1968–2021.

PHOT. 1.15E. Planetoid by Henryk Wróblewski, Sculpture Gallery 1968–2021.

PHOT. 1.15F. Planetoid by Henryk Wróblewski; annual cleaning of the sculpture. 

According to the author, the most important thing is to assume that conservation 

is an open process. The consequence of such an approach is the necessity to 

monitor the object after the active conservation is completed, which will extend 

the life of the work and also the results of the conservation intervention.

1.15A

1.15C

1.15E 1.15F

1.15D

1.15B
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1.16A

1.16D1.16C 1.16E

1.16B

Conservation design - development of a design based on the results of multidi-

sciplinary research, conservation diagnosis and evaluation analysis, setting out 

the basic assumptions, purpose and scope of necessary activities, program and 

schedule of tasks arranged in the right order together with proposed methods 

and materials, also with the determination of the planned final effect, made in 

accordance with the principles of good practice, conservation ethics and subject 

to the good of the object.

To sum up - there is nothing more valuable than a good theory, and the conserva-

tion practice depends on the appropriate naming of issues and problems. The 

rules and deadlines are discussed in the conservation milieu and updated on a 

regular basis. According to the author, the most important thing is to assume 

that the conservation project is an open process. A consequence of such a con-

ception of the conservation project is that it is necessary to monitor the object 

after the active conservation is completed, which will extend the life of the work 

and also allow an assessment of the results of the conservation intervention.

PHOT. 1.16.A. Sculpture Gallery from the Biennale in 1968, view 
of Pacak-Kuźmirskiego Square in 2021. Photo: Iwona Szmelter.

PHOT. 1.16.B. Globe, Mieczysław Kałużny, Planetoid by Henryk 

Wróblewski in the background, Sculpture Gallery 1968–2021

PHOT. 1.16.C. Giraffe, Władysław Dariusz Frycz, polychromed metal, Sculpture Gallery 1968–2021.

PHOT. 1.16.D. Morning Star by Teresa Brzóskiewicz, polychromed metal, Sculpture Gallery 1968–2021.

PHOT. 1.16.E. Avant-garde by Bronisław Kubica, Sculpture Gallery 1968–2021.
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However, if they are of a secondary nature, the removal of layers of artistic value, 

called palimpsests in the literature, should be considered. On the other hand, 

with moral consent, the symptoms of vandalism, which we often encounter in 

public spaces, may be removed.

The current shift in art towards digital formats is also important in the perception 

of obligations in conservation. Here, art originally created digitally should not be 

confused in a broad sense with recording-documentation. In the narrower sense 

and closer to the idea of preserving heritage, there are also numerous digital 

registrations of existing works of art, especially when they are impermanent, as 

in the cases cited later in the book.They function as a digital reproduction of the 

work of street art, digitization carrying the transfer of the idea of a work to new 

carriers, concerning processes from virtual reality (“virtual body of art”).

The stages of care leading to the protection of various works are extended 

research programs and new types of activities compared to the existing ones: 

evaluative analysis, assessment of the state of preservation and discrepancies 

arising in the expression of works as a result of their destruction, interpretation 

of the ideas and intentions of the creator and the context of the creation of 

the work, proper recognition of the nature and original form of the work and 

material and technological identification - jointly leading to the understanding 

of the needs of preservation and conservation. They have the nature of a piece 

of research and precede the diagnosis, concept and design of the selection of 

the scope of conservation, restoration or reconstruction. These data are only 

just now becoming the guiding principles in the decision making strategy for 

heritage conservation.

Caution in making decisions is essential if we want to fully prolong the 

existence of the works themselves and not just limit them to being pieces of 

material culture.

IN THE TURMOIL OF the changes in the 20th and 21st centuries, new issues 

arose, such as new forms of art in public space, cultural diversity not complying 

with the criteria of traditional art in the circle of Western European culture. 

There is a strong social turn in art, and the cultivated forms show a performative 

turn, hybrid art, and in its many manifestations leading to the synthesis of arts. 

finally, the effects of the increasing influence of IT on modern civilization are 

enormous. These new challenges bring to the ideas of modern and contemporary 

art unusual means of expression, such as a variety of material and immaterial 

that would formerly have been judged by traditional critics as “non-artistic”. 

This diversity is enhanced by phenomena such as conceptual art, as well as art 

focussed on the issue of time-based media as well as art that is created digitally, 

by video, internet and many other means51. 

Both traditional and new forms are manifested in all kinds of artistic activities 

in public space. Consequently, they should also be taken into account in protection 

and conservation, so for this reason the needs for preserving both matter and ideas 

function equally well here too. Alongside the part of the methodology for traditional 

art forms that is adopted, we must also choose the principles of conservator’s work 

that correspond to the nature of the new art. In order to know “truth” in the context 

of authenticity, a critical interpretation of the work of art is necessary, which is 

possible through the recognition and protection of its elements, its idea, material, 

context and internal unity, in accordance with the artist’s intentions and perception 

of the integrity of his work. Including in the search for the “truth” of contemporary 

art, it is essential to cooperate with artists or to find source information about a 

work, which makes it possible to verify common and routine identifications of 

their nature and message.

Another ethical challenge is the choice of how to deal with existing repaints 

on the original work, which may have multiple meanings. We keep them without 

a doubt, if they can be shown to be changes introduced by the original author. 

51 Laurenson, Pip, Authenticity, Change and Loss in the Conservation of Time-Based Media Installations, “Tate 
Papers 6”, 2006; http://www.tate.org.uk/research/tateresearch/tatepapers/06autumn/laurenson.htm.

1.12. ETHICAL CHALLENGES IN THE FACE 

OF CHANGES IN THE VISUAL ARTS

http://www.tate.org.uk/research/tateresearch/tatepapers/06autumn/laurenson.htm
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TH
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ID
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D

 
ID

EN
TI

FI
C

AT
IO

N

• the role of cultural heritage 

in the creation of identity of 

society, both global, regional 

and individual,

• personal development

FU
N

C
TI

O
N

A
L 

VA
LU

ES

• utility,

• as a document of human 

activity in the past; idea and 

execution, etc.

• providing workplaces 

 

SC
IE

N
TI

FI
C

 V
A

LU
E

• the importance of research, 

discoveries, the value of 

techniques and technologies 

(heuristics in creative thought, 

the importance of discoveries 

and new theories)

SO
C

IA
L 

VA
LU

ES

• to increase society’s 

participation in relations with 

heritage, participation in 

art (the so-called “reflective 

society”), The impact of 

heritage values (tangible, 

intangible, digital) on the 

choice of the tourism model

TH
E 

VA
LU

E 
O

F 
A

U
TH

EN
TI

C
IT

Y 
A

S 
A

 P
RO

C
ES

S

• material designations in 

culture,

• holism in the contemporary 

understanding of all the 

richness of the meaning of 

authenticity - matter / or idea;

• credibility of heritage in the 

field of tangible, tangible and 

digital heritage

• issues of a participatory 

approach to the value of 

heritage TH
E 

VA
LU

E 
O

F 
TH

E 
“C

U
LT

U
RA

L 
P

RO
D

U
C

T” • building identity through;

• regional and political value,

• value for minority groups,

• digital situational 

reconstructions of history for 

cultural tourism,

• ability to reproduce (mass 

interaction) 

EM
O

TI
O

N
A

L 
VA

LU
ES

• to create an impression in an 

aesthetic or historical sense, 

caused by an object (feeling)

• provoking empathy and 

understanding of the 

continuity of culture (genius 

loci)

SO
C

IO
-O

P
ER

AT
IO

N
A

L 
VA

LU
ES •  usefulness for the creator and 

recipient in mutual activity;

• potential value for future use 

and value generation

TAB 1: Complex, holistic framework for evaluation analysis

CULTURAL-HISTORICAL VALUES SOCIO-ECONOMIC VALUES
A

RT
IS

TI
C

 V
A

LU
E 

O
F 

TH
E 

H
ER

IT
A

G
E

• it is assumed that artistic 

values are revealed to the 

recipient as a result of the 

process of getting to know the 

heritage;

• Apart from the socially 

recognized values, there 

is a relative artistic value 

- compliance with the 

contemporary creative will;

TH
E 

EC
O

N
O

M
IC

 V
A

LU
ES

 O
F 

TH
E 

H
ER

IT
A

G
E As a source of:

• social wellbeing,

• cultural tourism, 

• providing places for work

A
ES

TH
ET

IC
 V

A
LU

E

• including the aesthetic and 

educational values of age,

• satisfying the aspects of 

modern aesthetics 

• (visual attractiveness etc.)

ED
U

C
AT

IO
N

A
L 

VA
LU

E

• for social development;

• the heritage as proof of a 

continuity of development and 

proof of the need to assure it, 

• building a feeling of social 

wellbeing etc.

H
IS

TO
RI

C
A

L 
VA

LU
ES

• protection of the historical 

character of the zones,

• including commemorative 

value (a place of memory 

important for the history and 

image of the place),

• history of ideas and people 

(human memory),

• national value,

• missionary value (educational 

message of the “past for the 

future”), and others.

SO
C

IA
L 

VA
LU

ES

• cognition, knowledge 

enrichment for social 

development,

• the value of preserving 

regional and local specificity,

• securing jobs,

• the value of information and 

the “market” value for the 

emulation and reconstruction 

of historical events, battles, 

etc.
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D
O

C
U

M
EN

TA
RY

 V
A

LU
ES

• as evidence, a document of 

human activity in the past

• (idea and execution);

• archival value for the 

preservation of material 

culture, technology, values of 

political ideas, regional values, 

etc.

SO
C

IO
-A

D
M

IN
IS

TR
AT

IV
E 

VA
LU

ES

• for organizing forms of social 

life for various generations and 

groups,

• educational - from 

kindergarten to seniors,

• for relaxation purposes,

• rehabilitation

IN
TE

G
RI

TY
 V

A
LU

ES

• means completeness in 

relation to both the object and 

its historical aspect.

• Specifying it allows us to 

answer the question to what 

extent (how well) the assessed 

object represents the given 

period or topic that it is 

supposed to illustrate.

VA
LU

E 
A

S 
A

N
 IN

D
IV

ID
U

A
L 

SY
M

BO
L

• important for a trademark and 

for building an image, e.g. of a 

person, product, town, region - 

by connection with a historical 

event, tradition or figure

C
RE

AT
IV

IT
Y 

VA
LU

ES

• works of creative human 

genius of an artistic or 

technical nature, in applied 

art, the style of the object 

(design),

• here also - the value of rarity, 

exceptionality, uniqueness

N
O

V
EL

TY
 V

A
LU

E

• the surprising nature of an art 

object that satisfies the natural 

human need for enjoyment 

and satisfaction, attraction 

value, importance for change 

management

SO
C

IO
-S

PA
TI

A
L 

VA
LU

ES

• the location of the object, 

its design in the sense of the 

arrangement of elements 

creating the form, plan, the 

impact of the structure of the 

work on space, 

• physical setting of the object 

in its interplay with space 

and time (Brandi’s theory of 

restoration)

VA
LU

ES
 F

O
R 

LO
C

A
L 

C
RA

FT
S

• the preservation of the craft 

skills of a given culture 

In a given place and time 

(workmanship),

• continuation of the natural 

character of the surroundings, 

the associations of man with 

the materials of which a given 

object was made in a given 

epoch (materials)

VALUING CULTURAL HERITAGE IS the way to curating an open record of 

ideas, diverse cultures and civilizations. It is assumed that the need for evaluation 

has accompanied man from his prehistoric beginnings as giving meaning to 

his own existence. Valuation is necessary and should be objectified when it is 

preceded by the necessary reflection on the diagnosis of cultural phenomena, 

their protection and conservation. Disregarding both doctrinal rigours and 

subjective preferences, the proposed process of comprehensive evaluation 

should therefore be a process open to new forms of visual arts52. It is important 

to indicate the value and not produce a classification leading to selection.

THE TERM “VALUATION” IN relation to art was introduced only at the turn of 

the 19th and 20th centuries, in the so-called Vienna school, which was especially 

needed to avoid the influence of rigid doctrines in the face of the emergence 

of new art forms. A number of theoretical interpretations have contributed to 

the current flexible approach to valuation - from those presented by Alois Riegl, 

Walter Frodel, Erika Avrami and Marta della Tore with the team from the Getty 

Conservation Institute, the author of these words, and many others. In the 

context of the issues discussed in this study, it is important to depart from the 

routine application of the principles of the Venice Charter, and the concept of 

conservation has been extended: 

Today conservation is understood to encompass any action designed to maintain the 

cultural significance of a heritage object or place, and is a process that starts at the 

moment a place is attributed cultural values and singled out for protection53. 

As a consequence of changes within civilization and the more than a hundred 

years that have passed since the evaluation system introduced by Alois Riegl, 

the current studies take into account various sources, summarize them, but also 

52 Fredheim L. Harald & Manal Khalaf (2016) The significance of values: heritage value 
typologies re-examined,International Journal of Heritage Studies,22:6, pp. 466-481. 

53 Marta de la Torre, Values and Heritage Conservation,Heritage & Society,Routlege 
Taylor & Francis on-line, 2013, chapter 6:2, p. 155. http://orcp.hustoj.com/wp-content/
uploads/2015/10/2013-Values-and-Heritage-Conservation.pdf (accessed 10.06.2012).

1.13. EVALUATIVE ANALYSIS - WHAT ARE 

WE CONSERVING AND FOR WHOM

http://orcp.hustoj.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/2013-Values-and-Heritage-Conservation.pdf 
http://orcp.hustoj.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/2013-Values-and-Heritage-Conservation.pdf 
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expand the field in multifaceted directions, which corresponds to the nature of 

the diversity of art in public space.

IN THE CONTEMPORARY ENVIRONMENT, a broad framework of evaluation 

and communication of meaning of the objects under care are important, so that 

their protection will unite the principles of practice. Depending on the individual 

object, these values are assigned, not intrinsic; they are also changeable, not 

static. They may also undermine established principles of heritage protection.

The reason for these changes lies both in the individual character of the cultural 

legacy of our times and in the appreciation of the intangible assets that are fluid 

and express cultural practices and social movements. They are a mirror of modern 

and contemporary art that is appreciated by several generations, and the reception 

of an object or place on the part of an individual or a group. For our discussion of 

art in public space, the following sociological definitions of values apply:

“…Values of ideas, phenomena, material and immaterial objects, states, things, 

people, groups, etc., which are positively or negatively assessed, approved or rejected 

by an individual, stratum, group, social class, etc. Values are one of the main deter-

minants and goals of human action. [...]cultural values are culturally conditioned, 

established and transferred views on what is desirable, beneficial and valuable in a 

given social reality; these views enter into mutual relations according to a hierarchy, 

creating a system of values and norms within a specific culture”54.

The scientific appraisal of contemporary urban art can be achieved in relation 

to a holistic evaluation framework (see Table 1 below), but also refers to sym-

bolic value. This is especially important in the case of phenomena that are parti-

cularly illustrative of their epoch, i.e. the development of forms of artistic creati-

vity, social relations, as well as ideological views and figures symbolizing them, 

economy (including technology). It is then that the value of a document of the 

54  Olechnicki, Krzysztof, Załęcki, Paweł, Słownik socjologiczny, Toruń: Graffiti BC, 1997, p.239.

3A NEW EVALUATION SYSTEM

PHOT. 1.17. The sculpture Melody by ElżbietaRolke-Misztal, 

polychromed metal. Sculpture Gallery from the Biennale 

in 1968. Currently in the so-called Gallery From the Car 

along Kasprzaka Street in Warsaw. Photo: Iwona Szmelter.
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concept and conservation program. Frameworks of value-based analysis lead to 

noticing the diverse nature and meaning of works and objects, which are the 

aspects that the framework aims to highlight.

An outline of this multifaceted evaluation structure was presented at the Interim 

Meeting of the International Council of Museums - Conservation Committee 

(ICOM-CC), Working Group on History and Theory in Copenhagen in May 2013, 

then published in CeROArt as a text integrated with a table (in English)56. The 

tool was then published in “Sztuka i Dokumentacja” (in Polish and abstract in 

English) in 2017, included ina publication on holism as the future of cultural 

56  See: Szmelter, Iwona, “New Values of Cultural Heritage and the Need for a New Paradigm 
Regarding its Care”, CeROArt, http://ceroart.revues.org/3647, accessed 20.07.2020.

PHOT. 1.18. Street art with historical figures (in the foreground LudwikZamenhof, 
creator of Esperanto) in the gate at No 4 Nowolipki Street in Muranów 
in Warsaw, near which Zamenhof lived. Photo: Iwona Szmelter.

past, including that not so distant in time, is created. These phenomena become 

elements of the “historical scenery”, a witness, a background or participant in 

historical transformations, they carry political, social and cultural information.

The holistic evaluation framework conceived by the author appears below. Its 

framework refers to the general two views on the reasons for and functions of 

evaluation, which allows for their comprehensive treatment. To encourage a holistic 

approach, this dual framework provides a holistic valuation proposition without 

presenting false dichotomies of cultural / natural and tangible / intangible heritage.

Due to the breadth of the topics, a tabular presentation of similar frames of 

(I) cultural and (II) economic and social categories was introduced, which are 

mutually active and complement each other. Their wording is presented side by 

side, which seems to be a practical solution.The core category of the first column 

is “cultural values” which includes artistic, aesthetic, historical and other values. 

In the second column, the various types of socio-economic values are set out. 

In each of these categories, a “valuing analysis” is proposed, on the one hand 

presenting values from a humanistic point of view, and on the other, from a 

socio-economic perspective.

Most of the values are described enigmatically in the literature as symbolic 

ones. This capacious term “symbol” is useful in mediation with laymen. In the 

above-mentioned evaluation concept, the author presents a broader framework 

of evaluative analysis, which will be widely used in professional debates. 

Thanks to a comprehensive and holistic approach, it combines all the aspects 

of evaluation in one place. In practice, the framework of evaluative analysis 

enables the diagnosis of the work / object that is the subject of care. Importantly, 

this includes both its known and weak points. This should allow us to clearly 

define what and how to protect. By taking into account the functioning of the 

evaluation framework, the possibility of using the combined cultural context of 

works and their social and economic aspects is introduced into the discussion.

This leads to an inclusive approach to contemporary works of art living in 

modern architecture and more broadly - in public spaces55. Such an attitude 

requires the selection of preferences in the conservation project, diagnosis, 

55 Beerkens, Lydia, Seymour, Kate, An inclusive approach to modern artworks living on modern 
architecture, ICOM-CC, 2021, https://virtualconference.icom-cc2020beijing.com/.

http://ceroart.revues.org/3647
file:///Volumes/GoogleDrive/Mo%cc%81j%20dysk/STREETART/2021%20CAPuS%20FINA%c5%81%20KSIA%cc%a8Z%cc%87KI_IS_7%20czerwca/javascript:;
file:///Volumes/GoogleDrive/Mo%cc%81j%20dysk/STREETART/2021%20CAPuS%20FINA%c5%81%20KSIA%cc%a8Z%cc%87KI_IS_7%20czerwca/javascript:;
https://virtualconference.icom-cc2020beijing.com/
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to the universal participation and global scale, visible especially in urban art, 

have become a sign of our modern times and this art often testifies to the talents 

of new generations of artists. However, while the situation of historic buildings 

in street space has long been included in a number of legal regulations and 

methodologies, the implementation of conservation care over contemporary art 

in urban spaces is still a challenge.

As shown by the accounts of conservators operating in the city’s ecosystem, 

work in this field is difficult to implement in the context of the pitfalls of 

administrative procedures and legal constraints. They are often pioneering in 

implementing the principles of good conservation practice, which, on the one 

hand, encounter unprecedentedly unstable artistic materials and technologies, 

and on the other hand, should be planned broadly to integrate with extended 

social tasks in the city’s ecosystem. The principles of the approach to preserving 

contemporary art in street space are often innovative, require openness and a 

transdisciplinary approach, including the necessary cooperation with artists and 

the fulfilment of complex social procedures.

PHOT. 1.19. Biennal by Maciej Szańkowski, metal sculpture with reconstructed polychrome. 

Object from the 1968 Sculpture Biennale in Warsaw, currently exhibited in the so-called Gallery 

From the Car along Kasprzaka Street in Warsaw. Source: Wikimedia Commons, public domain.

heritage protection in “Wiadomości konserwatorskie” (in Polish and English) and 

again in 2018, in the monograph “About the phenomenon of visual arts and the 

meanders of their protection; philosophy and elements of the new conservation 

theory and practice”. 57. 

In professional conservation debates, certain forms of visual arts cannot be 

dismissed merely as temporary. Without an analysis of the value of such works, 

one cannot plan their protection, or act in the sense of recognizing facts and 

understanding them. It is prophesised by some that public space will function as 

an open-air gallery due to the presence of public art in it. Even if these forecasts 

do not come true, it is still worth making plans, because they make us think about 

the future and where we want to be in it58. There is a need to actively design the 

human environment, and to factor in the participation of art in public space 

for its well-being. This implies the functionality of the conservation system as 

fundamental to a responsible protection of the value of the human heritage.

THE HOLISTIC TREATMENT OF art in public space concerns both artefacts 

and other elements in which we can perceive evidence of past historical social 

and cultural systems, as well as recently created places and works. The shifting 

time boundaries of the heritage of visual arts, including contemporary art, is a 

natural process in time. 

A work in a specific place in the public space can be assigned a number of 

cultural and socio-economic values and on this basis can be distinguished for 

different types of protection and conservation, ideally with the required legal 

and administrative consents. It is not always possible, but it is important to 

harmonize the conservation project with urban planning, especially since only 

some art in urban space is planned and ordered, and the vast majority of it was 

created as a grassroots art movement. Artistic watersheds thatare innovative due 

57  Szmelter, Iwona, On the Phenomenon of Visual Arts and the Meanders of TheirPreservation. 
The Philosophy and Elements of the New Theory and Practice of Conservation, Wydawnictwo 
Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 2020, English paper version and e-book.

58  Jutro jest teraz, Collective work, Agora, Warszawa 2020, passim.

1.14. CONCLUSION 
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PHOT. 1.20. Base by Józef Markiewicz, polychromed metal. Sculpture Gallery from the Biennale in 1968, now in the so-called Gallery From the Car along Kasprzaka Street in Warsaw. Photo: Iwona Szmelter.

At the same time, preserving the significance of an object or heritage site is a pro-

cess that is best analysed in a holistic evaluation frame. These are new issues in the 

protection and conservation of the latest cultural heritage, which are often surpri-

sing and not always obvious. Despite what many believe, this results from the “no-

velty” of the idea of the protection and conservation of the latest art, and not only 

from the necessity to adopt a new technological approach to the impermanence 

of the mediums used, and the issue of conservation through documentation. First 

of all, what is needed is knowledge about contemporary cultural changes and, at 

the same time, an individual approach to these often atypical works. 

The individual treatment of works is of course a well-known general rule 

in the conservation-restoration of works, but it becomes an imperative in the 

case of modern and contemporary art. This is the reason for discussions of the 

role of casuistic ethics in the emphasis of the uniqueness of each conservation 

procedure. The conservation process begins with a proper diagnosis of the work, 

its evaluative analysis and using the results of research on the object, including 

the latest art interviews with authors as “first-hand knowledge”, considering the 

material, non-material and digital aspects of behaviour. In this context, art in 

public space is a living, open process, also its preservation and conservation are 

an open process involving many professional groups. This approach is respected 

by the conservation projectsfrom the area of the capital city of Warsaw that are 

discussed in this book, such as the preservation of the mural Stilt-Walkers by 

Domarackas, a mural created as a result of cooperation with the residents, and 

a series of various street-art compositions from the Rose Garden at the Museum 

of the Warsaw Uprising.

The notion of holistic activity in the field of preserving cultural heritage today 

lays the foundations for the conservation design for tomorrow, which is impor-

tantly confirmed by its lively social reception. This concerns the place of the field 

of conservation studies in heritage science, ranging from the broadly understood 

heritage of culture, memory, genius loci, place, to research and knowledge about 

the conservation of objects of material culture. 

Transdisciplinary conservation activities and joint involvement with local 

communities are leading to the preservation of places and memories, and also 

give a green light to the process of ensuring the duration of a diverse range of art 

forms. 
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can be facilitated by combining various aspects of heritage, and as a benefit of 

transdisciplinary activity there is a chance to satisfy a large number of recipients 

in the nearest future. TOMORROW STARTS NOW! 

Contemporary art restorers must transcend traditional doctrines concerning the 

preservation of material culture. These were the product of a specific time and 

arose before the widespread understanding of cultural heritage as an amalga-

mation of material, intangible and digital forms. Therefore, they must go bey-

ond the traditional approach to conservation in order to keep up with changes, 

avoid the loss of ideas and counterbalance the decay of art, which is sometimes 

impermanent by choice. This is often the only way to meet the individual values 

of works, preserve their social role and function in the urban space, while caring 

for their identity and managing material changes at the same time.

The preservation of art in urban space becomes a visible example of the 

holistic, integrating role of conservation in the urban fabric, and the way it 

can amalgamate various aspects of heritage. This has repercussions in heritage 

science and conservation practice, including its role in the economy and care 

for the aesthetics of the city. It is the most visible field of conservation for city 

dwellers, but also a field of conservation which enables them to participate in 

discussions that shape their heritage. As Kim Dovey argues:: 

„Educating communities to research and defend their places of value is easier to 

justify than the determination that such places are to be protected by law against 

development. Such an approach avoids some of the dilemmas … in that it does not 

measure, define, judge or paralyse places of social value. Rather it empowers and 

enables people to define themselves and places as part of the general development of 

democratic social life”59.

The preservation of cultural heritage is therefore a strongly integrating trend 

that allows for the inclusion of research in all areas of social, humanistic and 

physical sciences. The basis of good conservation, therefore, is a holistic ap-

proach to the preservation of visual arts and the awareness of extending the ex-

isting conservation doctrines to the legacy of 20th / 21st century art that is under 

threat due to its intrinsic impermanence. The difficult role in the dialogue with 

all parties and actors of the heritage protection process who are interested in it 

59  Dovey, Kim, On Registering Place Experience, “People’s Places: Identifying and Assessing Social 
Value for Communities”, Australian Heritage Commission, Canberra 1994, 33. 
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THE BEGINNING of the 20th century began a series of debates on the 

massification of society and social changes, which have also influen-

ced the perception of art. The evolution of art meant that nowadays 

this concept is not limited only to painting and sculpture, but is also expressed in 

the form of light visualizations, installations, computer graphics, comics, as well 

as art in public spaces (street art). The distinguishing feature of contemporary 

art is the independence of artists and their courage to express their own views, 

including by combining seemingly mismatched forms such as, for example, pa-

inting, collage and drawing1. Each of the above elements can be found in art in 

public space, which can be perceived as existing in two dimensions, i.e. as visual 

street art and performative street art2. Nevertheless, the artist’s artistic expres-

sion materialized in public spaces often violates legal provisions, in particular, 

the provisions of the law of petty offences, and in the case of destruction of an 

item of high value, the provisions of criminal law.

These are not the only cases when legal provisions interfere with the artistic 

activity of artists. Art comes into contact with the law, and the law with art also 

when concluding civil law contracts for the performance of a specific work (i.e., 

a contract for a commission or a more common contract for a specific work), 

contracts for the conservation of an object, contracts regulating the artist’s par-

ticipation in a street art festival or in the case of settling accounts in the annual 

tax return. Therefore, the law is commonly present in the everyday life of artists, 

although they themselves try not to pay special attention to it, treating it as an in-

significant element of everyday life. This is not a praiseworthy attitude, because 

1  Gwardzińska Żaneta, Prawo wobec ochrony e-dziedzictwa, czyli jak teraźniejszość wpływa na 
ewolucję współczesnego muzealnictwa [in:] Własność intelektualna a dziedzictwo kulturowe, M. 
Jankowska, P. Gwoździewicz-Matan, P. Stec (ed.), Warszawa 2020, pp. 460 ff.

2  This division after: Niżyńska, Aleksandra, Street art jako alternatywna forma debaty publicznej w przestrzeni 
miejskiej, Warszawa 2011, passim. On itsbasis, Katarzyna Niziołek (K. Niziołek, Czy street art jest sztuką społeczną? 
Kulturotwórczy i obywatelski sens sztuki ulicznej w perspektywie koncepcji społecznych enklaw, “Pogranicze. Studia 
Społeczne” vol. XXVI, 2015, pp. 54–55) has created a broad definition of visual and performative street art. In 
her opinion, the following forms are visual street art: murals, graffiti, stickers, templates, posters, cut-outs and 
modified outdoor advertisements (adbusting, subvertising, culture jamming, brandalism). Performative street art 
will consist of street parties, happenings, parades, flash mobs, rap, hip-hop, b-boying (and b-girling), capoeira, 
as well as other artistic activities undertaken in open public spaces, often taking the form of social protest.

2.1.STREET ART AND THE LAW – INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
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legal capacity or is deprived of it8. Works created in public space are mostly 

the works of anonymous artists. One of them is Banksy, and his artistic activity 

is problematic for both lawyers and officials9. The artist’s desire to remain 

anonymous makes it impossible for him to claim personal copyrights on the basis 

of intellectual property law, i.e. copyright and industrial property law.

Bearing in mind the above, it should be emphasized that under Article 8 of 

Copyright Law, authors of a work are entitled to copyright, with the proviso that 

the author is understood as a person whose name has been shown in this capacity 

on copies of the work or whose authorship has been made public in any other 

way in connection with the dissemination of the work. Thus, the legislator linked 

the status of the creator with the personal data of the person who created the 

work, the name of anatural person. Such a legal structure means that copyright is 

closely related to personal data, and therefore, in order to benefit from copyright 

protection, the creator is obliged to disclose his name. If the artist wishes to 

keep his authorship confidential, the producers or publishers of the work are 

entitled to the rights and obligations under the copyright on behalf of the author 

(substitute entrustment of copyright [Article 8 (2) of Copyright Law], and failing 

that, to the appropriate collective organization managing copyrights [Section 8 

(3) of Copyright Law]).

The subject of copyright is extremely broad, but further discussion here would 

extend beyond the topic of this chapter.

8  Sieńczyło-Chlabicz Joanna, (ed.), Prawo własności intelektualnej, Warszawa 2013, p. 61.

9  See: https://sukces.rp.pl/piekne-rzeczy/18546-banksy-wlasnosc-intelektualna-euipo-unia-europejska/ (access: 9.02.2021).

artists should protect their interests in the concluded civil law contracts, which 

in practice they do not often do.

In this chapter, a synthetic legal analysis will be attempted of selected issues 

related to the artist’s activity in public spaces. The considerations will be based 

on showing that not every artistic activity is legally allowed. Then, the artist’s 

rights as well as the conservation and restoration of works by artists active in 

public space will be analyzed. The adopted scheme is not accidental3, because 

it will also show the differences between the two main legal branches - criminal 

law in the broad sense4 and civil law, as well as copyright and international law.

THESE CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE legal aspects of street art 

should begin with explaining that there is no legal distinction between various 

types of visual forms of street art. All artistic works in the public space are legally 

recognized as works on the basis of the Act of February 4, 1994 on copyright and 

related rights5. In accordance with Art. 1 clause 1 of Copyright Law, a work is “any 

manifestation of creative activity of an individual nature, established in any form, 

regardless of its value, purpose and manner of expression”. Such a legal structure 

means that both visual and performative forms of street art can be considered 

works. The reader will seek in vain in Copyright Law terms characteristic of art, 

e.g., graphic artist, sculptor, painter. The concept of an author includes people 

who conduct purely artistic activities, as well as people who create works as part 

of their ongoing activities6. A creator is an identified person who has made a 

creative contribution to the work7, regardless of whether he has full or limited 

3  A similar correlation was also noted by Katarzyna Grzybczyk (see: Grzybczyk Katarzyna, Ikony popkultury 
a prawo własności intelektualnej. Jak znani i sławni chronią swoje prawa, Warszawa 2018, passim.

4  Criminal law in the broad sense covers not only criminal law, but also the law of petty offences and 
criminal fiscal law (Królikowski M., Zawłocki R., Prawokarne, Warszawa 2020, pp. 4 and 13).

5  The Polish Journal of Laws of 2019, item1231, as amended, further: The MonumentsProtectionAct.

6  Łada Piotr, Prawo autorskie w muzeum. Przewodnik ze wzorami umów, Warszawa 2019, p. 27.

7  Cf.: Barta Janusz, Dzieło muzyczne i jego twórca w świetle przepisów prawa autorskiego, “Zeszyty Naukowe Uniwersytetu 
Jagiellońskiego. Prace z Prawa Własności Intelektualnej” 1980, nr 20, p. 72.

2.2. WORKS IN PUBLIC SPACES AND THE RIGHTS OF THEIR AUTHORS

https://sukces.rp.pl/piekne-rzeczy/18546-banksy-wlasnosc-intelektualna-euipo-unia-europejska/
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23 July 2003 on the Protection and Care of Monuments14. Verbi causain 2019, a 

21-year-old man placed graffiti on the facade of the Branicki Palace In Warsaw, 

which exposed him to criminal liability for damage to an historical monument15, 

as well as the crime of destroying objects of special importance to culture, dam-

aging it or making it unusable (Article 294 § 2 in connection with Article 288 § 1 

of the Act of June 6, 1997 Penal Code16).

For the purposes of this study, detailed considerations concerning the conflu-

ence of offences, those of crimes and petty offences, as well as the confluence 

of several offences will be omitted. However, it should be remembered that the 

creation of a work by an artist in public space (understood under criminal law 

and minor offences law as an act of the perpetrator) may constitute more than 

one crime or more than one offence.

Bearing the above in mind, it should be emphasized that crime and misde-

meanour are not identical concepts (Fig. 1). Although the Penal Code does not 

contain a statutory definition of a crime, it is commonly accepted in doctrine 

that a crime is “an act (act or omission) of a person prohibited by statute under 

penalty of a crime or a misdemeanour, intentionally or unintentionally, culpable 

and socially harmful to a greater degree than insignificant”17. A key element of 

the legal structure of the crime is the attribution of the guilt to the perpetrator of 

the prohibited act, because only in this case may he be subject to criminal liabil-

ity. As a result, a mentally unsound person (i.e. a person who could not recognize 

the meaning of an act prohibited by the law under penalty of punishment while 

committing it, or control his / her behaviour due to a mental illness, mental re-

tardation or other mental disorder) is not subject to criminal liability. Moreover, 

14  The Polish Journal of Laws of 2020, items 282, 782 and 1378; hereinafter: “the Act on the Protection 
of Monuments”. At this point it should be noted that pursuant to Art. 108 sec. 1 of this Act, 
whoever destroys or damages a historical monument is subject to the penalty of deprivation of 
liberty for a term of between 6 months and 8 years. If the perpetrator has acted unintentionally, 
he or she is subject to a fine, restriction of liberty or imprisonment for up to 2 years.

15  See: http://srodmiescie.policja.waw.pl/rs/aktualnosci/90994,Farba-w-sprayu-
pomalowal-zabytkowy-palac.html (accessed: 9.02.2021).

16  The Polish Journal of Laws of 2020, item 1444, with later amendments; henceforth: “k.k.” or “Penal Code”.

17  Gardocki, Lech, Pojęcie przestępstwa i podziały przestępstw w polskim prawie karnym, 
“AnnalesUniversitatisMariae Curie-Skłodowska” Sectio G, Ius. Vol. 60 (2013), p. 30.

ARTISTIC ACTIVITY IN PUBLIC space can be divided into two groups. The first 

consists of artistic activity carried out at the request of the owner of the property 

on which the work is to be created. The second consists of arbitrary artistic 

activity subject to criminal or criminal liability. While the activity carried out with 

the consent of the property owner does not have negative legal consequences for 

the artist (usually they also get paid for it), in the case of the artist’s wilful activity, 

he may be treated as the perpetrator of an offence against public order and peace 

under Art. 63a of the Act of May 20, 1971, the Code of Offences10, i.e. unlawful 

placement of a work in a public place without the consent of the administrator 

of that place.

In the case of arbitrary creators, their behaviour will fulfil the criteria char-

acterising an offence specified in Art. 63a of the Code of Offences, if they make 

a drawing or an inscription in a public place that was accessible to an unde-

fined number of people but which at the same time was not intended for such 

a purpose11. Thus, liability under Art. 63a of the Code may also be incurred by 

the person who places a work not only in a public place, but also in a place ex-

posed to public view, i.e., visible to an undefined number of people and contrary 

to the will of the person who has the legal title to use this place in that way12. 

It is also worth emphasizing that creating a work in public space may damage 

things or destroy them or render them unusable. Then two offences will coin-

cide - the offences under Art. 63a of the Code of Offences, and those under Art. 

124 of the same Code13, In the event that the work is performed on a historical 

monument without permission, the artist’s act will constitute the crime of de-

struction or damage to a historical monument under Art 108 sec. 1 of the Act of 

10  The Polish Journal of Laws of 2019, item 821, with later amendments; henceforth: “Code of Offences”.

11  Dajnowicz-Piesiecka Diana, Ekspresja tworzenia czy akt zniszczenia? – problematyka graffiti w 
świetle wybranych aspektów prawnokarnych,“Studia Prawnoustrojowe” 2019 Nr 43, p. 53.

12  Jankowski, Wojciech, Komentarz do art. 63a [in:] Kodeks wykroczeń. 
Komentarz, T. Grzegorczyk (ed.), Warszawa 2013, p. 293.

13  In line with the “Code of Offences” art. 124 § 1, whoever intentionally destroys, damages 
or renders someone else’s property unusable, if the damage does not exceed PLN 
500, shall be punishable by detention, restriction of liberty or a fine.

2.3 ARTISTS AS PERPETRATORS OF OFFENCES 

AGAINST PUBLIC ORDER AND PEACE OR PROPERTY

http://srodmiescie.policja.waw.pl/rs/aktualnosci/90994,Farba-w-sprayu-pomalowal-zabytkowy-palac.html
http://srodmiescie.policja.waw.pl/rs/aktualnosci/90994,Farba-w-sprayu-pomalowal-zabytkowy-palac.html
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Unlike a crime, a misdemeanour has a statutory definition. The Code of Offences 

in Art. 1 §1 defines an offence as „a socially harmful act prohibited by the law in 

force at the time of its commission under penalty of arrest, restriction of liberty, 

a fine of up to PLN 5,000 or a reprimand”, which must be culpable by the perpe-

trator (Article 1 §2 of the Code of Offences). The main difference between a cri-

me and a misdemeanour is that they are subject to penalisation under different 

laws. In addition, they differ in the degree of social harmfulness of the act - in the 

case of an offence, we are dealing with less harmfulness, therefore the penalty 

for committing the offence is lower.

THE KEY ISSUE, WIDELY discussed in this monograph in the field of 

conservation, is the conservation and restoration of works functioning in public 

spaces, in particular street art, various murals and graffiti. This issue is extremely 

complex, because the possibility of protecting a work is closely related to its 

legal situation. Moreover, the possibility of preserving many works of street art 

is complicated by the often illegal manner in which they were created. While 

in the case of commissioned murals, their conservation should be provided for 

on the basis of a civil law contract concluded between the artist and the owner 

of the property on which the mural is to be painted, in the case of graffiti, there 

are only occasionally examples of contracts for their creation.In the absence of 

such arrangements, the owner of the property on which it was painted should 

be responsible for the maintenance of the mural, unless the creator did not, on 

the basis of a written agreement, assign his rights to the work under pain of 

invalidity21. Then, if there is no consensus between the parties regarding the 

conservation of the work, a court should decide.

It should also be emphasized that there are works of street art entered in the 

Register of Protected Monuments, e.g. the Warsaw mural “Muchozol” (in the 

21  See: Copyright Law art. 53.

2.4.CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION OF STREET 

ART IN POLISH AND INTERNATIONAL LAW

pursuant to Art. 10 §1 of the Penal Code, as a rule,18 a person under 17 years of 

age (a minor) is not subject to criminal liability. Acts committed by minors are 

not crimes. Juveniles are not subject to criminal liability, but the measures pro-

vided for in the “Act of October 26, 1982 on juvenile delinquency proceedings” 

apply to them19.

Moreover, according to the Penal Code Art. 1 §2, a prohibited act whose social 

harmfulness is negligible is not a crime. This means that social harmfulness is 

an inherent feature of a crime, allowing one to distinguish between trivial and 

serious acts and to recognize as a crime only those acts that actually harm spe-

cific goods of an individual or the social good20.

18  The Penal Code regulates exceptions to the above rule, however, due to the 
subject matter of this study, they will not be discussed here.

19  The Polish Journal of Laws of 2018, item 969.

20  See: Judgment of the Administrative Court in Katowice of 13th January 2005, II AKa 455/04, “Prokuratura i Prawo” 2006, 
nr 1, p. 21.

FIG. 1. The difference between a crime and a misdemeanor In Polish law
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Doctrine assumes that ratified international agreements should be interpreted in 

accordance with the Constitution (pro-constitutional interpretation), and the bin-

ding legal acts of statutory rank should be adjusted to the accepted international 

standards28. In practice, this is most often associated with the amendment of acts 

in connection with the ratification of a specific international agreement and the 

need to harmonize the applicable legal provisions.

In addition to generally applicable legal acts, there are also legal acts classified 

as soft law (Fig. 3), i.e. soft international law, which includes non-binding resolu-

tions and other non-binding international acts, e.g. agreements that do not have 

28  Such as, for example, Zalasińska, Katarzyna, Ochrona miejsc światowego dziedzictwa w prawie polskim – plan naprawczy, 
“Ochrona Zabytków” 2012, nr 4, p. 133.

CONSTITUTION

STATUTES

RATIFICATION OF
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

REGULATIONS

LOCAL AUTHORITY 
REGULATIONS

FIG. 2. The sources of law In Poland. Source: author

Register of Monuments from 2020)22. In such a case, the obligation to protect the 

work results from the Act on the Protection of Monuments, and a person who– 

even unknowingly – destroys a monument (e.g. through neglect or omission) is 

subject to criminal liability pursuant to Art. 108 of the same act. In this case, the 

problem of conservation and restoration of the work is solved by the Act on the 

Protection of Monuments.

The legal protection of art in public spaces results from the legal regulations 

currently in force, which pursuant to Art. 87 of the Constitution of the Republic 

of Poland of April 2, 199723,  should be applied according to the constitutional 

catalogue of sources of universally binding law (Fig. 2).The highest-ranking legal 

act is the Constitution and every lower-ranking legal act must comply with it, as 

it contains interpretative directives for lower-ranking legal acts. These include 

laws (e.g. Copyright Law, Monument Protection Law), ratified international 

agreements (such as the UNESCO Conventions24 on The Protection of the World 

Cultural and Natural Heritage25, and for the Protection of the Intangible Cultural 

Heritage26) and regulations27. Commonly binding sources of law in Poland are 

also acts of local law, i.e. those that are in force in the area of the authority that 

issued them. These include, first of all, resolutions of local government units.

22  See: https://warszawa.wyborcza.pl/warszawa/7,54420,26118693,muchozol-pod-ochrona-pierwszy-warszawski-mural-z-
-czasow-prl-u.html (accessed: 10.02.2021).

23  The Polish Journal of Laws of 1997 Nr 78, item 483, with later amendments, henceforth known as: “the Constitution”.

24  Practice has developed many names of international agreements, e.g., treaty, convention, arrangement, agreement, but 
in fact there is no significant difference between them.

25  UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, adopted in Paris on 16 November 
1972 by the General Conference of the United Nations for Education, Science and Culture at its seventeenth session: The 
Polish Journal of Laws of 1976 Nr 32, item 190.

26  UNESCO Convention for the Protection of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, drawn up in Paris on October 17, 2003: The 
Polish Journal of Laws of 2011, Nr 172, item 1018.

27  For example, the Regulation of the Minister of Culture and National Heritage of August 2, 2018 on Conservation Work, 
Restoration Work and Conservation Research on a Monument Entered in the Register of Monuments or on the List of 
Heritage Treasures, as well as Construction Work, Architectural Research and Other Activities Related to a Monument 
Entered in the Register of Monuments, as well as Archaeological Research and Searching for Historical Artefacts”) The 
Polish Journal of Laws of 2018, item 1609.At this point, it should be noted that the title of a legal act is a proper name, and 
thus the change of the name of a public administration body that issued a given legal act does not change its name. 

https://warszawa.wyborcza.pl/warszawa/7,54420,26118693,muchozol-pod-ochrona-pierwszy-warszawski-mura
https://warszawa.wyborcza.pl/warszawa/7,54420,26118693,muchozol-pod-ochrona-pierwszy-warszawski-mura
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Soft law is voluntary. The obligation to comply with its norms is derived from 

ethical principles and is related to the values professed and belonging to a speci-

fic community, organization, group, etc. Nevertheless, soft legal acts may influ-

ence universally binding legal acts by adopting certain interpretative directives, 

and ultimately the shape and scope of amendments to these legal acts.

THE DEGREE OF LEGAL protection of a work of street art depends on the 

circumstances in which it was created. These works can therefore be divided 

into two categories, those that were created without violating the law (so-called 

legal street art), and the works that were created as a result of violating the law 

by their creators (so-called illegal street art). The considerations in this chapter 

concerning the legal aspects of protection and conservation of works of street 

art have shown that there are no legal means of protecting street art created in 

violation of the law. The possible protection of such a work depends on the will 

of the owner of the object on which it was created. This applies in particular to 

graffiti, which are often perceived as acts of vandalism and are often painted 

over in order to restore the facade of the building to its previous state. However, 

if the owner would like to restore such a work, then he can do so. 

The situation is different in the case of legally created works of street art. Many 

contemporary murals are made to order, often as a result of winning a competi-

tion. Creating art that does not violate the law should at the same time provide 

a means of protecting it. In the current legal situation, the most effective form 

of protection of works of art in public space are contracts concluded between 

artists and the owners of the objects on which the work will be created (inves-

tors). Therefore, these contracts should provide for methods of the protection, 

conservation and restoration of a given mural or graffiti, e.g., an indication that 

the contracting party will cover the cost of conservation of the work by a profes-

sional conservator-restorer or a team specialized in the conservation of this type 

of work. It is worth emphasizing that the law requires the freedom to conclude 

contracts, which means that the provisions of the contract may be formed volun-

tarily, as long as they do not violate the law. As a result, a well-structured contract 

2.5.CONCLUDING REMARKS

the nature of an international treaty29. Although international regulations of a 

soft law character play an important legislative role30, as R. Bierzanek points out, 

they cannot determine their scope31, As a result, international organizations cre-

ate regulations of soft law character in order to strive for global standardization 

of legal norms. One such text is the final document, edited by 45 participants, 

from the 1994 conference on authenticity organized by the Japanese government 

with ICCOROM, ICOMOS and UNESCO in the Japanese city of Nara32. The docu-

ment in question broadens the understanding of traditionally accepted concepts 

in the field of conservation of the cultural heritage and introduces a definition 

of the concept of authenticity that respects the cultural and social values of each 

country. The Nara Document standardized the definition of authenticity while 

proposing to adopt a holistic view of a conservation practice that respects cultur-

al and heritage diversity.

29  Srogosz, Tomasz, Źródła prawa międzynarodowego [in:] Prawo międzynarodowe publiczne, J. Barcik, T. Srogosz, Warszawa 
2007, p. 118.

30  Srogosz, Tomasz, Źródła prawa, op. cit., p. 118.

31  Bierzanek, Remigiusz ,Studia nad społecznością międzynarodową. Źródła prawa międzynarodowego, Lublin 1991, p. 64.

32  The Nara Document on Authenticity (1994), www.icomos.org/charters/nara-e.pdf (accessed: 10.02.2021).

SOFT 
LAW

POLISH
LAW

LAW
INTERNATIONAL

FIG. 3. The application of legal regulations. Source: author

http://www.icomos.org/charters/nara-e.pdf
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LITERATUREthat carefully regulates the manner of dealing with the work can be the guaran-

tor of its protection, therefore special attention should be paid to the provisions 

contained therein. However, if the contract does not include aspects related to 

the conservation of the work, it should be remembered that pursuant to Art. 16 of 

Copyright Law, authors are entitled to unlimited personal copyrights, in particu-

lar the right to the inviolability of the content and form of the work and its fair 

use. For conservators, this means that before starting any conservation workon 

an object33, they should make sure that the creator of the work has consented to 

its conservation, despite the fact that carrying out specific conservation works 

increases the durability of the work, without interfering with its overall visual 

form, and supplementing its physical defects resulting from its exploitation. The 

owner of the work who purchased it from the creator (e.g., a housing associa-

tion) should be responsible for obtaining such consent. In general, conservation 

interventions involve interference in a work, and this requires the consent of the 

creator34, expressed in a contract or established ad hoc by the creator prior to 

conservation. If the creator does not consent to the conservation, then it cannot 

be carried out, and if conservation interventions are undertaken, the creator has 

the right to demand their abandonment pursuant to Art. 78 §1 of Copyright La-

walong with compensation for the infringement of their rights.

In practice, it also happens that a work whose creator has died requires con-

servation. In this case, the preservation of the work is in the public interest, and 

any conservation work, unless the artist’s heirs object to it35, is desirable in or-

der to preserve the work for future generations, unless the creator has expressed 

a different will regarding the work during his lifetime. Then the will of the crea-

tor should be respected.

33  At this point, it should be noted that conservation interventions are also protected by copyright. Such a view 
was presented, among others, by director of the Tax Chamber in Bydgoszcz in the tax interpretation no. 
ITPP1/443-164/12/BK of 27 April 2012, in which we read: “Conservation works, as one of the fields of plastic 
arts, are protected by copyright when they constitute a creative activity with an individual character. After 
receiving the remuneration (fee) for the performance of the work, the copyrights are transferred to the 
client. The copyright also covers the scientific and historical documentation prepared by the conservator 
of works of art “ (see: https://www.podatki.biz/interpretacje/0235341.txt, accessed: 02/16/2021).

34  And after his death, his heirs, unless the creator had decided otherwise.

35  Pursuant to Art. 78 / Copyright Law, after the creator’s death, if the creator has not expressed a different will, the spouse 
is entitled to exercise his or her personal property rights, and in the absence of the spouse: descendants, parents, sib-
lings, descendants of siblings. 

https://www.podatki.biz/interpretacje/0235341.txt
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THE VARIETY of techniques used by artists creating murals is very 

large. In this regard, artists use more and more new products offe-

red to them by the chemical industry. This chapter deals with the 

techniques of street art painting and the conservation of murals. These two the-

mes are closely related, as the manner in which the painting was made has a de-

cisive influence on the state of its preservation, which is discussed here using se-

lected examples of murals from Warsaw. However, the analysis of how they were 

performed does not exhaust the rich repertoire of means and methods used by 

contemporary artists. In addition, painting techniques on facades are constantly 

changing. What is most characteristic of these murals is the enormous stylistic 

diversity obtained by experimenting with various media. The techniques of cre-

ating murals are presented in the first part of the chapter, and the second part 

describes their conservation. The conservation of street art objects is a new issue 

in the field of protection of works of art and a very specific one, due to the fact 

that until recently they were commonly treated as an ephemeral art form, not 

worth preserving.

In this chapter, the issues related to the conservation of murals will be dis-

cussed using as case studies the painting Stilt-walkers by Linas Domarackas and 

paintings by various artists on the Wall of Art at the Museum of the Warsaw Up-

rising. These examples are among the first Warsaw murals to be restored. The 

accession of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw to the international CAPuS 

Erasmus + program created the conditions for introducing a module for teach-

ing the conservation of street art objects to the study program of the Faculty of 

Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art (WKiRDS)1. Education in this field 

has begun at the Department of Conservation and Restoration of Wall Painting 

and as part of the activities of the “NOVUM” Inter-departmental Studio for the 

Protection and Conservation of Contemporary Art.

1  Conservation of Art in Public Spaces, CAPuS; this project has received funding from the European Commission, 
Program Erasmus+ Knowledge Alliances, Project N° 588082-EPP-A-2017-1-IT-EPPKA2-KA.; project coordinator: 
University of Turin, Dr Dominique Scalarone; Polish partner: Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw; duration of the project 
2018–2021.

3.1 INTRODUCTION
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Tamayo created murals, mainly on political themes. It was these artists who con-

tributed to the development of large-format wall paintings, to which they gave 

a new function. The first ones also started using a new range of plastic-based 

paints. Mexican murals have become a powerful social and political communi-

cation tool. Later, the murals became more and more popular also on American 

and European soil2. However, already at the beginning of the 20th century in 

the United States, monumental wall compositions for advertising purposes were 

ordered by banks, businesses and department stores. But in the 20th century 

too, the paintings on exterior walls in Northern Ireland and the Gaza strip in the 

Middle East had a strongly political impact.

Currently, we are witnessing an unusually lively development of mural art of 

various types and we observe more and more of them on the streets of cities. We 

can distinguish various types of murals, e.g. artistic, decorative, political, com-

memorative or advertising. Some of them are temporary, such as advertising 

murals quickly replaced with new advertisements. Artists are inspired to create 

monumental wall compositions on city streets from various actions, exhibitions 

and festivals, e.g. the ‘Warsaw Street Art Doping’ events. As in other cities too, in 

Warsaw, the greatest number of murals is the result of such initiatives. Of course, a 

lot of murals are also commissioned by institutions, companies or private persons. 

They can also be an individual expression of the artist’s creative will.

To make their murals, street artists use a very wide range of products that are 

offered by specialist producers of materials for artists. They also choose materi-

als produced for non-artistic purposes, such as construction, room and facade 

paints, but unfortunately when they choose their materials, they are not guided 

by the desire to ensure the durability of the work. The type of technique is rather 

determined by the necessity to perform the work in a short time, because a mu-

ral is usually created within one or several days. So means are used with which 

the creator can quickly achieve the desired results. Hence, apart from the media 

mentioned above, various types of markers, or car paints are used, artists also 

2  Pałys, Justyna, Sztuka uliczna jako medium komunikacji społecznej w Europie. Analiza materiałów źródłowych z Wielkiej 
Brytanii, Niemiec i Polski z lat 1970–2012, University of Warsaw, Faculty of Journalism and Political Science, doctoral 
thesis written under the supervision of Prof. dr. hab. Jerzy Olędzki, p. 61. https://depotuw.ceon.pl/bitstream/handle/
item/823/Sztuka%20uliczna%20jako%20medium%20komunikacji%20spo%C5%82ecznej%20w%20Europie_Praca%20
doktorska_Justyna%20Pa%C5%82ys.pdf?sequence=1  

CURRENTLY, TWO TYPES OF decorative paint are most often used for 

painting on facades - paints with mineral binders (e.g. based on potassium water 

glass) and paints with plastic binders (e.g. acrylic dispersions). While mineral 

paints react chemically and give a more permanent bond of the paint layer with 

the substrate, such as plaster, stone, concrete, organic paints dry in the form 

of a surface film glued to the substrate. From the conservation point of view, 

the selection of paint binders, the possible addition of fillers to them, and the 

preparation of the substrate in accordance with the technology of wall painting 

are of fundamental importance for the durability of the paintings on facades. It 

is also important that the paint coats are vapour-permeable. 

Apart from spray paints, which are the key medium of illegal artistic activities, 

and the aforementioned mineral and acrylic paints, Warsaw muralists also use 

oil paints, various pastels, charcoal, stickers, posters, stencils, mosaics and even 

collages. Modern technologies based on the use of light have also proven to be 

useful to prepare murals. The artist often uses a projector to transfer a drawing.

The variety of manners used by street artists for creating their art is the re-

sult of the historical process of artists freeing themselves from the rigid techni-

cal workshop rules that we have been observing since at least the beginning of 

the 19th century. Contemporary artists feel completely unfettered in choosing 

materials to materialise their creative intentions. This phenomenon of such a 

far-reaching individualization of the workshop techniques means that in the first 

quarter of the 21st century we find ourselves dealing with a great multitude of 

various painting techniques. One might risk saying that there are as almost as 

many techniques as there are artists today.

Murals, which are monumental wall paintings on the facades of buildings, 

are the most popular method of artistic activity chosen by street art artists. Many 

authors see their origins in advertisements of various products painted on the 

walls of houses, which appeared in the 19th century. However, this form of en-

couraging customers to buy was known much earlier - an example is painted 

signs on the facades of unearthed houses in Pompeii. The first great phase of 

development of mural art occurred in the 1920s and 1930s, when Latin American 

artists Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco, David Alfaro Siqueiros and Rufino 

3.2. STREET ART - VARIOUS TECHNIQUES OF EXPRESSING IDEAS

https://depotuw.ceon.pl/bitstream/handle/item/823/Sztuka%20uliczna%20jako%20medium%20komunikacji%20s
https://depotuw.ceon.pl/bitstream/handle/item/823/Sztuka%20uliczna%20jako%20medium%20komunikacji%20s
https://depotuw.ceon.pl/bitstream/handle/item/823/Sztuka%20uliczna%20jako%20medium%20komunikacji%20s
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in Warsaw’s Praga district, which was restored by a student of the Faculty of 

Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art at the Academy of Fine Arts in 

Warsaw as part of the work for her master’s thesis under the supervision of 

the author of the chapter5. The second object is the so-called Wall of Art at the 

Museum of the Warsaw Uprising, on which twenty-four famous contemporary 

artists have created compositions referring to the 1944 Warsaw Uprising against 

the Nazi occupier. This object is very interesting from the point of view of a 

researcher of painting techniques, because it gives the opportunity to compare 

the workshop methods of various contemporary artists. In addition, a lot of 

interesting information about the techniques used by muralists was provided by 

examining many other murals decorating the buildings of Warsaw (Photo 3.1)

The mural Szczudlarze [Stilt-walkers] of Linasa Domarackas adorns the ground 

floor of the side wall of the tenement house (built in 1911) on the side of Czynszo-

wa Street. It shows a conventionally painted map of Europe in the lower part, 

5  Karolina Mikuła, Konserwacja i restauracja malowidła ściennego LinasaDamarackasa – Szczudlarze na elewacji kamienicy 
przy ul. Stalowej 37 w Warszawie, Warsaw 2020, MA thesis defended at The Faculty of Conservation and Restoration of 
Works of Art at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, supervisor: Dr hab. Tytus Sawicki; reviewer: Prof. Dr hab. Iwona 
Szmelter.

PHOT. 3.1. Mural Stilt-walkers by Linas Domarackas, 
after conservation, 2020. Photo: Tytus Sawicki

make use of various types of stand-alone binders (polyvinyl acetate, polystyrene, 

epoxy, etc.). Most of the substrates on which the murals were created were not 

properly prepared. Most often they are old plaster - often already stratified, blis-

tering and flaking. This causes the murals to deteriorate very quickly. The author 

is convinced that expert advice to artists on what materials they should use and 

how to prepare the substrate is a basic factor that would ensure the better dura-

bility of street art objects.

This chapter focuses on showing the enormous impact that the technique of 

making a mural has on the chances of its survival. Desirable paint characteris-

tics include cohesion with the mineral substrate, resistance to weather conditions 

(also UV), vapour permeability, dust repellence and other factors. It will show 

how the wrong choice of means and inadequate methods of painting exposed to 

external conditions lead to it being destroyed very quickly. Moreover, it will be 

demonstrated the choice of technique and technology of the painting have a great 

influence on its artistic expression.

The international CAPuS program devoted to the conservation of art in public 

spaces, in which the authors of the book have taken part, gave the opportunity to 

study various murals in Warsaw. Analytical tests of paint layers and plaster sam-

ples were performed, as well as non-invasive tests directly on the objects3. There 

were also interviews with the artists - authors of the murals, during which ques-

tions were asked about, among others, their workshop techniques4.

IT WAS POSSIBLE TO obtain access to several very interesting street art objects 

from various districts of Warsaw for the research. The first is the composition 

Stilt-walkers by Linas Domarackas on a tenement house at No. 37 Stalowa Street 

3  Kurkowska J., Wesołowska A., Załęska K., Appendix of General Raport WP 3 – Analitical Researches, CAPuS project, 
August 2019; badania próbek tynków i warstwy malarskiej pobranych z muralu „Szczudlarze” Linasa Domarackasa 
oraz malowideł różnych artystów z Muru Sztuki w Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego [research on plaster samples and 
paint layers taken from Linas Domarackas’ mural Stilt-walkers and paintings by various artists from the Wall of Art at 
the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising].

4  Kowalik Anna, interviews with artists: artists interview currently held in the archives of the Inter-departmental Studio 
“NOVUM” for the Protection and Conservation of Contemporary Art, WKiRDS Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, 37 
Wybrzeze Kościuszkowskie, Warsaw.

3.3. TECHNIQUES FOR MAKING MURALS
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and above it, on the left-hand side, navy blue silhouettes of stilt walkers. The 

work has the shape of a recumbent rectangle measuring 3.7 m x 15 m. The paint-

ing, created in 2008, is a relic of an artistic activity, including wall painting and 

stilt-walking workshops organized for Prague children in previous years by the 

Remus Theatre Association as part of the Kobierce project6. The children were in-

vited by the artist to participate in painting the mural. They also took part in ac-

tivities with actors walking on stilts in the vernissage of the painting, combined 

with a happening. This had a significant impact on the nature of this artistic 

event, and then on the memory of it among its participants. Photo 3.2.

We know about the process of creating the painting, e.g. from extensive pho-

tographic documentation and on the basis of an interview with its author7. More 

information about the technique of the painting was provided by the results of 

analytical tests of plaster samples and the paint layer8. The first stage of the art-

ist’s work on the mural consisted of vacuuming the plaster surface and washing 

it with a surfactant (Ludwik, a proprietary brand of washing up liquid - infor-

mation obtained from the artist). Then the wall was covered with a weak factory 

primer in order to increase the adhesion of the paint to the substrate. 

The artist used very different paints to make the painting. The results of specia-

lized laboratory tests showed the presence of acrylic, alkyd and vinyl binder in 

the paint layers9. Not only acrylic artistic paints were used, but also construc-

tion paints, which are not intended for painting outside. Hence, the paint layer 

in many places lost adhesion in a short time from the completion of the work, 

which caused it to detach from the substrate and flake off.

The artist started his painting work by covering the wall with a light blue prim-

er, except for a small fragment in the lower part, which was covered in green. 

Children from nearby tenement houses helped him. The paint was applied with 

wide flat brushes and paint rollers. Then the artist painted in the lower part of 

the composition a representation of a fragment of Europe with the Iberian, Apen-

nine and Mani peninsulas (a peninsula in Greece). The multicolored stripe in the 

6  http://www.teatrremus.pl/animacja_praga_kobierce.html  (last accessed: 19.07.2018).

7  The interview with Linas Damarackas was conducted by Anna Kowalik in October 2018 as part of the CAPuS project

8  Results of the research in: Karolina Mikuła, op. cit., p. 28

9  Ibidem.

PHOT. 3.2. The mural “ Stilt-walkers “ by Linas Domarackas 

unveiled by the participants of the project along with the 

performance on stilts, 2008. Photo: Andrzej Stawiński

PHOT. 3.3.  Children participating in painting the mural Stilt-
walkers by Linas Domarackas, 2008. Photo: Andrzej Stawiński

http://www.teatrremus.pl/animacja_praga_kobierce.html
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PHOT. 3.4. A detail of Linas Domarackas’s Stilt-walkers mural, 

photo taken in the light of IR radiation induced luminance; 

drawing made in pencil through a template, 2020. Photo: Roman 

Stasiuk, WKiRDS archive of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw

middle of the composition was also created with the participation of children. 

Photo 3.3 Finally, the figures of the stilt walkers of the work’s title were marked 

with a stencil (a technique used in graffiti). The artist, in cardboard or other me-

dium, cut out the silhouettes, then put the template against the wall and marked 

the drawing with a pencil10. Photo 3.4. The outline was then filled with navy blue 

paint. The photos taken in infrared light confirm the use of a template to outline 

the figure. The culmination of the work was the artist painting along the lower 

coloured strip the names of all children and institutions (Svobodny Theatre and 

Remus Theatre) participating in the project. The individual stages of the work 

were photographed by the organizers and the artist. One notable aesthetic effect 

(intended or not) is a different degree of gloss of the individual colour parts. The 

colours: dark blue (e.g., on the characters), orange and purple are shinier than 

other colours. This effect, perhaps accidental, gives the composition an addition-

al expression, resulting from the use of paints with too much binder or outdated 

paints in which the emulsion stabilizer has degraded, causing the binder to pre-

cipitate. The strong peeling of the paint layer (before conservation) proves that 

the binder of the paint layer was too strong. The differences in the character of 

the painting layer in different parts of the painting also result from the fact that 

the artist used three types of paints.

THE METHOD OF WORK adopted by Linas Damarackas and the choice of 

materials are quite typical for contemporary muralists. The composition was 

made on a partially prepared substrate, which consists of old lime-cement plasters 

with sand filler, applied to the brick wall of the tenement house. Cement patches 

put in place after the painting was finished prove that the plaster has fallen off 

in many places in recent times. During the conservation work, it turned out that 

the plaster was delaminated. When it comes to the choice of paints, like most 

street art artists, Linas Damarackas had used a wide range of media available 

on the market, without paying attention to whether the products selected were 

intended for painting on a facade.

10  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stencil_graffiti (accessed: 18.02.2020).

3.4. AESTHETIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stencil_graffiti
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now often paints at the request of various organizations and institutions11. 
In the Warsaw mural Puppet Soldiers, Blu consciously used windows as a means 

of artistic expression, and the mural was painted on top of a painted advertise-

ment from Communist times, which in many places is visible in his composition 

as a background. For painting he used thinned acrylic paint, which he applied 

with a roller. Puppet Soldiers is important in Blu’s work, because it is one of his 

first colour paintings - the earlier ones were black and white. The mural gained 

the acceptance of the local community, so much so that when a decision was 

made to remove it, the decision was successfully protested. However, the artist 

himself does not care about preserving his works. He does not consent to their 

conservation and therefore the use of non-permanent technique by him seems 

justified; the artist consciously strives to make his art ephemeral. Photo 3.5. 

There are many other examples of artists using an old dilapidated wall for 

artistic purposes. Artists often paint on cracked, dirty plaster, in the cavities of 

which patches of the underlying brick wall is exposed, giving their compositions 

expressiveness. They are also skilled at adapting their monumental compositions 

to the shape of the wall and the architectural form of the building. An example 

is the mural Globe from 2015, made by the Lithuanian artist Ernest Zacharevic 

on a building in Stalowa Street (opposite the building with the mural Stilt-walk-

ers)12.  The artist painted a group of children playing on the openwork structure 

of a globe, leaving the background unpainted, exposing the dirty plaster. He did 

not replace the missing plaster, therefore some parts of the mural were painted 

directly on the underlying brick wall. He painted the upper parts of the head 

and back of the child standing on the globe on the chimney. Thanks to these 

measures, the figures of children seem more three-dimensional, and the viewer 

has the impression that children are actually playing in the street. Unfortunate-

ly, this impressive mural, which was a recognizable element of Stalowa Street 

for five years, no longer exists. It was not damaged due to weather conditions 

(although damage appeared on its surface shortly after painting), but because it 

was covered with a house built next to it. From this we conclude how important 

11  Sural, Agnieszka, Jak Warszawa obroniła mural Blu, published 29.04.2015, https://culture.pl/pl/artykul/jak-warszawa-
obronila-mural-blu  (accessed: 30.04.2021).

12  https://puszka.waw.pl/brak_nazwy_plac_zabaw-projekt-pl-4628.html (accessed: 30.04.2021).

Such a lack of methodological correctness can be observed in the majority of mu-

ralists. A well-known street art artist from Bologna, Italy, nicknamed Blu, is the 

author of a composition from 2010, commonly known as Puppet soldiers on an old 

tenement house in the centre of Warsaw at No. 45, Sienna Street. Blu has under-

gone a metamorphosis. In the late 1990s, he was a street artist who painted illegal 

graffiti in Bologna using stencils and spray paint. However, when he increased the 

scale of his paintings, he changed their technique and legalized his work. It is not 

possible to create a large-format mural in secret and without the consent of the 

building owner. He changed the spray paint can to a paint roller mounted on a te-

lescopic stick. With large-format murals, he works from a hydraulic crane-lift. He 

PHOT. 3.5.  Detail of the mural Puppet Soldiers by Blu. An advertisement 

from the communist period, 2018, is visible through the thin layer of paint. 

Photo: Tytus Sawicki. reklama z okresu PRL, rok 2018. Photo: Tytus Sawicki 

https://culture.pl/pl/artykul/jak-warszawa-obronila-mural-blu
https://culture.pl/pl/artykul/jak-warszawa-obronila-mural-blu
https://puszka.waw.pl/brak_nazwy_plac_zabaw-projekt-pl-4628.html
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ple means of expression can create an artistic sign with great impact13. The ab-

breviated inscription Stone and What is also a question: “tenement house” what 

about you? What did your inhabitants experience? By dividing the word into two 

parts, an additional interpretation was obtained - what should be done with this 

huge building, a pile of stones (artificial stones - bricks) that remains of a great 

tenement house, destroyed during the Second World War; and provoking reflec-

tion on how dramatic its fate was, and what will happen next? Over the years, 

this place has become a permanent destination for tourists visiting the former 

ghetto areas in Warsaw. It is also a nostalgic place for the inhabitants. Technical-

ly, this inscription was created by masking the unplastered wall with letters cut 

out of cardboard and painter’s tape and painting the entire surface of the wall 

with white paint. After removing the templates, letters are revealed, showing un-

13  https://warszawa.naszemiasto.pl/murale-w-warszawie-zobacz-jak-powstawal-kamien-i-co-na-woli/ar/c13-3100992  
(accessed: 12.05.2021).

PHOT. 3.7. The stone and 

what mural, designed 

by Wiktor Mailnowski, 

2018. Photo: Tytus Sawicki

it is to choose the right location for a mural. For those with a social message who 

want them to survive, buildings should be selected after prior consultation with 

the local administration, familiar with the proposed direction of urban space 

planning in the area.

Returning to aesthetic and technological issues, another example of the art-

ist’s use of a dirty plaster surface as a means of artistic expression is the mural 

Venus with Orange on the gable wall of a tenement house in Widok Street created 

by the group Cyrcle as part of the “Street Art Doping” Festival. The artists left un-

painted dirty plaster in the upper part of the background; it also shows through 

in the areas where the very diluted paint has been thinly applied. The colour of 

the old plaster was used as a base, thanks to which an interesting aesthetic effect 

was obtained.

One of the most famous Warsaw murals, Stone and What, painted on the wall 

of an old, dilapidated outbuilding of a tenement house at No. 14 Waliców Street, 

according to the idea of Wiktor Malinowski, is an example of how a very sim-

PHOT. 3.6. Detail of the mural Globe by Ernest Zacharevic, 2018. Photo: Tytus Sawicki

https://warszawa.naszemiasto.pl/murale-w-warszawie-zobacz-jak-powstawal-kamien-i-co-na-woli/ar/c13-3
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draw attention to the very severe air pollution in the capital, and also to make an 

advertisement for the Innogy company. This mural is temporary.

The use by muralists of damaged and dirty walls and plasters in order to 

achieve various forms of artistic expression is a characteristic feature of street 

art. This kind of beauty, however, is very short-lived; this is a kind of so-called 

“art in process”, in which what is in question in this case is the inevitable pro-

cess of its destruction. Artists introducing degraded matter into their works pose 

a serious problem for art restorers. After some time following the creation of 

the mural, it is difficult to distinguish the intended effects of damage from un-

desirable ones. Regardless of other aspects of the functioning of street art, the 

question arises to what extent these objects should be treated as impermanent, 

ephemeral art, that is supposed to be short-lived, and to what extent we should 

feel obliged to preserve them for the future. The artists themselves do not make 

it easy for us. Interviews with them show that some, such as Blu, do not agree to 

the conservation of their works, while for others the durability of their works is 

not something they think about. It should also be taken into account that most of 

the murals have no chance of surviving anyway. This is due to the impermanent 

technique of execution, and the fact that many are located on buildings soon to 

be demolished or on the exposed gable walls of tenement houses, to which a new 

building will be added as the city develops. Commissioned, custom-made mu-

rals are under greater care. Those who commissioned these murals care about 

their preservation. In this case, it is also important what type of contract has 

been signed with the artist.

A COMPLEX OF MURALS made by famous contemporary artists was 

commissioned by the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising to be painted on the Wall 

of Art in the Rose Garden located on the premises of the museum. The works 

were created successively from 2006 to 2013. They were painted by the following 

artists: Agata Bogacka (2012), Wiesław Rosocha (2013), Henryk Chmielewski – 

Papcio Chmiel (2009), Stasys Eidrigewičius (2009), Piotr Młodożeniec (2012), 

Bartek Materka (2009), Tatiana Utz (2008), Andrzej Pągowski (2008), Edward 

Dwurnik (2006), Rafał Roskowiński (2006), Grupa Twożywo (2006), Galeria Rusz 

3.5. TWENTY-FIVE MURALS ON THE WALL OF ART

painted bricks; the letters imitate the characters of a typewritten message. Apart 

from the large plane of white background, with an area of 1200 square meters, 

the brick-red and brown letters lying on the uneven surface of the old brick wall, 

a third colour accent is the red of a realistically painted balloon - a symbol of im-

permanence - hovering above the inscription, from which the string hangs down, 

substituting for the dash above the letter “ń” in the inscription. In the mural Stone 

and What, as in the mural Puppet-Soldiers of Blu, the windows and architectural 

divisions of the wall are part of the composition of this painting. The whitewash 

of the background of this mural is already peeling and falling off in many places, 

but the damage not only does not diminish the expression of the mural, but even 

deepens it. Due to the fact that the tenement house on which it was painted has 

been inscribed in the Register of Protected Monuments, this mural has a chance 

of survival14. However, this will only be possible if it is taken into account during 

the ongoing current gentrification of this part of Waliców Street, where the ru-

ined part of the tenement house stands, and special protection is afforded to the 

mural stone and what with its subtle artistic and ideological expression.

 In terms of the technique of execution, this painting resembles the compo-

sitions from the 1970s (unfortunately no longer in existence), of one of the first 

Warsaw muralists, Włodzimierz Fruczek15. This artist also painted on the old 

brick walls of dilapidated tenement houses in Warsaw (in the Wola district). With 

the use of white paint (sometimes also black), he drew human figures. Like Ma-

linowski’s Stone and What, Fruczek’s murals, although made with very sparing 

means of expression, were very expressive and contained a strong social message.

Another interesting way to use dirty and partially damaged plaster as an ar-

tistic medium is reverse graffiti. This technique consists of creating an image by 

partially washing the dirt from the wall surface, e.g. by applying a template to it. 

Inscriptions made in this way were commissioned in October 2020 by the Innogy 

Polska company on the dirty stone facing of the elevation of one of the tenement 

houses at Puławska Street in Warsaw16. The originator of this mural wanted to 

14  https://tvn24.pl/tvnwarszawa/najnowsze/kamien-i-co-kamienica-ze-slynnym-muralem-stala-sie-zabytkiem-612306 
(accessed: 12.05.2021).

15  Sikorski, Tomasz, Rutkiewicz, Marcin, Graffiti w Polsce 1940–2010, Carta Blanca 2011, pp. 32–35.

16   https://nowawarszawa.pl/wodne-murale-na-zanieczyszczonych-budynkach-stolicy/ (accessed: 12.05.2021).

https://tvn24.pl/tvnwarszawa/najnowsze/kamien-i-co-kamienica-ze-slynnym-muralem-stala-sie-zabytkiem-
https://nowawarszawa.pl/wodne-murale-na-zanieczyszczonych-budynkach-stolicy/
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Each of the artists involved in this project approached the task entrusted to them 

very individually. However, two basic trends can be observed in the creation of 

the works – graphic style and painting. Most of them chose the first method of 

artistic expression which consisted in the use of very simple means of expres-

sion - a contour drawing, flat areas of colour and a very limited palette of colours. 

Hence, these murals resemble a poster in their artistic expression. The rest of 

the artists approached the creation of compositions on the wall in the same in-

dividual way as they would have had they been painting pictures on various sur-

faces, such as canvas or paper. In the making of these murals, a richer range of 

colours was used, as well as typical painterly means of artistic expression, such 

as chiaroscuro, combinations of different colours, textures, impasto, etc.

All the murals on the Wall of Art have the same dimensions (3 m wide and 

1.24 m high) and are painted on the same surface, i.e. on a brick wall on which 

the rendering had been applied. The rendering has two layers; the first has a 

thickness of about 1 cm and is a coarse-grained hard cement layer, on it there 

is a thin (about 1 mm thick) skim of fine-grained cement with a relatively well-

smoothed surface. This intonachino was covered with a layer of white mineral 

paint (produced by Keimfarben GmbH, based in Diedorf near Augsburg), which 

is the direct base for the paint layer of all murals17. In some paintings, the colour 

of this priming layer was used as the background of the composition itself. The 

Museum of the Warsaw Uprising ordered Keim mineral paints (silicate paints 

also known as Keim silicate paints or mineral paints) for the artists, assuming 

that they are durable and resistant to weather conditions. The name of the paints 

comes from the name of the chemist Adolf W. Keim, who perfected the tech-

nique of painting with waterglass-based paints in 1878, and then began their pro-

duction18. Today, painting with them is relatively simple (earlier versions of this 

technique relied on a multi-stage painting process and were more complicated). 

However, interviews with the artists show that it was still difficult for some 

of them. Keim mineral paints are especially recommended for painting on 

17  Keim products - Granital biel and Optil 9019 - were used as the white priming layer.

18  Ślesiński, Władysław, Techniki malarskie, spoiwa mineralne, Arkady 1983, pp. 92–107; Sawicki, Tytus, Techniki 
zachodnioeuropejskiego malarstwa ściennego w XIX wieku, ASP w Warszawie, 2002, pp. 94–99; https://www.keim.com/
pl-pl/o-farbach/.

(2006), Wojciech Jaruszewski (2006), Przemek „Trust” Truściński (2006), Piotr 

Janowczyk (2007), Jakub Rabelka (2007), Michał Frydrych (2008), Mikołaj Chylak 

(2008), Dominik Jałowiński (2008), SGMA (2008), Wilhelm Sasnal (2007), Pola 

Dwurnik (2008), Anna Czarnota (2008). Due to the fact that we are dealing with 

the works of many painters, we can observe a very different approach to the role, 

message and manner of executing the murals. Photo 3.8.

The creators of the murals outside the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising can be 

divided into two groups - on the one hand, there were artists who mainly practice 

easel painting or graphics, who occasionally leave their studios to paint a mural, 

and on the other, street art artists working in a group under a pseudonym or in-

dividually, for whom artistic murals are their main means of artistic expression. 

PHOT. 3.8. Mur Sztuki w Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego w WarszawieWall 

of Art at the Warsaw Uprising Museum in Warsaw in 2018. Photo: Tytus Sawicki

https://www.keim.com/pl-pl/o-farbach/
https://www.keim.com/pl-pl/o-farbach/
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ment. Wiesław Rosoch’s mural depicting a recumbent head reveals that its au-

thor is a graphic artist, an important place in whose oeuvre is the art of poster. 

The author used only three flat colours - red, black and white (the colour of the 

priming layer). The painter had to mask the head and the horizon in some way 

(perhaps with painter’s tape) in order to cover the lower part of the composition 

with black, and red in the upper part. He left the head in the white colour of the 

undercoat. The artist probably used the Keima mineral paints purchased by the 

Museum. The part of the wall on which Wiesław Rosoch made his composition 

is very damp, especially in the lower part, where there is capillary moisture. The 

applied paints turned out to be not resistant to moisture and in many places they 

whitened and the paint has flaked and powdered. Similar damage to the paint-

ing layer was also observed on other murals on the same part of the wall where 

the composition of Wiesław Rosoch is located (when we face the Wall of Art, the 

last murals on the left). In the fields where there are no paintings, the damage 

to the white priming layer is even greater – parts of this layer have flaked off the 

facades19. However, not all the painters invited to contribute works to the Wall of 

Art used the supplied materials.

It is worth analysing the subsequent stages of creating some of the murals. 

This task is made easier due to the fact that they are located on a wall accessi-

ble from the ground level, thanks to which they can be closely examined and 

the identification of the techniques can be confirmed. Additional information 

was obtained from some of the artists who agreed to be interviewed and to com-

plete a questionnaire on the techniques used. Laboratory chemical tests of the 

paint layer samples taken from the paintings were performed and non-invasive 

tests of the paintings in situ were carried out with the use of specialized equip-

19  The Museum purchased the following Keim products: Granital white, Optil 9019, Farbkonzentrat 9008 black, Farb-
konzentrat 9006 ultra blue, Dybkonzentrat 9003 iron red, Farbkonzentrat 9001 nickel-titanium yellow, Spezial-Fixativ 
- binder and paint thinner, also as a primer, Kunstlerfarben 933 ultramarine blue dark, Kunstlerfarben 921 cobalt 
blue, Dekorfarbpulver 521 wine black, Dekorfarbpulver 543 ultramarine violet, Dekorfarbpulver 542 ultramarine red, 
Dekorfarbpulver 546 zinc white.

PHOT. 3.9. Painting by 
Wiesław Rosoch on the Wall 
of Art at the Museum of the 
Warsaw Uprising in Warsaw, 
2021. Photo: Tytus Sawicki
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background white21. Piotr Młodożeniec also made his composition using a very 

simple means of expression. The artist prepared a design based on a poster from 

1957 by his father, Jan Młodożeniec (a well-known graphic artist), depicting a 

mermaid. The drawing was transferred to the wall using a projector, which en-

larged the design prepared in the form of a photo in a jpg file. The artist painted 

the composition with industrial acrylic paints intended for external use22. First, 

he filled the outline of the letters with black with a brush and painted the mer-

maid. Then he covered the background with white, in some parts correcting the 

drawing of the letters and a mermaid. It is, like the previous mural, a black and 

white composition, however, traces of red are visible on the mermaid’s shield 

where the white paint has rubbed off. This indicates that the artist had first over-

painted an earlier version of the mermaid with white and then painted a second 

version on it. Pentimento (a lower layer visible through the worn upper layer) 

can also be seen on the right side of the mermaid. 

21  IInformation obtained by the author from the artist.

22  Information obtained by the author from the artist.

PHOT. 3.11. A painting by Piotr Młodożeniec on the Wall of Art at the 
Museum of the Warsaw Uprising in Warsaw, 2021. Photo: Tytus Sawicki

rendering of the walls. It turns out in this case that even mineral paints intended 

for painting on facades are not resistant to very high moisture. Perhaps this is a 

result of the presence of acrylic resin in the composition of the paint20. 

Agata Bogacka’s mural is also graphic in character. It is a drawing show-

ing a fragment of a street seen from the window. The artist made a project for 

this composition in the form of a sketch in a reduced scale on gridded paper.  

She transferred the drawing to the wall from the sketch by hand, placing a 

square cut in cardboard on each fragment of the composition. She painted the 

lines with Keim mineral paints. She used black to make the drawing, leaving the 

20  Laboratory tests using microchemical reactions and SEM-EDS of white undercoat samples showed the following 
composition: titanium white, calcium carbonate, aluminosilicates; while the Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrosco-
py-Attenuated Total Reflectance (FTIR-ATR) tests showed the presence of acrylic resin. Joanna Kurkowska, Aleksandra 
Wesołowska, Kamila Załęska, op. cit, p. 167.

PHOT. 3.10. Agata Bogacka’s painting on the Wall of Art at the Museum 

of the Warsaw Uprising in Warsaw, 2021. Photo: Tytus Sawicki
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and other parts of the composition24. The only chromatic accent of the painting 

is the dripping blood painted along the upper part and the red on the Polish flag 

in the lower right corner.

Michał Frydrych’s composition, which is a kind of graphic sign, is interesting. 

In its central part, a synthetically presented plan of Warsaw is depicted, outlined 

in black, painted in such a way that it resembles a heart, from which red and 

blue lines diverge to the sides. In the left part of the city silhouette, the plaster 

has been stripped away to reveal the underlying brick. By using only two colours 

(plus the black of the outline) and the exposed brickwork, the artist gave his mu-

ral powerful expressiveness. 

24  In the white paint, kaolin and acrylic resin were identified by FTIR-ATR tests. Joanna Kurkowska, Aleksandra 
Wesołowska, Kamila Załęska, op. cit., p. 169.

PHOT. 3.12. A detail of a painting by Michał Frydrych on the Wall of Art at 
the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising in Warsaw, 2021. Photo: Tytus Sawicki

The idea for the mural by Rafał Roskowiński is similar to the one described abo-

ve. In this case, however, the artist used two photos - one by Eugeniusz Lokajski 

depicting the soldiers of the Warsaw Uprising (August 1944) and the other by 

Anna Bohdziewicz depicting the heroes of the events of August 1980 (when wor-

kers’ strikes in communist-ruled Poland led to the rise of the free trades union 

“Solidarity”). Roskowiński juxtaposed these photos. The drawing was probably 

transferred to the wall using a projector and outlined with a pencil. Parts of the 

figures were painted with opaque red paint, while their highlighted parts, like 

the background, were left white. The same red colour, using a stencil, was used 

to make the inscriptions “August 1944” and “August 1980”23. The symbol of “Fi-

ghting Poland” on the left side of the composition and the details of the “Solida-

rity” banner on the right were painted with white paint that was lighter than the 

colour of the background. Thanks to this procedure, these two symbols optically 

come to the fore of the composition. With the help of such a narrow range of co-

lours limited to red and (two shades of ) white, the colours of the Polish flag, the 

artist therefore managed to create an interesting space.

The symbol of “Fighting Poland” on the left side of the composition and the 

details of the “Solidarity” banner on the right were painted with white paint that 

was lighter than the colour of the background. Thanks to this procedure, these 

two symbols optically come to the fore of the composition. With the help of such 

a narrow range of colours limited to red and (two shades of ) white, the colours of 

the Polish flag, the artist therefore managed to create an interesting space.

Piotr Janowczyk is another of the artists who used a photo for his mural and 

used a “graphic” painting technique consisting of contrasting lighting and shad-

ows as well as using flat areas of colour and an outline. After transferring the 

preliminary drawing, the artist painted the shadows on the head of the soldier 

in the centre of the composition in black, and the letters in the background that 

formed a fragment of a poem written by one of the insurgents, as well as the sil-

houette of the town houses in the lower part. Then he covered parts of the high-

lights and backgrounds with white paint, with which he also corrected letters 

23  In the red paint, synthetic organic red (monoazo), titanium white, silicates were identified by means of microchemical 
reactions and SEM-EDS; FTIR-ATR tests detected the presence of acrylic resin. Joanna Kurkowska, Aleksandra 
Wesołowska, Kamila Załęska, op. cit., p. 169.
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spite the use of only two colours, which are opaque and flat, the irregular shapes 

of the flowers freely placed in the rectangular field and the finishing of their form 

with spontaneous, sweeping brush strokes give this composition a more painterly 

than graphic character. This effect has become even more pronounced as a result 

of a leaching of the yellow paint layer on the petals. The bright undercoat is there-

fore visible through parts of them and traces of previously invisible brush strokes 

have become visible. Thanks to this destruction, the pansy flowers have become 

more sculptural and more like human skulls. One could risk saying that this de-

struction has increased the expression of the mural. Wilhelm Sasnal painted this 

image with Keim paints25. Probably - as in the case of the mural by the Twożywo 

Group, the lack of permanence of the yellow layer to the weather conditions re-

sults from the fact that the paints were used in an excessively diluted form. 

25  The information comes from an interview conducted with the artist on July 6, 2020 by Anna Kowalik as part of the 
CAPuS program.

PHOT. 3.14. Detail of a painting by Mikołaj Chylak on the Wall of Art at the 
Museum of the Warsaw Uprising in Warsaw, showing the leached red paint 
layer; the paint layer turned grey as a result of decomposition of the resin 
contained in the fixative that covered the painting, 2021. Photo: Tytus Sawicki

On the other hand, the mural Freedom made by the Twożywo Group is a poster-

-like lettering composition made with the use of stencils. The word “freedom” in 

red running across from the upper left corner to the lower right is placed on a 

background formed by the words “freedom” in several language versions. They 

are also painted diagonally, only in the opposite direction and in a smaller font 

using black and dark grey. The paint layer on the central red inscription has been 

washed off. Perhaps that is the result of adding too much water to the Keim pa-

ints, leading to the pigment not being sufficiently bonded to the substrate. This 

type of destruction also occurs in some of the other paintings.

Another mural on this Wall combines two forms of artistic expression - paint-

ing and graphic styles. This is the composition by Wilhelm Sasnal depicting pan-

sies on a black background.  The painting of the background colour was preceded 

by a temporary masking of the area to be occupied by the flowers, then the area of 

the flowers was painted yellow. Black spots were then applied with a brush to the 

petals of the pansies in a pattern that the viewer would associate with skulls. De-

PHOT. 3.13. Detail of a painting by Wilhelm Sasnal on the Wall 

of Art at the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising in Warsaw, showing 

the leached yellow paint layer, 2021. Photo: Tytus Sawicki
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PHOT. 3.15. Detail of a painting by Edward Dwurnik on the Wall of Art at the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising in Warsaw, textured paint layer visible, 2021. Photo: Tytus Sawicki

Mikołaj Chylak’s mural is an example of the use of easel painting technique on 

the wall. The artist initially created the design in the form of a painting, which is 

owned by the Museum that later commissioned the mural. In the central part of 

the painting there is a red diagonal zigzag against a blue and black background, 

on which are depicted soldiers from the Warsaw Uprising. The artist drew these 

figures on the basis of archival photos from that period. Work on the mural be-

gan with covering with painter’s tape the area that was going to be occupied by 

the zigzag and painting the blue background. Over the top of this, over part of the 

area, other forms were painted in black resembling clouds with reserved areas 

suggestive of stars, and also in black the silhouettes of houses in the corners of 

the composition, while the blue background was still visible in other areas. The-

re were also applied dots of opaque white over the small blue oval forms (“stars”). 

The zigzag (a flash of lightning) is covered in red. On it, through a stencil, sol-

diers were painted with dark thinned paint. The highlights on the figures were 

enhanced by applying a thin layer of light grey paint. Due to the fact that the 

artist used diluted paints, the red colour of the base can be seen through them, 

which makes the silhouettes of the soldiers seem more sculptural. Fot.3.14. The 

artist used Keim paints for the execution of this mural, but the colour of the red 

has faded and looks rather washed-out. This may indicate that there was too lit-

tle binder in the paints used. Upon completion, the mural was covered with a fi-

xative produced by Keim26. Probably some kind of mistake was made during the 

fixing procedure, which has caused the loss of colour intensity and the greying 

of the paint layer. This destruction has greatly changed the artistic expression 

of the composition. During the planned conservation of the mural in the near 

future, attempts will be made to remove the changed layer in order to restore the 

painting to its original appearance. This is, therefore, a completely different situ-

ation than in the case of Wilhelm Sasnal’s mural, where leaching of the painting 

layer does not disturb its present aesthetic perception.

Edward Dwurnik also used a method of work for painting on plaster similar 

to that used in his easel painting, although in pictures on canvas he used mainly 

acrylic technique, and in the mural here a silicate technique. His two paintings 

26  Information on the technique of creating the mural comes from an interview conducted with the artist on July 10, 2019 
as part of the CAPuS program by Anna Kowalik, supplemented by observations of the painting itself.
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in the central part of the Wall of Art depict heads - one is in a monochromatic 

blue tone, while the other painting also has a blue background, but the heads 

were painted in different shades of whitened yellows and umbers. The artist 

used Keim mineral paints in these murals27. Probably the preliminary drawing 

was drawn free-hand on the basis of sketches in a reduced scale. The artist paint-

ed with opaque paints, in many places the paint is textured, e.g. on the heads of 

the figures in the mural on the left. On the other hand, on some of the heads of 

the mural in a blue tone (on the right), the white colour was left unpainted. There 

is an order from October 2012 preserved in the documentation of the Museum 

of the Warsaw Uprising, in which one item consists of 4 packs of mineral paint 

for Edward Dwurnik, who was going to carry out restoration of his own murals, 

which shows that the painting had been damaged in a short time, and this was 

dealt with by the artist repainting some areas himself. 

The outstanding painter, graphic artist and poster artist Stasys Eidrigevičius 

created a mural in the same technique that he uses for his paintings on paper. 

27  Information obtained from the painter Pola Dwurnik, the artist’s daughter.

PHOT. 3.17. Dominik Jałowiński’s painting on the Wall of Art at the Museum of the Warsaw 

Uprising in Warsaw; peeling paint layer visible on the pigeon, 2021. Photo: Tytus Sawicki

PHOT. 3.16. Painting by Stasys Eidrigevičius, condition after painting in 2009 and condition in 2021; the paint layer (in the upper photo from 2021) in the background part and on the reds is heavily leached. Photo from 2009: the archive of the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising. Photo from 2021: Photo: Tytus Sawicki
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the objects function, that each of them should be approached individually. In 

the years 2018 and 2019, the mural Stilt-walkers by Linas Damarackas, described 

above, was subjected to comprehensive conservation-restoration. The research 

and conservation intervention was carried out as part of Karolina Mikuła’s thesis 

under the supervision of the author of this chapter and some aspects of this work 

will be discussed below. 

IT SHOULD BE NOTED, however, that the works on the object could only be 

started after many formalities had been completed. This bureaucratic process 

was time-consuming and became a major obstacle to be overcome before starting 

the work. It is worth setting out what this consisted of. These processes can also 

sometimes frustrate conservation, for example when tenants of the building on 

which a mural is located for some reason do not agree to interventions; in the 

case of the mural Stilt-walkers, this was not a problem. According to the copyright 

law, the author’s permission to restore his mural was the first thing to obtain. 

When that was received, a letter was sent to the Department of Real Estate 

Management (ZGN) in the Praga Północ district of the Capital City of Warsaw that 

manages the tenement house at no 37 Stalowa Street, where the mural is located. 

This contained a request for permission to carry out the work. In addition to the 

consent of the ZGN, it was required to submit an application to the Department 

of Architecture and Construction for the Praga Północ district of the Capital 

City of Warsaw. In addition to this, due to the fact that the tenement house is 

entered in the municipal register of monuments, it was necessary to obtain an 

order from the Provincial Conservator of Monuments (WKZ) for Mazowieckie 

voivodship, in which Warsaw lies. For this purpose, a full programme of the 

proposed mural conservation and restoration work had to be submitted to the 

WKZ for approval. Only after completing all these formalities did the Academy 

of Fine Arts in Warsaw and the ZGN Praga Północ conclude an agreement on 

allowing access to the wall of the tenement house at 37 Stalowa Street with the 

mural Stilt-walkers for conservation and restoration works. The administrative 

procedure for legalizing the conservation was conducted by the person who 

wrote these words (as the promoter), and only then was the graduate student 

3 FORMAL MATTERS

He used the tempera technique for painting, which unfortunately turned out to 

be not resistant to weather conditions. He painted a figure emerging from the 

sewers that were used for communication between regions of the city during 

the Uprising. For this work, he first made a lot of sketches. Made in two days in 

October 2009, the painting has lost its original intensity of colours. Although this 

change does not take away the artistic value of this composition, the original 

intention of the author, who gave red and blue a symbolic meaning, is currently 

hardly legible, because the red colour has been washed out or discoloured28. 

Dominik Jałowiński created his composition Dead Pigeon in an interesting 

technique, which is a kind of collage. The dove was painted by the artist on a 

primed linen canvas and glued to the plaster in the lower left corner of the com-

position. Diagonally opposite, in the upper right corner, a black egg was painted, 

on which the outlines of figures were indicated with white paint. The background 

was left in the white colour of the undercoat. The very effective technique used 

by the artist turned out not to be resistant to weather conditions. The paint layer 

is peeling on the pigeon, and the white silhouettes of the figures on the egg have 

been washed off.

A COMMON FEATURE OF most of the presented Warsaw murals is the 

advanced degree of destruction, despite the fact that they were all painted 

relatively recently. Hence, it is worth presenting their conservation issues. Due 

to the great interest in street art, a lot of publications on the conservation of 

murals have appeared recently29. However, it turns out that these works are so 

diverse in terms of the technique of execution, as well as the space in which 

28  https://warszawa.wyborcza.pl/warszawa/1,95190,7198175,Nowy_mural_w_Muzeum_Powstania_Warszawskiego.html 
(accessed: 12.05.2021r.).

29  Andrzejewski Jan, Konserwacja murali komunalnych: prawo, etyka i technologia, Warszawa 2007; Dresher, Timothy, Pri-
orities in conserving community murals, Getty Conservation Institute, 2003; Kerr-Allison, Amber, Outdoor public murals: 
materials, advocacy and conservation, Wintherthur/University of Delaware Program in Art Conservation, 2007; Pitman 
Weber, John, Politics and practice of community public art: Whose murals get saved?, The Getty Conservation Institute, 
2003; Pounds, Jon, The gift of absence: mural restoration in a policy void, The Getty Conservation Institute, 2003; Rainer, 
Leslie, Konserwacja w spółczesnych malowideł znajdujących się na zewnątrz, trans. K. Koziej, Warsaw, 2005; Shank, Will, 
Hess Norris, Debbie, Giving contemporary murals a longer life: the challenges for muralists and conservators, International 
Institute for Conservation, 2008.

3.6.CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION OF MURALS

https://warszawa.wyborcza.pl/warszawa/1,95190,7198175,Nowy_mural_w_Muzeum_Powstania_Warszawskiego.ht
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enabled to perform conservation of the painting. Of course, in other cases, e.g. 

when the building is privately owned or inscribed in the national Register of 

Protected Monuments, the formalities will be different.

IN THE CASE OF the mural Stilt-walkers, the causes of damage are typical 

of murals executed on the facades of old buildings. Among the many factors 

influencing the condition of the mural, the most important are the following:

 • the condition of the load-bearing substrate and plaster,

 • plaster repair technology,

 • mechanical damage as a result of random accidents and human activity,

 • vandalism,

 • atmospheric factors,

 • air pollution,

 • leaks in the rainwater drainage system.

On the wall of the building on which the painting Stilt-walkers was painted, ver-

tical cracks and a smaller, irregular grid of cracks appeared on the plaster sur-

face as a result of subsidence of the foundations. The mortar with cement used 

for plaster repairs in the lower part shows greater hardness and lower flexibili-

ty compared to the original plaster. As a result, repairs (patches and gap-filling 

made after the painting had been painted) delaminated from the original plaster 

layer and fell off. This damage results from poorly selected material, which has 

properties different from the originally used materials. Atmospheric factors such 

as heavy rainfall, wind and drastic temperature fluctuations, especially in the da-

ily cycle, are among the main factors that damage the building’s facades. Due to 

its location on the north-eastern wall, the mural is exposed to strong sunlight. In 

addition, the tenement house foundations are deprived of adequate insulation to 

prevent water from rising from the ground. The location of the painting on the 

ground floor is also unfavourable, since it makes it exposed to large amounts of 

dirt accumulating mainly in the lower part of the mural.

Due to external destructive factors, both the substrate and the painted layer of 

the mural are in a very poor condition. Due to high temperature and humidity 

fluctuations as well as exposure to sunlight (UV radiation), the paint layer was 

3CAUSES OF DAMAGE

PHOT. 3.18. Mural Stilt-walkers by Linas Domarackas, 

before conservation, 2018. Photo: Tytus Sawicki

PHOT. 3.19. Mural Stilt-walkers by Linas Domarackas, before conservation, 
detail showing peeling paint layer, 2018. Photo: Tytus Sawicki
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an injection of inorganic-based adhesive31. Two weeks after this procedure, the 

injection holes were filled with mineral mortar.

The most difficult conservation problem was to stabilize the flaking paint lay-

er, which in some places was detached from the substrate, along with a thin layer 

of plaster. Due to the fact that the paint layer was very brittle and delicate, the 

consolidation procedure was carried out very precisely and carefully. At the be-

ginning, the painting layer was made more flexible. To this end, a weak solution 

of isopropyl alcohol in water was sprayed on. The next step was to introduce the 

adhesive. Many attempts were made to stick the paint layer to the substrate. The 

best results were achieved with 10% ammonium caseinate solution and a small 

amount of Vinavil NPC vinyl adhesive32.

After the painting layer had been stabilized, the painting was cleaned. Sur-

factants safe for people and the environment and easy to remove with clean wa-

ter were used33. The cleaning of the painting restored its original vivid colours. 

Then, the poorly executed patches of lime-cement were removed mechanically.

Removing traces of acts of vandalism was a major conservation problem. It 

should be noted that not every author of a mural is interested in this. They can be 

considered a kind of dialogue between the inhabitants and the artist. However, 

in the case of this painting, they disturbed its aesthetic reception. It was not easy 

to remove numerous inscriptions and graffiti made with aerosol paints, felt-tip 

pens and markers. Chemical and mechanical methods were used34. However, it 

31  In order to consolidate the plaster, small needle holes were made and Ledan TA1 lelit 03 solution was introduced using 
syringes.

32  When selecting the appropriate formulation, the following materials were taken into account: 40% Paraloid B-72 
solution dissolved in Dowanol, approximately 20% Primal AC-33 water dispersion, 10% ammonium caseinate with a 
small amount of Vinavil NPC vinyl glue to accelerate bonding. The adhesive mixture was applied both directly under 
the paint layer and on the Japanese tissue paper, which was to stabilize the flaking surface. Using a rubber roller or a 
paint spatula, the paint layer was lightly pressed at the points of detachment and after a few minutes the tissue paper 
was removed from the painting, previously wetting it with water. Then, excess adhesive was removed from the surface 
so that it did not dry out and break the paint layer. Syringes with larger needles and brushes of various sizes also 
proved to be useful for applying the adhesive. Karolina Mikuła, op. cit., p. 42.

33  Multiple trials were carried out with varying percentages from 1 to 10% Contrad 2000 (an aqueous emulsion of anionic 
and non-ionic surfactants, inorganic compounds and stabilizers), in addition to using Wishab erasers, various types 
of brushes and sponges. Only a combination of these methods produced a satisfactory effect. In heavily soiled areas, 
a higher concentration of Contrad 2000 was used, while in others 1–2% sufficed; after cleaning the fragment, it was 
washed with clean water to remove the remnants of the preparation and dirt. Karolina Mikuła, op. cit., pp. 43, 44. 

34  Solvents such as acetone, Dowanol and ethyl alcohol were used. The debris remaining in the cavities was removed 
mechanically with a scalpel blade or other pointed instrument, e.g. a toothpick. Karolina Mikuła, op. cit., pp. 45-46.

strongly degraded. Numerous blisters had formed between the paint layer and 

the substrate. The paint layer was peeling off in many places. Unfortunately, a 

large fragment of the original painting on the left side of the composition is miss-

ing. The degradation of the paint layer in this place was caused by rainwater 

escaping through a leaky downpipe.

THE MAIN ASSUMPTION OF the conservation and restoration activities was 

to stop the processes of destruction and restore to the painting the aesthetic 

functions that it had to a large extent lost. The conservation and restoration work 

that was carried out stabilized and consolidated the complex structure of the 

work and did not change its artistic expression30.

Prior to the commencement of works on the mural, detailed photographic 

and descriptive documentation was made, and laboratory tests were performed 

of paint and plaster samples. In addition, historical research was started, the 

social context of the creation of the mural was identified, in which the partici-

pation of children and the organization of happenings was of great importance, 

and old photographs were searched for a record of the missing fragments of the 

composition. 

The scale of conservation and restoration problems, as well as the scope of 

the work, was very large, the more so that the area of the mural is 55 m2. It 

could also be seen that various areas of the mural showed a different degree of 

advancement of damage. Work began with a very gentle, preliminary cleaning of 

the object, excluding flaky parts. This was done mechanically, using a scalpel and 

a soft sponge and cotton wool tampons moistened with water with a surfactant, 

the area of any cavities was cleaned and the dirt that had accumulated in the 

depressions and in the so-called “pockets” between the paint layer and the 

substrate was removed.

An acoustic examination showed places where the plaster had lost its cohesion 

(i.e., where it was delaminated) and places where there were pockets behind 

the paint layer filled with loose elements. The delaminations were glued with 

30  The course of conservation work is described in detail in: Karolina Mikuła, op. cit., pp. 40-54.

3 CONSERVATION-RESTORATION
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PHOT. 3.20. Detail of the mural Stilt-wlakers by Linas Domarackas, 
during the process of retouching, 2019. Photo: Karolina Mikuła

was not possible to remove them completely. The remaining minimal remains in 

the final stage of conservation were retouched. 

The gaps in plaster were filled with a lime-sand mineral mortar laid in several 

layers, and commercially available prepared filler compounds were used for the 

top layer35.An important activity was to make a mimetic retouch of the defects 

of the painting in order to preserve the potential aesthetic unity and make the 

mural easier to read. Due to changing weather conditions, frequent and strong 

rainfall and high sunlight, exterior paints with very good properties and durabil-

ity were selected. It was decided to use specialized Keim products that had been 

used in a number of other earlier projects with good results, for example during 

conservation and restoration work on the facade of the Castle in Kórnik, also on 

the facades of the Cloth Hall in the Market Square in Kraków36. Keim paints have 

a mineral base - potassium silicate (potassium water glass), that chemically re-

acts with a mineral substrate such as plaster. The result is a bond that is many 

times more durable than with conventional dispersion paints, but unfortunately 

they are irreversible. Hence, they can only be used on fillings of lacunae, not on 

the original37. The Keim Granital paints used are characterized by: hydrophobic 

properties, in accordance with DIN 18363, 2.4.1., they are non-flammable, light-

fast, waterproof, have a high vapour permeability; they contain organic pigments 

and fillers. In addition, they protect the substrate against adverse weather condi-

tions and are environmentally friendly38. For retouching were also used Talens 

Amsterdam acrylic paints from the premium series, which are durable and re-

sistant to light (UV rays). The retouching process was started with applying in the 

places where defects in the plaster had been infilled with a base colour (Keim 

paint). A very difficult task was to merge the colour of the repairs to defects in 

the area of the coloured strip, which had been painted with flat, clean colours. 

Imitative retouching was performed with paints with an acrylic binder on the 

35  The best results were given by the mineral filler Capalith Fassaden - Feinspachtel (Caparol), which, according to the 
data provided by the manufacturer, is resistant to weather conditions, does not shrink during drying, does not swell 
under the influence of moisture, is easy to apply, has high adhesion to the substrate after drying and can be sanded: 
https://www.caparol.pl/produkty/masy-szpachlowe-i-tynki-elewacyjne/masy-szpachlowe/masy-szpachlowe-miner-
alne-sypkie/capalith-fassaden-feinspachtel-p (accessed: 12/12/2019).

36   https://www.keim.com/pl-pl/referencje/widok-szczegolowy/zamek-w-korniku/ (accessed: 10.01.2020).

37   https://www.keim.com/pl-pl/mineralne-produkty/farby-elewacyjne/granital/ (accessed: 10.01.2020).

38  https://www.keim.com/pl-pl/mineralne-produkty/farby-elewacyjne/granital/ (accessed: 12.12.2019).

https://www.caparol.pl/produkty/masy-szpachlowe-i-tynki-elewacyjne/masy-szpachlowe/masy-szpachlowe-m
https://www.caparol.pl/produkty/masy-szpachlowe-i-tynki-elewacyjne/masy-szpachlowe/masy-szpachlowe-m
https://www.keim.com/pl-pl/referencje/widok-szczegolowy/zamek-w-korniku/
https://www.keim.com/pl-pl/mineralne-produkty/farby-elewacyjne/granital/
https://www.keim.com/pl-pl/mineralne-produkty/farby-elewacyjne/granital/
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this, when removing graffiti, the solvent used for this purpose does not come into 

contact with the paint layer, and the anti-graffiti coating is not completely washed 

off. The lower part of the painting „Stilt-walkers” is most susceptible to dirt and 

splashes due to the proximity to the street, so it was decided to cover it with a sila-

ne and siloxane -based formulation, then Keim’s LotexanN was used for the final 

hydrophobization. According to the manufacturer, the product protects the paint 

layer against water, acid rain, chlorides and dirt caused by weather conditions. 

Thanks to the application of this preparation, removing dirt from the paint layer 

will probably be easier.

PHOT. 3.21. Detail of Wiesław Rosoch’s painting on the Wall of Art at the 

Museum of the Warsaw Uprising in Warsaw; showing traces of a microbial attack, 

streaks, peeling paint layer and paint layer defects, 2018. Photo: Tytus Sawicki

orange and purple stripes. On the basis of archival photos, it was possible to re-

construct extensive areas on the lower parts of the mural. The missing fragment 

of the painting on the left, due to the lack of information about its original appear-

ance, was covered with light blue shade that blended into the background colour. 

IN THE CASE OF the conservation of murals, it is recommended to cover its 

surface with a protective preparation at the final stage. Thanks to this, it is easier 

to remove dirt, and besides, in the case of a graffiti attack, it helps prevent paint 

spray from penetrating the painted layer. Covering the painting with such an 

anti-graffiti film does not protect against vandalism, but only helps to remove 

their effects. It should be noted however that most markers and spray paints dry 

within a week or two in mild weather conditions39. After this time, their removal 

may be difficult. The applied preparation must be safe for the paint layer, it should 

not change with time and its possible removal should not cause damage to the 

painting. In addition, this product should meet the following conditions: allow 

diffusion of water vapour, be resistant to weather conditions and not change the 

colour of the object. The following anti-graffiti coatings are used:

 • preparations based on microcrystalline waxes (sacrificial coatings),

 • preparations based on organosilicon compounds 

(semi-permanent coatings),

 • preparations based on two-component polyurethane 

resins (permanent coatings),

 • HLG (HeatLessGlass) 51 system (permanent glassy coatings)40. 

These materials have not yet been tested to the extent that we know which prepa-

ration works best. Currently, we do not have a preparation that would be comple-

tely reversible and safe for the paint layer and that would fully meet the required 

criteria. The application of this type of substance usually consists of applying se-

veral layers, which leads to the formation of a relatively thick coating. Thanks to 

39  http://www.bikemural.org/muralprotection.html#Caveat (Accessed: 12.02.2020).

40  Chaber, Anna, Urban art. Sztuka w przestrzeni publicznej. Technika, technologia, konserwacja, Warsaw 2015, MA thesis 
defended at The Faculty of Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, 
supervisor Prof. Paweł Jakubowski, pp. 56–57.

3 SECURING THE MURAL SURFACE 

http://www.bikemural.org/muralprotection.html#Caveat
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The restoration work is still in progress. So far, fourteen murals have been re-

stored. The work took place in 2019 (before the restrictions related to the CO-

VID-19 pandemic), during summer field classes for fourth-year students at the 

Faculty of Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art at the Academy of Fine 

Arts in Warsaw. 

As a result of the work carried out in 2019, the paintings were disinfected, 

traces of mould and dirt were removed if possible. Material was injected below 

the plaster to affix the delaminations. Defects in the surface of the plaster were 

filled. Peeling paint layers were reattached to the substrate and any powdered 

layers of paint were consolidated. Gap-filling and retouching of the murals was 

done where there were holes In the paint layer. 

The greatest conservation problems were caused by Tatiana Utz’s mural, which 

was largely repainted with acrylic paints during the previous pseudo-conserva-

tion intervention. It was very difficult to remove repaints due to the fact that they 

were made in a technique similar to the original41. The painting layer of the mu-

ral includes acrylic which softens during the removal of the overpainting. Later 

on, the overpaint could only be reduced in thickness. Considerable damage was 

caused to this mural by cracks in the brick wall, as a result of which in the part 

of the composition on the right, the plaster was delaminated and displaced. A 

few loose pieces of plaster had to be removed, after securing the paint layer with 

Japanese tissue paper, and then reaffixed in their correct place.

Conservation work on the next dozen or so murals could not be continued in 

2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. They will undergo conservation in 2021, 

also in the summer, of course, if the situation allows it.

THE EXAMPLES OF MURALS presented in this chapter are very diverse in 

terms of technique. Street artists use a very large assortment of materials in order 

to achieve the effects that they want. However, the conservator, appreciating 

41  Two different acrylic resins were detected by FTIR-ATR analysis in the original layer and in the overcoat layer in a 
sample taken from part of the green background: Joanna Kurkowska, Aleksandra Wesołowska, Kamila Załęska, op. cit., 
p. 168.

 3.7. CONCLUSION

The second object that was obtained for conservation and research purposes, is 

the Wall of Art in the Rose Garden on the premises of the Museum of the War-

saw Uprising. This in fact consists of a set of twenty-five individual murals. These 

paintings are in a different state of preservation, some of them require more, 

and others fewer restoration interventions. The following types of damage were 

identified: a high degree of contamination by dirt, cracks and stratification of the 

plaster, losses in the paint layer and its abrasions, leaching and flaking, microbial 

attack, and finally poorly performed previous conservation-renovation. Some 

of these murals had undergone significant optical changes in a relatively short 

time, which was discussed in the first part of this chapter. It should be considered 

whether in all such cases it makes sense to restore objects to the so-called con-

dition similar to the original one. 

PHOT. 3.22. Tatiana Utz’s 

mural on the Wall of Art at the 

Museum of the Warsaw Uprising 

in Warsaw, during conservation 

- reattaching a piece of plaster, 

2019. Photo: Tytus Sawicki
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the spontaneous nature of their creativity. Some of them want to remain the cre-

ators of ephemeral art, and there is nothing we can do about that. Consistently 

looking with the conservator’s eye, the basic factor that can ensure greater du-

rability of the mural in outdoor conditions is the use of appropriate materials 

for its execution, as well as the appropriate preparation of the substrate. A more 

professional approach of street artists to the technical side of their works will 

make their artistic and ideological influence on urban communities greater and 

more durable.

the aesthetic and ideological functions of the murals in the urban space, also 

looks at them in terms of their durability. The above examples show that the 

most durable of modern techniques is the mineral technique, if properly used. 

The compositions discussed here have different artistic features, depending 

on the provenance and style of the creators. Some are kept in a graphic style, 

where white and black play the main role, or a very narrow chromatic range 

limited to two or three colours, flat colour patches and a clear contour are used. 

Another group consists of murals in which more painterly means of expression 

predominate, although some of them maintain a very narrow range of colours.

The aesthetic and social aspect is important in Warsaw murals. These mon-

umental works have an increasing influence on the shaping of the urban land-

scape. Murals make the streets of neglected parts of the city more attractive. 

Unfortunately, mural art is a rather impermanent form of expression. One of 

the reasons for this state of affairs is the ideological assumption made by street 

artists about the ephemeral nature of their work, and the other, practical reason, 

is their failure to comply with the rigors of proper technique.

Recently, a new trend has emerged in the field of the protection of works of 

contemporary art, consisting of the holistic conservation of street art objects, 

taking into account their context, place memory and socio-economic impor-

tance. However, creating a methodology for the conservation of street art is a 

very difficult task, because they are technologically very heterogeneous objects, 

the creation of which uses a lot of different materials. Hence, murals displayed 

in the open spaces of cities are subject to deterioration not only as a result of 

external factors, but also due to internal factors, that is, the use of unstable tech-

niques. With these reasons in mind, long-term preservation and restoration 

work was undertaken on a dozen murals, as presented in this chapter. A contin-

uation of this work is planned after the end of the period of restrictions due to 

the COVID-19 pandemic.

The poor condition of the murals and the great problems associated with their 

conservation make one reflect on how to prevent it. It seems that the problem 

of educating artists is insufficiently taken into account in the protection of street 

art. Perhaps it is worth organizing workshops for them in order to identify tech-

niques that will make their works more durable. Of course, this will arouse the 

opposition of some street artists, who consider it an attack on their freedom and 
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 • Ethyl alcohol 92%

 • Propylene glycol methyl 

ether-Dowanol

 • Ammonia solution 25%

 

ADHESIVES

 • Primal AC 33

 • Vinavil NPC

 • Ammonium caseinate 

 • Hydraulic lime TA1 lelit 03 

PAINTS

 • Keim Granital 9448

 • Keim Granital 9493 

 • Keim Granital 9872

 • Keim Farbkonzentrat 9001

 • Keim Farbkonzentrat 9002

 • Keim Farbkonzentrat 9003

 • Keim Farbkonzentrat 9005

 • Keim Farbkonzentrat 9006

 • Keim Farbkonzentrat 9008

 • Keim farbkonzentrat 9009

 • Binder: Special Fiksativ (Keim)

 • Acrylic paitns (Talens 

Amsterdam)

 • Powdered pigments + acrylic 

binder (Schmincke) 

FILLERS

 • Caparol Fassaden-

Feinspachtel P

 • Keim NHL-Kalkputz-Fein

 • Sand-lime mortar (1 part 

slaked lime and 2 parts sand)

PREPARATION USED TO PROTECT THE LOWER PART 
OF THE PAINTING:

 

 •  LotexanN (Keim)

Materials used during the conservation of the painting „Stilt Walkers” by Linas Domarackas::

Granital white, Optil 9019, Farbkonzentrat 9008 black, Farbkonzentrat 9006 

ultra-blue, Farbkonzentrat 9003 iron red, Farbkonzentrat 9001 Nickel-titanium 

yellow, Spezial-Fixativ – binder and paint thinner, also as a primer, Kunstlerfar-

ben 933 ultramarine dark blue, Kunstlerfarben 921 cobalt blue, Dekorfarbpulver 

521 wine black, Dekorfarbpulver 543 violet ultramarine, Dekorfarbpulver 542 

red ultramarine, Dekorfarbpulver 546 zinc white.

LIST OF PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Keim paints used to paint some 

murals on the Wall of Art:
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A N N A  K O W A L I K

An attempt to analyze graffiti, post-graffiti,  
street art and  monumental painting

Terms relating to 
artistic activities in 

public space as living 
cultural phenomena. 

4
C H A P T E R4 
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CONTEMPORARY ART around the world is developing very dy-

namically in public spaces. Its phenomena are of a very diverse 

nature and often exceed traditional disciplines of art and have a 

much greater social dimension than the traditional art. The aim of this study is to 

analyse graffiti, post-graffiti, street art and monumental painting in the form of 

murals. By comparing graffiti and street art, the author assumes that they are an 

example of living culture and their works should not be treated in a way that di-

scriminates against their interpenetrating values. The terms are defined below.

GRAFFITI (from the Greek γράφειν – graphein – write and Italian graffito – 

scratched) this is the practice of drawing symbols, pictures and, above all, styl-

ized signatures on private or public spaces without permission. Graffiti, in a 

broad sense, has been present throughout history. Some authors see its begin-

nings in Palaeolithic rock paintings dating back tens of thousands of years when 

bones and stones were used for engraving lines, but also a stencil and spray tech-

nique was achieved by blowing a cloud of coloured powder from the mouth or 

through hollow bones around an individual’s hands to create a silhouette. 

The modern graffiti movement, linked to hip-hop, break dance, and rap cul-

ture, has its origins among African-American and Latin American youth in Phila-

delphia and New York in the late 1960s and mainly relates to writing, scratching, 

and political graffiti, and also any other inscriptions.

The field for their activities was prepared by earlier counter-cultures, which in-

fluenced not only their lifestyle, but also perceptions of politics and social issues. 

Although at the beginning, they functioned as separate phenomena, the culture 

of hip hop and graffiti developed almost in parallel in the late 1960s. The artists 

were mostly African Americans living in the southern Bronx, a borough of New 

York City1. They wanted to create an independent venue of artistic expression that 

was to be a response to them being deprived of the opportunity to participate in 

white culture. Movements engendered in the non-white milieus of America were 

to lead in the 1960s to more equal treatment, regardless of skin colour.

1   Jach Aleksandra, Street art jako aktywność społeczna, „Czas kultury”, nr 1/2008 (142), vol. XXIV, p. 52.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
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PHOT. 4.1. The work of the Monstfur group in the Forty Gallery, Fort Bema, Warsaw. Photo:Anna Kowalikw Forcie Bema. Photo: Anna Kowalik

PHOT. 4.2. Works showing the diversity of street art, here are visible works 

by several authors, including NeSpoon, Noriaki or MissDorys, Praga district 

of Warsaw, backyard of the clubs SkładButelek, Hydrozagadka and Chmury. 

It is worth visiting this place during the day to view the murals in the 

sunlight, and after dark, when the lanterns are lit. Photo: Anna Kowalik

Graffiti writers in the same period focused only on developing and coding their 

own original lettering styles. It was an important way that allowed individuals to 

stand out from the crowd. Although the first signatures were simple and legible, 

with time they became more and more confusing and coded, so only a keen ob-

server and expert in this trend could recognize them.

STREET ART (sometimes called the POST-GRAFFITI movement) can be 

linked to some extent with the twentieth century avant-garde movements in art. 

One factor that mainly in graphics significantly relates contemporary street art 

with movements such as surrealism, dadaism and expressionism are subversive 

semiotic activities on ready-made cultural material.

The term street art came into public discourse in 1985, thanks to the publica-

tion of Allan Schwartzman of the same title. Schwartzman collected in it docu-

mentation of New York street art activities that are not classic writing. It is worth 

noting that in the Western world there was a free flow of people, information 

and ideas. Artists such as Blek Le Rat, Jenny Holzer, Dan Witz, Keith Haring and 

Jean-Michel Basquiat were directly influenced by the birth of (graffiti) writing as 

a personal experience. What characterizes street art is the variety of styles, tech-

nical and technological innovations, which attach more importance to creating 

artistic interventions in the urban landscape than to marking the presence of an 

individual in it with a signature. 

Monumental painting may be a work of street art, but due to their often large 

size, monumental murals usually appear as ordered decorations, have commer-

cial features, or are the result of a festival created by artists, not only from the 

street art environment. 

 

THE AUTHOR CONSIDERS THE role of art in the living urban tissue as an 

open process, she investigates to what extent cultural phenomena shape our 

vocabulary, and this means that the art and its reflection in the definitions should 

also be perceived as a process. At the end of this chapter, there is a glossary 

created in the framework of the European projectCAPuS – Conservation of Art 

4.2. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 

GRAFFITI AND STREET ART
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in Public Spaces2. This glossary is the result of international collective efforts 

to collect the definitions existing in the graffiti-writing world and often used in 

discussing street art. The author developed some of the definitions on the basis of 

interviews with several dozen artists. As a result, she considers the impossibility 

of strictly separating the terms graffiti and street art, as they are mutually 

complementary in many cases, the boundary between the two terms is more 

fluid than rigid. Public art is distinguished by its ability to be created in space 

and its critical potential. It is less threatened by economic instrumentalisation 

or transformation into an “effective tool for the accumulation of the capital of 

personal visibility”3, or the artist’s self-promotion. Although unofficial public 

art distances itself from the official world of artistic institutions, it does not 

resign from calling performers artists and does not cease to direct them to the 

artistic world. Street art and graffiti formulate their messages inspired to a much 

greater extent from the criticism of reality, from the position of being entangled 

in it. They have the aspect of a network formula, more open and deregulated, 

and based on a strategy of self-organization in which the element of individual 

expression is integrated by the community aspect4.

Each author / artist / writer has a different understanding of street art, graffi-

ti, urban art or, in general, art in public space. There is, however, a tendency to 

distinguish between these terms. Street art is often more image-based and seeks 

to reach the general public, just as graffiti is mostly illegal, anonymous, although 

sometimes authorized. The category of graffiti can include both historical graf-

fiti (e.g. in Pompeii or carvings in medieval churches) and contemporary graffiti 

(writing) or almost any illegal activity in urban public space, consisting primari-

ly of writing words or letters. Urban art is a legal and / or internal variety of street 

art and graffiti (but also includes other forms, sculptures, installations, etc). Ur-

ban art and street art are also associated with performative activities and urban 

development, graffiti is not. Public art is usually created using public money, 

2  The CAPuS – Conservation of Art in Public Spaces Project was financed by the European Commission’sErasmus+ 
Knowledge Alliances Program, Project N° 588082-EPP-A-2017-1-IT-EPPKA2-KA. The coordinator of the project was 
Dr Dominique Scalarone from Turin University. The Polish partner was the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw.

3  Krajewski, Marek, Co to jest sztuka publiczna?, „Kultura i Społeczeństwo”, nr 1 (2005), p. 58. (57–77)

4  Dillemuth, Stephan, Anthony Davies, Jakob Jakobsen, There is no Alternative: the Future is Self-Organised: 
www.societyofcontrol.com/library/culture/dillemuth_davies_Jakobsen_future_will_be_selfor- ganised.htm.

PHOT. 4.3. Work by Freak 

Revolt, Praga district of 

Warsaw, backyard of the clubs 

SkładButelek, Hydrozagadka 

and Chmury. The works of 

the Berlin team are somewhat 

dirty, shadowy characters 

who seem to be constantly 

inebriated and tired of 

life. Photo: Anna Kowalik

http://www.societyofcontrol.com/library/culture/dillemuth_davies_Jakobsen_future_will_be_selfor- ganised.ht
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PHOT. 4.5. An example of a 

sticker, Narbutta Street, Warsaw. 

Photo: Anna Kowalik

PHOT. 4.6. The inscription: Fear / and 
love / they go down the street / a beautiful 
couple of / lovers / tamed / they do not 
shout on a wall in one of the backyards 
in Praga district. Photo: Anna Kowalik

involving community participation and is usually subject to specific procedures 

and sanctions. Most counterculture researchers understand street art and graffi-

ti, but also urban art, in the same way as (former) street artists or graffiti artists. 

Street art, graffiti and urban art in general can also be terms to describe a cer-

tain visual style, making these terms more common and understandable. Practi-

tioners who have never worked illegally or on their own in the streets can create 

urban art, that is art “in the style” of graffiti and street art: without choosing a 

surprising location, without illegality, but for example using stencils, spray cans, 

on street furniture, abandoned car wrecks, wall fragments, removed doors, litter 

bins, etc.

Graffiti has become an obvious example of how art and active social struc-

tures intersect and cannot exist without each other. Graffiti culture, whether it 

PHOT. 4.4. The work 
Kameleon by Betz, who co-
creates the ETAM Cru group, 
Warsaw, StanisławSedlaczek 
roundabout. The work was 
created as part of Street Art 
Doping 2012. Due to activities 
related to this event, the 
Sedlaczka roundabout has 
become an outdoor gallery of 
street art activities in Warsaw. 
A very similar motif, a figure 
in a colourful sweater riding 
an animal, was also made by 
Betz in Uniwersytecka Street 
in Łódź. Photo: Anna Kowalik
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GRAFFITI: 
258/327 ~ 78.90% 

STREET ART: 
46/327 ~ 14.07% 

OTHER: VANDALISM 
5/327 ~ 1.53%

GRAFFITI: 

251/327 ~ 68.20% 

STREET ART: 

71/327 ~ 25.99% 

OTHER: VANDALISM 

5/327 ~ 1.53%PHOT. 4.8. Photograph for 
the survey. Wedel wall in 
Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik

There were also many  
opinions that it was „BOTH”

PHOT. 4.7. Photograph for the survey. 

Wedel wall in Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik.

is based on traditional tagging or various urban painting styles, is in fact an in-

terconnection between the production, diffusion and reception of art and the 

involvement of the city’s social structures. Due to the widespread use of figura-

tion, readability and frequent socio-political discourse, street art practices are 

components of the urban landscape that skilfully communicate with both the 

inhabitants and the material structure of the city. Today, the words graffiti and 

street art are often used interchangeably. Unfortunately, this is not entirely cor-

rect, although it is completely understandable due to the common roots and the 

similarity of the techniques and materials used. However, considering the dif-

ferent motivations and places of action of the creators, representatives of both 

trends postulate clearly separating them. Regardless of the social context or the 

city, the audience wants to talk about illegal street art, and such a dialogue is not 

always favourably inclined towards the creators. Whether graffiti is considered 

disgusting or adored, mysterious, exciting, provocative - it consistently gener-

ates passionate debates that prove it plays a significant role in the cultural land-

scape and in people’s consciousness.

BY ITS VERY NATURE, art in public space is assessed by its direct recipients. In 

January 2021, the author of the article conducted a survey among the residents of 

Warsaw to check whether the definitions related to art in public space are clear 

to the recipients. In one part of the survey, she presented photos she took in the 

space of Warsaw, asking each time the question: “do you think this is graffiti or 

street art?” Here are the effects:

$3 PUBLIC OPINION SURVEY
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CONCLUSIONS: a hostile attitude  

towards graffiti created by sports club fans. 

It is simply referred to as vandalism, and its 

creators constitute an additional category of 

football hooligans.

GRAFFITI: 

286/327 ~ 87.46% 

STREET ART: 

29/327 ~ 8.87% 

OTHER: VANDALISM 

5

PHOT. 4.9. Photograph for the survey. 
Wedel wall in Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik.

PHOT. 4.10. Photograph for the 

survey. Wall on November 11 Street, 

Praga, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik.

GRAFFITI: 
267/327 ~ 81.65% 

STREET ART: 
27/327 ~ 8.26% 

OTHER: VANDALISM 
9

The rest are different terms  
derived from vandalism  

(„scribbling”, „football hooligan 
graffiti”, „territorial marking”)

GRAFFITI: 

42/327 ~12.84% 

STREET ART: 

265/327 ~ 81.65%
PHOT. 4.11. Photograph for the survey. Service boxes 
on Kahla square, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik

other: both the same or 
no attempt to classify as 

one or the other
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GRAFFITI: 
232/327 ~ 70.9% 

STREET ART: 
8/327 ~ 2.4% 

OTHER: VANDALISM 
49/327 ~ 14.9%

PHOT. 4.12. 

Photograph for the 

survey. Marszałkowska 

StreetWarsaw. 

Photo: Anna Kowalik

WNIOSKI: Conclusion: If  something has no aesthetic value for people, it cannot qualify as graffiti.

 and other derivative answers 
(„scribbles”, „stupidity”), there was 

also the answer „tag”

GRAFFITI: 
91/327 ~ 27.8% 

STREET ART: 
206/327 ~ 63% 

OTHER: VANDALISM 
9, both

PHOT. 4.13. Photograph for the 
survey. The fence of the Music 
Academy, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik
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THE WORD VANDALISM WAS coined in 1794 by Henri Gregoire. It now refers in 

the public mind to the deliberate destruction of public property. Acts of vandalism 

are often caused for political reasons, due to religious beliefs, psychological 

motivation, or a lack of social awareness. Cultural heritage managers need to 

deal with visually disruptive outcomes each time such acts occur. Whatever the 

cause, the act itself damages property. The means of an act may be different, 

while the effects are both structurally and aesthetically devastating. There can 

be deliberate destruction: knife attack, acid attack, spray paint, hammer attack, 

throwing paint and writing graffiti on murals, sculptures and monuments. But 

it can also occur through thoughtlessness: chewing gum stuck to the eyes of the 

figure (sculpture), scratching a name, tags or text on a stone building, ink marks 

left by a pen8.

8  Beerkens Lydia and Seymour Kate, “Presentation”, CeROArt [Online], HS | 2018

4.3. THE BOUNDARIES OF VANDALISM 

AND ITS DIFFERENT ASPECTS

Typically these terms are used as synonyms, but the works belonging to each 

have characteristics that represent differences in style, motivation, and purpo-

se. Unsanctioned art is exhibited through a variety of media. With the ability to 

embrace multiple urban subcultures and visual styles in a worldwide scattered 

practice, street art provides a new configuration for dialogue, and a post-ultra-

modern hybridity that generates many new types of works and genres5. 

Graffiti, street art and the role of walls in expression can never be strictly de-

fined. People all over the world paint in public for all sorts of reasons, looking 

for different things. Some want change, some just want to create, others seek 

challenges, and others are driven by an urge for destruction 6.

The functions of inscriptions in urban space are subject to modifications un-

der the influence of changes brought about by newer trends in art, political and 

worldview changes. They also depend on the form and type we consider7.

In addition to the accuracy, finesse and development of the characteristic style of 

lettering and decorations, the aim of graffiti artists was to appropriate urban space, 

sometimes to place their own names or the name of a group in as many and most 

clearly visible places as possible. For obvious reasons, this rivalry was often asso-

ciated with the breaking of the law by writers. Over time, there was a division into 

groups operating in accordance with the law, as well as the so-called hardcore, not 

respecting the law or someone else’s property. While the painters working on “le-

galized” surfaces focused on technical issues, the development of the methods of 

painting and the improvement of the form of representations, the goal of hardcore 

artists was a kind of conquest of urban space. The very presence of their works in 

public spaces that were not adapted to it was supposed to express a contest with 

bourgeois social norms based on law and order. 

5  Biskupski, Łukasz, Graffiti i Street art: na pograniczu sztuki publicznej i ruchu al-
ternatywnego, „Przegląd Kulturoznawczy”, nr 1/2008, p. 167.

6  Robson, Johnathan Paul, Burząc mury graffiti – analiza relacji Shaka–Cabaio [w:] Aleksandra Łukaszewicz Alcaraz, 
Burząc mury graffiti: korespondencje street-artystów, Wydawnictwo Naukowe Akademii Sztuki, Szczecin 2014, p. 32.

7  Biskupski, Łukasz, Graffiti i Street art: na pograniczu sztuki publicznej i ruchu alter-
natywnego, „Przegląd Kulturoznawczy” nr 1/2008, p. 168 (164–179).

PHOT. 4.14. Wall of the horse-
racing track in Służewiec in 
Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik
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account the frequently encountered “response” of the audience, such as acts of 

destruction called vandalism. This phenomenon occurs when a work of art:

1. is itself an act of violence against recipients or the target of violence (acts 

of vandalism, deliberate destruction); 

2. is used as a weapon of violence (in the service of ideology or a means of 

forced reorganization of public space); 

3. represents violence (a realistic imitation of an act of repression, or a mo-

nument as a document of past violence)11.

What does this mean for art? Above allwe see the paradoxical convergence of 

artistic practices and populist discourse. According to the agonist approach, crit-

ical art is one that incites discord, bringing to light what the dominant consensus 

tries to obscure and blur. It is about giving a voice to all silenced under the ex-

isting hegemony, bringing out the multiplicity of practices and experiences that 

11  Mitchell, W.J.T., The Violence of Public Art. Do the Right Thing, „Critical Inquiry” 1990, nr 16, p. 889.

PHOT. 4.15. Work of S.C. Szyman, under a railway viaduct in Powiśle region, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik

PHOT. 4.16. The car located at Widok 

Street (Śródmieście). Photo: Anna Kowalik

Graffiti can be seen as vandalism, ugliness, or evidence of breakdown or social 

protest. The latter view is considered part of the „Broken Windows Theory”9 – 

the idea that even slight signs of disorder in a community will lead to more di-

sorder that eventually degenerates into a war between communities / groups or 

the breakdown of law and order. The reality is definitely somewhere in between. 

People who create graffiti see themselves as artists expressing themselves on a 

public canvas. And the grammar of graffiti - its media and techniques, are now 

the basis of the most imaginative, beautiful and poignant street art, all done with 

the permission of property owners and the community10.

Art that enters the public sphere (the author here has in mind legal art) may be 

perceived as provocation or violent. In this situation, the artist has to take into 

9  Coles, Catherine, Kelling, George L., Fixing Broken Windows: Restoring Order 
and Reducing Crime in Our Communitie, Publ. Free Press, 1998.

10  https://www.vans.eu/bouncingoffthewalls/art/is-graffiti-art-or-vandalism.html

https://www.vans.eu/bouncingoffthewalls/art/is-graffiti-art-or-vandalism.html
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make up the fabric of a given society, along with the conflicts they entail. Thus, 

it not only does not oppose art and politics, but even emphasizes the belief in the 

political role of artistic practices12.

From a social point of view, graffiti has often been (and still is) perceived as an 

act of vandalism. Painted buildings, devastated public transport stops, and the 

painting of the means of public transport are perceived as places with a low lev-

el of security, revealing the ineffectiveness of actions taken by institutions that 

watch over public order. 

In the second part of the public opinion survey conducted by the author, peo-

ple were shown photographs taken in different parts of Warsaw, and asked the 

question: do you consider this is art or vandalism? Here are the results:

12  Franczak Karol, Demokratyczny potencjał sztuki publicznej w przestrzeni miejskiej in: O miejskiej sferze publicznej. 
Obywatelskość i konflikty o przestrzeń, M. Nowak, P. Pluciński (eds.), korporacja ha!art, Kraków 2011, pp. 275-276.

PHOT. 4.18.  The work stone and what by Wiktor Malinowski from 2009, Waliców Street, 
Warsaw, on the wall of a dilapidated pre-war tenement house. On the one hand, a word 
game asks about its war history and meaning, and on the other, it demands memory. In 
2020, RafałBetlejewski made the following inscription: I miss you, Jew! as part of a pro-
Jewish social campaign. Currently, the inscription does not exist. Photo: Anna Kowalik.

PHOT. 4.17. The work Hunting by the artist Sepe, Sedlaczek roundabout, central 

Warsaw. The work was created as part of Street Art Doping 2012. Characteristic for 

this artist is a specific approach to the human body, most likely drawn from the 

paintings of Zdzisław Beksiński and Andrzej Duda-Gracz. Photo: Anna Kowalik
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PHOT. 4.21. Photo for the survey. Sedlaczek Roundabout, 

Warsaw. A mural by artist Leon with the Palace of Culture 

and Science dominated by a raccoon and a child astronaut 

(The shield with symbol of Legia Warszawa football team 

was not placed by the author, it was later painted on 

without his knowledge). The work was created as part 

of ‘Street Art Doping’ in 2009. Photo: Anna Kowalik

ART: 299/327

VANDALISM: 9/327ART: 310/327

VANDALISM: 17/327

PHOTO 4.20. Photograph for the survey. The 
photo was taken on the premises of the “Przyjaźń” 
Academic Estate. Photo: Anna Kowalik
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Graffiti practice and legislative ambiguities are at stake. Graffiti and street art 

have their own definitions and interpretations, but they also consist of unlawful 

acts when it comes to an artistic activity performed on surfaces without the con-

sent of the property owner, be it public or private. We are currently witnessing a 

radicalization of practices from two points of view: legality and vandalism. The 

nature of these acts explains why some artists (not only from the graffiti scene) 

have had their careers accentuated by arrests, penalties, and sometimes trials, 

while their works are copyrighted (!).

Graffiti is present in many societies with different cultural contexts and has 

become a witness and ethnographic source of information on the development 

Both art and vandalism: 2/327

Other answers include: “the door  

is old, destroyed and ugly, so this 

is OK, now it is more colourful”.

PHOT. 4.23. Photograph for 

the survey. Door, 11 Listopada 

Street, Praga district, backyard 

of the clubs SkładButelek, 

Hydrozagadka and Chmury. 

Photo: Anna Kowalik

ART: 55/327

VANDALISM: 239/327

Graffiti and street art evoke extreme emotions, from full approval to strong 

opposition. They can be considered acts of vandalism or works of art with an im-

portant social message. The situation in which the inscriptions or pictures were 

made has a great influence on their moral assessment. In the period of the 1939-

45 German occupation or Martial Law period in Poland (December 1981-July 

1983), it was an act of courage to paint slogans on walls expressing thoughts of 

patriotism, freedom and democracy and such acts could have had far-reaching 

consequences. Nowadays, the approach to street inscriptions and pictures is 

changing, and they themselves are evolving towards greater aesthetics. They are 

more and more often accepted by the general public.

ART: 227/327

VANDALISM: 16/327

Both art and vandalism: 2/327PHOT. 4.22. Photograph for the 
survey. Sedlaczek Roundabout, 
Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik

Other frequent answers: 
aestheticisation, artistic  
expression, other creativity
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PHOT. 4.25. Photograph for the survey. 

The work of NeSpoon at the gate of the 

Gallery of the Artist’s House, Mazowiecka 

Street Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik

“Graffiti is 100% art,” says Pearce. “It’s a symbol of rebellion, and it presents a 

fantastic new form of creativity, but what makes it art is an individual’s opinion. 

I believe that truly anything is art if it has a meaning to you [...]. Graffiti can fall 

into the category of vandalism or ‘defacing’ when it is a random tag on any old 

wall that has no meaning”, admits Dan Pearce in an article for the website of Vans, 

manufacturer of skateboarding shoes and related apparel” – admits Dan Pearce in 

an article for the website of Vans, manufacturer of skateboarding shoes and 

related apparel”13.

The main conclusion of artists and scientists is that it is important to preserve 

graffiti and street art as credible, valuable forms of expression. The issue of van-

dalism always comes up when discussing graffiti, but in reality it is rare to see 

13  Pearce Dan, Is graffiti art or vandalism? Vans off the wall, https://www.vans.eu/thewall/art/is-graffiti-art-or-vandalism.html

VANDALISM: 49/327

Both art and vandalism: 2/327

ART: 249/327

Other: aesthetisation (4),  lack of classification  
or other answers (27)

of urban art. The modes of expression are mainly related to visibility, publicity, 

choice of place, transgression, and are often a means of reacting and protesting 

while remaining anonymous by illegally introducing messages into the public 

space. The nature of contemporary graffiti also involves engaging with contro-

versial issues between social, stylistic and aesthetic forms and aspects of vandal-

ism. In the face of the global scale of its production, the assumption that graffiti 

is a positive form of urban art raises paradoxical questions about its ephemeral 

nature, and “visual contamination” in the context of a growing demand for art. 

However, it is often viewed as illegal production and an act of vandalism. For ex-

ample, removing graffiti or restricting the practice of graffiti in public spaces has 

been a controversial issue for artists and authorities. The question then arises: 

how can the aesthetic and pictorial aspects of these acts of creation be considered 

acts of vandalism? Or maybe they are not vandalism but only an unlawful act? 

PHOT. 4.24. Photograph for the survey. The work of artist 3Fala, Inżynierska Street Praga district, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik.

VANDALISM: 81/327

Both art and vandalism: 2/327

ART: 156/327

Other: manifestos  

of varying types (41)

https://www.vans.eu/thewall/art/is-graffiti-art-or-vandalism.html
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graffiti that doesn’t add anything to the environment. For street performers who 

climb to the top of a paint-stained ladder, it’s all about social awareness, com-

mentary, criticism, humour, talent and reflection.

GRAFFITI-WRITING - DESPITE QUITE rigid style rules - has changed along 

with the evolution of its tools. Already in the first years of development of this art, 

the creators experimented with aerosol tips and modified them on their own to 

vary the thickness of the line. The same happened in Poland in the 1990s. Today, 

there is an entire graffiti-writing industry, and specialist shops offer hundreds 

of products to street artists. These are paints in the entire palette of colours, 

with different pressure of the container and different covering properties, 

4.4 VARIETY OF TECHNIQUES

PHOT. 4.27. Work by the 
artist 3Fala, courtyard off 
Inżynierska street, Praga district 
of Warsaw. Power versus force 
- the inspiration was a peaceful 
demonstration of the ‘Women’s 
Strike’ movement attacked by 
plain-clothed police officers 
who used gas and telescopic 
batons. Photo: Anna Kowalik

VANDALISM: 54/327

Both art and vandalism: 3/327

Other: aesthetisation/ 
decoration (5)

ART: 241/327

PHOT. 4.26. Photograph for the survey. Work of MissDorys in one 

of the backyards of Praga district, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik
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PHOT. 4.29. Ceramic mosaic by artistInkoGnito on an old tenement 
house in Targowa Street, Praga district of Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik

PHOT. 4.30. Ceramic mosaic by Inko Gnito on the 

premises of the Iluzjon ciemna, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik

albums and magazines that make it easier to draw inspiration from the wealth 

of achievements of global writing. All this allows the writer to realize his own 

vision with precision that was once unattainable.

Many street artists consider the destruction of their works as part of the creative 

process: “for the moment, for the experience, for the freedom”14. They believe 

that works of art have a limited life. Art is to develop in the style of writing graffi-

ti. New electronic tools offer new opportunities, but the most important innova-

tions come from writers painting on new substrates and using new techniques. 

Their work is responsible for the future history of graffiti evolution. Some writ-

ers already work in the electronic world, using QR codes, although for a tradi-

tional writer, painting outside the physical public sphere is no longer graffiti, 

but takes a different form: it becomes an image that has been made aesthetically 

14  after: Schacter, Rafael, An Ethnography of Iconoclash: An Investigation into the Production, Consumption, 
and Destruction of Street-Art in London, “Journal of Material Culture”, 2008, nr13, p. 42.

PHOT. 4.28. Work by Paweł Czarnecki as part of the project Put to the wound (2015), 

Mazowiecka Street, Warsaw. The plaster is located on the former entrance gate of the 

Land Credit Society building, behind which the House of the Artist was built in the 

1960s. There are bullet holes from World War II on the gate. Photo: Anna Kowalik
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and nothing else. Using other tools, such as an airbrush, also moves these works 

away from the usual characteristics of graffiti and brings them closer to conven-

tional and traditionally accepted art15.

It is not risky to say that the key to understanding any street art is where it 

comes from. Regardless of on which topics it focuses, whether it focuses on prob-

lems of various kinds or not, what means of expression is used – at its source is 

always a dialogue with a chosen space, a city understood from the artist’s per-

spective, not only as a set of planes that can be painted over, but also as a living, 

dynamic organism, a system of changing forces, a platform for social and indi-

vidual expression.

Unlike traditional graffiti, street art also uses more “formal” artistic tech-

niques, including painting and graphic techniques, to create figural composi-

tions, ranging from realistic portraits to simply drawn figures. While graffiti art-

ists everywhere mark their presence, or declare their belonging to a subculture 

or a particular group, post-graffiti artists are more eclectic in choosing the meth-

ods of conveying the message through art. The paint can and spray continue 

to be the key media in illegal artistic activities, but oil and acrylic paints, pas-

tels, charcoal, stickers, posters, stencils, mosaics and even modern technologies 

based on the operation of lights and projectors are also used. 

Attempts to leave the rigid framework of the canon, and experiments both in 

the formal and technical fields, ultimately led to the negation of graffiti practices 

as merely urban typography. The works in urban space resulting from these ex-

periments began to go beyond the generally accepted formula of classic graffiti. 

It is difficult to clearly define whether the concept of street art evolved directly 

from graffiti or developed in parallel. In my interviews with leading activists of 

the Polish graffiti / street art scene, one can find many contradictions and differ-

ent, mutually exclusive opinions on this subject. It is certain, however, that the 

term graffiti began to be too narrow, not sufficient to describe the newly created 

activities of the urban visual guerrilla.

Murals are large-format paintings of a decorative or advertising nature, usu-

ally covering the entire surface of the wall. They are most often commissioned, 

15  Velasco, Alcaraz, Israel, Federico, Prawo, zbrodnia i graffiti. Gdzie nie ma wolności, będzie 
graffiti, in: Burząc mury graffiti: korespondencje street-artystów, Aleksandra Łukaszewicz 
Alcaraz (ed.), Szczecin : Wydawnictwo Naukowe Akademii Sztuki 2014, p. 19.

PHOT. 4.31. Birds in gas masks, 

author unknown. Footbridge over 

Tamka Street, Warsaw. The work 

was created during the Covid-19 

pandemic. It was stolen on the 

same day. Photo: Anna Kowalikk

PHOT. 4.32. Work on the 
pavement at Wola Filters, 
Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik.
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and the range of materials used to create murals is huge. Among other means, 

spray paints, acrylic and silicate paints and even oil paints, various types of 

markersand inks are used. 

The completed work lives in symbiosis with the building on which it was 

painted. The place or architecture on which the mural is painted meets specific 

requirements for visibility, accessibility and safety of execution, rather than 

being chosen at random. Each of these features affects how the work will be 

received both by the community of artists and by the wider audience of residents 

or users of the space. It is the geographic and time variables that give techniques 

a specific and unique meaning or the presence of a more or less loud political 

message. 

PHOT. 4.34. A mural by the artist Loesje in Stalowa 
Street, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik

PHOT. 4.33. The mural Warsaw Fight Club by Conor Harrington was 

created in 2015 as part of the Street Art Doping 2015 festival and the mural 

Moonlight Wolf by Mariusz Waras (M-City), which was created in November 

2020 as part of the Street Art Doping 2020 festival. The murals are located 

in Środkowa Street, Praga district of Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik.
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THE BROAD IMPLICATIONS OF the term “art in public spaces” allow its use as 

an umbrella term for a multitude of very different products created in a variety 

of styles, media and techniques, from illegal graffiti-writing to performative 

or participatory interventions. We will not be imprecise when describing this 

as urban creativity, as we do not have to limit these forms of expression with 

definitions. The terms graffiti and street art are, on the one hand, useful for 

highlighting their critical potential, and on the other hand, they can be negative 

if artistic, or merely creative, expression does not fit their characteristics. If we 

use the term urban art in its broadest sense as a model, it is possible to overcome 

the opposition between art and vandalism, art and non-art, high and low art, or 

art and advertising. The goal is not to overlook discussions on these topics but to 

consider them as part of the phenomenon itself. 

Street art and graffiti are artistic expressions of the new art of the 20th centu-

ry - two different visions of using public space with one common reality: their 

location on the streets. Both are also defined by the same makers’ maxim that 

comes from many interviews with artists: “think, create, act and forget”. This 

approach gives the works an ephemeral nature. The main reason for this is that 

most of them do not belong to anyone; moreover, no one is responsible for their 

continued existence in the long term. However, some of these works will not 

only survive, but will become well-known and cease to be anonymous, which 

means a significant change in their recognition, turning them into a cultural as-

set. In fact, the artists themselves should take into account that their works may 

eventually cease to be ephemeral and will be preserved.

The study and interpretation of contemporary graffiti cannot be carried out 

within the framework of a closed perspective of artistic analyses. On the contra-

ry, one should take into account new, expressive points of view resulting from its 

expressive character. The world of graffiti constantly communicates openly with 

other diverse expressions and forms of cultural expression, and clearly reacts 

to a hostile social environment - not waging constant war against the norms of 

institutionalizing art, but using its medium as a tool to understand the new and 

changing conditions in which expressive contemporary creative processes arise 

and develop.

A growing number of publications over the past decade indicates that com-

4.5. CONCLUSION

PHOT. 4.35. Mural by Dariusz Paczkowski, Praga district of 
Warsaw, backyard of the clubs Skład Butelek, Hydrozagadka and 
Chmury. The flags were changed many times without the author’s 
knowledge. Photo taken in January 2021. Photo: Anna Kowalik
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munities outside of traditional art repositories recognize the need to document 

this elusive but universal form of urban art. Conservators and curators must rec-

ognize the need to protect artefacts and records related to this movement and to 

develop awareness of their history and heritage, whether tangible, intangible or 

digital.

The ambition of the milieus involved in the protection of the visual arts herit-

age is to face the creative expression of the 20th / 21st century. Also for this rea-

son, the interdisciplinary approach is so important because it offers a different 

perspective on the urban practices, created by many authors, both professional 

and anonymous, using a variety of media.

4.6. APPENDIX: GLOSSARY 16

ABSTRACT STYLE – abstract style does not include letters; it is related to the pain-

ting skills and sense of harmony that the artist demonstrates in the work. The 

goal is similar to abstract painting - to create a harmonious work with a spe-

cific dynamics and balance using basic artistic elements such as line, shape, 

geometry, colour and composition. 

ADBUSTING or SUBVERTISING – The practice of changing and making satirical in-

terventions in public, corporate or political advertising. It is characterized by 

humour, satire and often sharp criticism of certain social problems, most often 

consumerism. The ad conversion is a form of socially engaged critique where 

the mass media is used to sell ideas instead of products. Subvertising consists 

of interfering with the primary semantics, disrupting and undermining the 

original message of an advertisement. Such reinterpretation preserves and 

uses its original shape and appearance, but adds new content, representation 

or inscription, and thus results in a new, unintended message, often contradi-

ctory to the original.

16  This dictionary of graffiti terms was created as part of the CAPuS - Conservation of Art in Public Spaces 
project. It was a response to the sometimes incorrect use of appropriate terminology by researchers. The 
team of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw as Project Partner was responsible for the Polish version. This 
article covers the full range of vocabulary used by graffiti-writers around the world, especially in the United 
States. Part of this language has passed into street art and is used by some artists to this day. During the 
translations and as a result of interviews with the artists, the author of the article filled gaps in the terms.

PHOT. 4.36. At the 

top, there is a post-war 

inscription from the 

demining action. Below, 

a work by SC Szyman 

related to COVID-19, 

Narbutta Street, Warsaw. 

Photo: Anna Kowalik
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ter throws in the set time or between two writers in a few hours on the wall / 

train, which one will paint the better picture. They are judged by bystanders, 

accepted by both battlers. A battle is a form of dispute settlement between 

writers.

BITE – To steal someone’s art, ideas, names, tags, letter styles or palette. Often a 

term related to “toys”.

BLACK BOOK – A sketchbook of a graffiti artist, a treasured possession. Usually, it is 

filled with sketches of new pieces or other writers’ tags, containing the entirety 

of an artist’s body of work. As a document of illegal works, a black book is 

carefully hidden away from the authorities, so it cannot become evidence to 

be used against its author.

BLOCKBUSTER STYLE or STRAIGHT LETTERS – This is characterised by letters 

that are big, square, robust and simple in form. More readable than most graf-

fiti, they are usually painted in two colours, often combinations of plain black, 

white and silver. Blockbuster style is used to go over other work, or to cover 

train sides more easily and rapidly.

BOMBING – Painting many different walls inside one area of a city or on the wagons 

of a train within a very short timeframe. Writers are forced to use many sim-

pler styles, tags or throw-ups which allow rapid coverage, because speed is the 

most important factor.

BRANDALISM – (a combination of the words brand and vandalism), where artists, 

instead of modifying existing advertisements, place their original works on 

billboards, and replace posters in illuminated advertising panels (citylights) 

with their own.

BUBBLE STYLE – An old, somewhat dated graffiti style of simple, rounded, bub-

ble-shaped letters, sometimes enriched with various kinds of ornaments, 

borders. This style is generally easy to read. Throw-ups are often painted in 

this style, because it is easy and quick to execute.

BUFF – To erase, paint over in one dull colour, or otherwise remove graffiti, often 

with chemicals and pressure guns with sand or water.

BURN – To make a better piece than a rival artist, or to snitch on someone (on pur-

pose or accidentally).

BURNER (PIECE) – A complicated work that takes a lot of time and effort, a style 

statement, often legal..

ALL-CITY – Gaining this label means to become a famous graffiti writer in the entire 

city. The term originates from New York, and it used to mean – to be known in 

all the five boroughs, while this “fame” was spread by the subway.

ANAMORPHOSIS / 3D STYLE – An effect that gives the viewer a three-dimensio-

nal illusion; it is based on graffiti inscriptions. Anamorphosis consists of the 

distortion of the proportions and perspective of the painted object so that 

it is legible only when viewed from a specific angle. This technique already 

appeared in the painting of the Renaissance and was proof of the artist’s tech-

nical prowess. For some time now, they have been used in street art to create 

three-dimensional illusions painted on pavements and walls. The first artist to 

embellish graffiti letters this way was Phase 2. In the graffiti culture, 3D refers 

to writing, but there is another version of 3D art done on a sidewalk called 

Chalk art. This art and 3D graffiti are very different, both in terms of concept 

and aesthetics. They do not converge.

ANGEL – The image of a famed and well respected graffiti artist who is no longer 

alive. Admirers and followers would make tribute portraits of these “Angels” 

or they would tag their names with hovering halos above, adding the dates of 

their birth and death.

ANTI-STYLE / UGLY STYLE – Also known as “ghetto style” or “ignorant style”. A de-

liberately awkward or seemingly unskilled writing and painting style. It hails 

from the graffiti culture of the 1970s in New York, but gained popularity in the 

1980s and early 1990s in San Francisco. Anti-style does not follow any rules and 

is highly individualized, but often visually awkward. We can see examples of 

this type of painting in San Francisco, New York, Paris, Berlin and other major 

European cities. .

BACK TO BACK / END TO END (B2B/E2E) – Huge graffiti piece that covers a wall 

from one end to the other, similar to pieces found on the western side of the 

Berlin Wall. On a subway train, it refers to a piece that covers the entire train, 

end to end. Abbreviation – B2B or E2E. Usually painted below the windows of 

a car, they are sometimes called window-downs.

BACKJUMP – A throw-up or a panel piece that is executed quickly, often on a mo-

mentarily parked train or bus.

BACKLINE (FINELINE) – the line between the outline and background.

BATTLE – battle, competition between groups or writers who will do more and bet-
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CHARACTER – An image containing a character, originally in a comic book style, 

treated as a supplement, an addition to letters. This is an issue often treated as 

a separate specialization in graffiti. The characters are usually accompanied 

by styles, adding variety to the letter productions. Graffiti artists specializing in 

characters sometimes completely abandon letter forms and deviate so clearly 

from the intuitively recognized style of the genre that they begin to be percei-

ved as street artists. Characters can be performed both legally and illegally - in 

the street in a quick THROWUP manner.

CHROM – a variant of piece in which letters in chrome paint usually have a black 

outline, giving them the final shape, sometimes there is also an additional 

outer border.

COMPLEX STYLE – A generic term for graffiti that uses complicated lettering, an 

abundance of colour and that is hard to execute. These works are difficult to 

read, but they are visually impressive.

CREW / CLIQUE – Also spelled as Cru or Krew. This is a group of writers that work 

together, usually in a similar style. Although crew activity does reflect gang 

behaviour, their prime objective is making graffiti and not serious criminal 

activity. Crews often engage in large collaborative pieces, but a crew piece can 

also be executed by anyone in a group. In the case of a single member being 

arrested, they can be held liable for a joint work.

CROSSING – painting over another graffiti artist’s work

PHOT. 4.38. Example of characters added to a tag. The wall of the 
Horse-racing Track in Służewiec, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik

CALLIGRAFFITI – An art form that combines calligraphy, typography and graffiti. 

This style can be classified as either abstract expressionism or abstract vanda-

lism. It is the awareness of turning a word or group of words into a visual com-

position. It is an aesthetic experience, a provocation that combines tradition 

and precision with unbridled modern expression. The part that distinguishes 

calligraffiti from calligraphy is the lack of rules. Calligraffiti is characterized by 

a variety of media, methods and instruments. Each individual artist uses and 

sometimes designs his own tools.

CANNON – A spray can. The term probably originated in Brooklyn in New York.

CAP/TIPS – This is the nozzle for the spray paint can. Different types of aerosol 

caps, from Thins, Rustos, to Fatcap, are used to get different effects or styles.

CARTOON – A widely recognized cartoon or a character figure often borrowed from 

comics, popular culture or TV. Writers dedicated to cartoons often invent their 

own characters and imagery. The composition of cartoon graffiti is formed of 

stylised letters and have a humorous nature.

CELLOGRAFF (cellofane graffiti) – This is created on a sheet of plastic foil stretched 

between two supports, e.g. poles or trees. This allows the creation of graffiti in 

non-urban landscapes.

CHALLENGE (INSIDES) – Challenge graffiti is made to mark that somebody “was 

there”. Just like insides, it’s often painted indoors. Insides are a more specific 

reference to tags written inside public transportation vehicles – trains, buses etc.

PHOT. 4.37. An example of a cartoon graffiti. The wall of the Horse-racing Track in Służewiec, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik
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FREEHAND – Medium-sized hand-made works carried out on site. In terms of the 

technique of execution, they are similar to murals, but much less time-con-

suming. The main difference between freehand painting and other forms of 

street art is that artists do not use (or make minimal use of) templates. Tech-

nically and technologically, works in this style have the most in common with 

traditional painting and murals, i.e., they are painted “by hand”.

FRESH – original and innovative style / idea

FULL MONTY – A piece that covers an entire area, wall or object. It can contain a 

coarse, but a highly effective message.

GHOST – A paint stain that is left after a graffiti work has been incompletely buffed.

GIF ART – a kind of stop-motion animation created in urban space. Individual fra-

mes are painted on top of each other and photographed, then assembled using 

computer programs and published on the Internet as gif files, often looped. 

Usually what remains on the wall is the last frame of the animation. 

GOING OVER – This signifies painting over another work. While most writers re-

spect their works of art, deliberately and disrespectfully painting on other 

artists’ works is akin to declaring war with graffiti. However (partly due to the 

limited amount of desirable wall space) most graffiti artists maintain a sort of 

hierarchy; the tag may be legally covered by another piece, and this is usually 

done without incident. If a work has been previously SLASHED(or “degraded”), 

it is also permissible for another writer to rewrite it. Violating these guidelines 

or simply painting lower-quality graffiti on higher-quality work will quickly 

characterize the writer as an annoyance or a “toy”. This is dangerous, as most 

crews and writers will react with physical violence and / or closely watching 

the activities of writers who do not respect their rank in the hierarchy. 

HALL OF FAME – See WALL OF FAME.

HAT (HONOUR AMONG THIEVES) – A term used for an artist with a solid reputation 

in the graffiti community, a trusted member who does not snitch, is said to be 

wearing a “hat” (honour among thieves)..

HEAD/KING – A head is a highly respected writer in a certain area, similar to King or 

Queen. Kings or Queens are graffiti artists that are famous among other writers 

for their skill, style or courage. Self-proclaimed kings often paint crowns into 

their work, but this practice is risky because their claim must be valid in the eyes 

of the others. Usually, kings or queens are declared by other kings or queens.

DEFACE, CAP or GO OVER – To ruin another artist’s piece. A writer named “Cap” 

would rudely make throw ups over existing graffiti, giving a name to this 

infamous practice. Going over a piece is the ultimate sign of disrespect and 

represents a declaration of a graffiti war. Still, there is a hierarchy of styles, in 

which case going over can be tolerated. Usually, it means that it is acceptable 

for low quality work to be painted over with something better. The other way 

around is generally unacceptable.

DOMMING – A spray-painting colour mixing technique where one colour is sprayed 

over another wet layer in order to obtain a subtle effect of one tone merging 

with another. Abrasive tools such as sand or sandpaper, can be used to create 

additional effects by rubbing. The term derives from the word “condom” (sy-

nonymous to “rubber”). The technique of mixing the colours is also sometimes 

referred to as “fingering”, because it is executed with the fingers.

DRESS-UP – To paint over a specific enclosed area entirely – to completely change 

a shop window or a doorway that has previously been graffiti-free.

DRIPS / DRIPPING – the deliberate flow of paint as a form of stylization, a painting 

effect. Unintentional dripping, paint run-off, is a sign of an inexperienced 

writer. 

DUBS – Graffiti executed in silver or chrome paint. This style originates from Lon-

don, UK. They can be found around railway stations or in the streets. Dubs are 

usually a crew effort rather than the work of a single writer. 

ETCHING – In graffiti, it refers to the use of acid solutions to create frosted glass 

(Etch Bath), to write on windows. Potentially hazardous. In Norway, there were 

trains taken off the rails because of the danger that residues of these solutions 

posed for public health.

EXTINGUISHER BOMBING/ SOAKER TAGS – To do graffiti with a fire extinguisher 

filled with paint. This technique can cover large surfaces, but it leaves a fat, 

messy, dripping line and it’s not suitable for fine work. The pioneer of this 

technique was Graffiti Artist Katsu.

FADING – An aerosol colour blending technique.

FATCAP – A wide spray can nozzle, that covers a wide area at once, used to fill in the 

pieces.

FILL-INS – A term denoting the painted interior of letters, throw-ups or elements, 

usually in a single, solid colour.
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PHOT. 4.40. An example of a treatment called highlight. Wedel Wall in Warsaw (Praga Południe). Photo: Anna Kowalik

HEAVEN SPOT – Challenging pieces of graffiti painted in places that are almost 

impossible to reach and getting there requires a significant level of acrobatics. 

Painting in heaven spots can lead to injury or death (they can ‘hit up heavens’), 

which only contributes to the reputation of the writer. Furthermore, heavens 

are also rather difficult to remove).

HIGHLIGHT – art treatment characteristic of the graffiti style, an internal, linear 

highlight on the edges of the letter, gloss given to the letters, using white lines.

INLINE – linia pomiędzy konturem i wypełnieniem.

INVISIBLE – A rare and symbolic form of graffiti that represents only quickly 

sketched logos.

JAM – a great event, the purpose of which is to paint a large and long wall or building 

and choose the best work.

LANDMARK – A graffiti piece executed in a location that is hard to reach or hidden, 

difficult to buff, generally remains visible for at least a few years. It is usually 

marked with a date of painting. These works are held in high regard by graffiti 

writers.

PHOT. 4.39. An example of a heaven spot 

on Krucza Street. Photo: Anna Kowalik

PHOT. 4.41. Examples of invisible, corner 

of Zieleniecka Avenue and Zamoyski Street 

(Praga, Warsaw). Photo: Anna Kowalik
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LAY UP– A railway siding.

LEGAL – A piece that is made legally, with permission from the wall owner or the au-

thorities. In such circumstances, only the work of well-regarded illegal writers 

have a chance of not being removed by others).

LOCK ON – Sculpture in public spaces, generally locked or chained to public fittings 

such as benches, bicycle stands, fences, street lamps, etc. with the use of va-

rious types of chains, old bicycle locks and padlocks. This is a non-destructive, 

installation-type of art. The sculptures may be made, for example of scrap 

metal previously collected on the streets.

LOGO-GRAFFITI / ICONIC GRAFFITI – A relatively new graffiti style whose adheren-

ts create striking emblems and logos.

MARRIED COUPLE – Two subway cars that are permanently tied to each other 

KINGS / QUEENS – are graffiti artists who are known to other writers for their skill, 

style or courage. Self-proclaimed kings often paint crowns in their works, but 

this practice is risky as their claims to such a status must be valid in the eyes of 

others. Usually kings or queens are declared by other kings or queens.

MONIKER – A street name of an artist, their nickname and label.

MOP – A homemade graffiti painting tool. Usually used to paint larger tags. It has 

a rounded tip and leaves a fat line that drips. Mops can be done in different 

paints..

MOSS GRAFFITI – This consists of encouraging moss to grow in certain places by 

painting the rough surface of a wall with a specially prepared mass consisting 

of mixed moss, buttermilk, water and corn syrup.

NOZZLE – The end of a spray can.

OLD SCHOOL – A generic term that refers to the times of early graffiti, to the 1970s 

and early 1980s. It can relate to the hip-hop music of that period as well. 

Old-school writers enjoy a lot of respect because they were there from the 

beginning, many of them having invented particular styles of writing. For 

example, the artist Phase 2 created bubble style, clouds and 3D, while Blade 

and Comet started using blockbuster script first.

OUTLINE – this could refer in the graffiti style to (1) the external contours of an 

element. (2) a sketch in notebook or on the wall, or (3) the final outline of the 

graffiti.

OUTLINING – Making a sketch or a preparatory drawing, done on paper or in a 

PHOT. 4.42. An example of legal art, Sedlaczek 

Roundabout, central Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik
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writer (see WZRUT).

PIECE BOOK – a notebook of sketches.

POCHOIR – The French word for graffiti made with the help of a stencelor template. 

POST-GRAFFITI (NEO-GRAFFITI) – a modern direction in the development of 

graffiti, characterized by an innovative approach to form and technique, going 

beyond the traditions of the classic graffiti style.

PUNITION – A type of graffiti writing in which one word is repeated countless times, 

until it covers an entire surface. The name comes from the punition lines used 

to punish children at school.

RACK – steal

RATPACK – a group of TAGBANGERS, tagging and often attacking people. 

REVERSE GRAFFITI (grime writing, clean tagging) – the act of creating an image or 

text, usually using a template, by removing dirt from the surface of the wall or 

sidewalk.

ROLLER GRAFFITI – Graffiti that is painted with a roller and paint, rather than with 

a spray can. There are special techniques related to this type of writing.

BLACK BOOKwhile planning a piece. An outline can also refer to a wall sketch, 

or to the contour of a throw-up or similar graffiti work, a boundary that can be 

filled. With colour.

OUTSIDES – pieces on the exterior of a wagon.

PAINT-EATER – An unprimed surface such as untreated wood or concrete that eats 

up standard spray paint. If the location is labelled a “paint eater” then thicker 

paint should be used. Additionally, writers can use house paint to prime the 

surface prior to painting.

PANEL – A piece painted below the windows of a wagon.

PANEL-PIECE – a piece filling the surface of a train from door to door and below 

the windows. 

PIECE (FREE-HAND) – Short for “masterpiece”, spray-painted freehand without the 

use of stencils. A big and complex piece of wall painting that is time-consuming 

and difficult to execute. It is characterised by many different components, such 

as a rich palette, 3D elements, and other visual marks, the main motif of which 

is lettering in at least three colours, They are the work of a more experienced 

PHOT. 4.43. An example of neo-graffiti. The wall of the Horse-racing Track in Służewiec, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik.
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dedicated scribers use a Scriber.

SCRUB – Rapidly use a series of lines to fill the area between the outlines of an 

element.

SECOND – An additional internal outline, dividing the letter from the colour of the 

underlying wall. 

SEMI-WILDSTYLE – A simpler form of Wildstyle, more discernible than the full-on 

wildstyle writing.

SHARP – A manner of writing very geometric, angular letters with loss of sharp 

angles and corners, taking the pointy and piercing elements to an extreme. 

Letters are altered greatly,often unrecognizably, giving a fierce and furious 

impression (Photo 4.44).

SLAM – To do graffiti in a very public or otherwise risky location..

SLASH – To cross-out or to tag over a piece of another writer. A serious insult – it is 

the same as CAP.

ROOFTOP – is a composition of letters located on the wall just under the roof of the 

building. Its variation is a rolltop, i.e. a rooftop made with ordinary paint and 

a roller, not with a spray.

ROOK – A trustworthy crew member..

RUCHOMY TAG – A tag on a train.

RUN – Time that a graffiti piece spends on a surface without being removed, dura-

tion of a piece. “It run for a year” can be said.

SCRATCHING or SCRIBING – This consists of scratching tags, usually in plaster, var-

nish, glass or plastic surfaces (most often windows of buses, trains and other 

public transport, bus shelters, etc.) using stones, knives or sandpaper. This 

ensures a much more permanent form than writing that is easier to remove. 

It is an extreme form of irreversible vandalism.Also known as “scratchitti”, 

scribing is a destructive technique of hand-engraving or scratching a tag into 

a surface. It can be done using a simple key, knife or sand paper, although 

PHOT. 4.44. An example of the sharp style. The wall of the 
Horse-racing Track in Służewiec, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik.
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ty. They appear wherever the artist can reach: on road signs, gutters, lamppo-

sts, kiosks, windows, buses, shelters, walls, doors, etc. They are easy to make 

and stick on later. Artists often use ready-made stickers (Photo 4.46). Graffiti 

stickers are usually designed and printed well ahead, containing traits of an 

artist’s style as well as his message. Sticker messages often contain political or 

social critique, referring to a specific issue, but also contain sports club logos 

and memes (see VLEPS / VLEPKI).

STREET ART CARVING – Using bleach, ink, acids, spray paint and, above all, basic 

construction tools, this art style reveals fragments of individual layers of paint 

and plaster on the wall.

PHOT. 4.46. Examples of stickers. Service box on the Vistula Boulevards, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik.

SILVER PIECE (SREBRO) – a variety of piece with letter forms made with silver paint, 

which looks white on the street, but hides painted surfaces much better; a piece 

with silver infilling; graffiti usually painted with two colours, chrome is used 

for filling, the second colour for outlines, a shadow is visible behind the letters.

STAMP – Simple piece (most frequently a SILVERPIECE), painted in many places 

according to the same design.

STENCIL GRAFFITI – The use of a stencil, literally a matrix or template by graffiti 

artists has been known at least since the 1960s. It started to gain more popularity 

in the 1980s thanks to the artist known as Blek le Rat, who created pieces in the 

streets of Paris. Currently, this is one of the most popular form of street art. 

Stencils are made by cutting shapes out of cardboard, paper or other materials. 

A separate matrix is made for each colour. Spray paints or acrylic paints applied 

with rollers are used to transfer the pattern. The popularity of this technique is 

due to the possibility of working quickly, its repeatability on different walls, and 

(unlike posters or stickers), the possibility of using it on any surface. Multiple 

layers of stencils can create very beautiful and elaborate images, allowing the 

use of a lot of colours and details. li.

STICKER – These resemble tags, both because of their small size and their populari-

PHOT. 4.45. An example of a silver piece. Wedel 

wall in Warsaw (Praga). Photo: Anna Kowalik.
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THROW-UP – Sometimes called a “throwie”. This is a simple form of graffiti that 

falls somewhere between a tag and a bomb. It’s usually painted with a simple 

letter outline and then filled with colour. Throw-ups are often made in bubble 

or blockbuster style that support quick execution. Artists would use throw-ups 

and tags to cover as many surfaces as possible, competing with their rivals.

Along with a tag, a throw-up is an artist’s logo.

TOP-TO-BOTTOM (T2B) – A term to describe a work that extends from the roof to 

the base of a train / wagon.

TOY (TOY-BEGINNER) – A beginner graffiti writer. A pejorativeword describing a 

painter without skill, sometimes a newbie, or a piece of poor work, that the-

reby fails to achieve recognition. “To toy” someone else’s graffiti means to go 

over it. The word “Toys” is said to be an acronym meaning “tag over your shit” 

since it is often placed on top of bad (or “toy”) work. To POST TOY means to put 

the word “toy” on someone’s graffiti, which means disapproval of the work or 

its author and is a sign of disrespect. 

TREE – Graffiti that is chiselled into a tree bark.

UNDERSIDES – Graffiti painted on the underside of a subway or train car. Often la-

sts longer than the usual train tag, because it’s spotted later and not as visible.

VLEPS / VLEPKI – Another name for STICKERS. 

VLACATY – For illegal activities, larger, hand-made, single-copy forms, called vlaka-

ty or CUT-OUT, are also used. It is much easier and safer to prepare a work on 

paper in a studio, and then stick it somewhere in the city in less than a minute 

than to paint it directly on the wall. This method is eagerly used by artists who 

create more complex, multi-layered forms of stencil graffiti, but often also 

those who paint with a brush or spray. This way of operating distinguishes 

street art from writing. Writers always paint directly on walls and, apart from 

the design phase, they never prepare their work in advance (Photo 4.47)

WALL OF FAME (Also HALL OF FAME) – A legal wall on which is visible an entire 

gallery of styles , often coordinating the potential of the local writing scene.

WAK – work of a poorer quality 

WHEATPASTE or (post-up/paste-up, street poster art) – This is the name used for 

artistic, hand-made or computer-created images on thin paper that are placed 

in the urban space. The long and rich tradition of poster art has inspired graf-

fiti artists to take advantage of this easy and effective tool of public expression 

STREET INSTALLATION – A form of site-specific 3D art genre. It can be performed 

indoors or outdoors. Outdoor installations can be regarded as part of the field 

of public arts, land art, public intervention or street art and their forms often 

overlap. Street installations, in contrast to “conventional” street art, focusing 

mainly on the surfaces of walls and walls, use three-dimensional objects set in 

the urban space. Installations are usually designed for a specific place. They 

can consist of various techniques and materials, as well as use interactive ele-

ments. The variety of materials in street sculptures is diverse. They are made 

of very different materials that can be imagined, from adhesive tape, rubbish 

and scrap metal, to stone, plastics, metal, plastic, paper and even ice and rea-

dymade elements.

STYLE (LEGATY) – used for a work containing large, carefully elaborated letter 

forms, painted leisurely over some time, allowing the writer to show off his 

creativity and painting skills. Writers whose main goal is to create the most 

original, highly refined letters possible.

SUBVERTISING – see ADBUSTING.

SYSTEM – In this case the term refers to writers that place pieces on elements of 

the public transportation system. Works are also painted “on the lines”, which 

includes walls, viaducts, fences and buildings that extend along the tracks. The 

systems also have their own unofficial hierarchy and typology. 

TAG – A noun meaning the signature of a writer, denoting the artist’s moniker. This 

is usually very stylized, written quickly, usually in one colour that contrasts 

the background. This is the simplest and the most common type of graffiti. 

The word is used also as a verb, “to tag” means “to sign”, which derives from a 

classical practice of artists signing their works. 

TAGBANGER – the member of a gang or criminal group who is also involved in tag-

ging.

TAGGING – To write tags. An accepted term in today’s pop culture, often meaning 

something other than graffiti writing. After it first appeared in Philadelphia 

with messages that Bobby Beck was leaving around the city’s motorways, tag-

ging has evolved in many different ways. Different manners of tagging can be 

found in different cities, often depending on the region and local culture, and 

naturally, the style of the artist himself. The name was also used by a New York 

tag writer of the early 70s.
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and transform it into one of the most beloved paste-up techniques. The sizes 

range from small A4 sheets to huge ones covering entire walls of buildings. 

The posters are prepared in advance, often (especially in the case of larger 

works) on many sheets, and then glued onto the walls with hand-made starch 

paste or ready-made wallpaper glue.

WHOLE CAR – A single or multiple part element that covers the entire visible sur-

face of one side of a carriage, usually excluding the front and rear of the train. 

The entire wagon is normally painted by one or more participants from the 

same crew and the work is completed in one meeting.

WHOLE TRAIN – Whole train graffiti covers the entirety of a train. All wagons (usually 

from four to eight or more, regardless of the length of the train) are completely 

covered with paint all the way to the far end of the train on one or both sides. 

This is difficult to achieve, so these works are more often collaborative, and 

they are done in limited amounts of time (often under 5 minutes) with limited 

colour schemes. If successful, this is one of the most respected graffiti forms.

WILDSTYLE – Very complex, dynamic and highly stylized form of lettering that is 

often impossible to read by non-writers. The letters can become very compli-

cated and abstract, containing 3D elements, with a lot of connections, arrows, 

and interlocking. Generally, wildstyle is seen as one of the most demanding 

graffiti writing styles, reserved only for those with serious skill (Photo 4.50).

WINDOWS DOWN WHOLE CAR – one side of the carriage is covered with graffiti 

along its whole length below the level of the windows.

WRITER – The creator of graffiti and tags.

WRITING – This is the most commonly- met and most recognizable form of “pain-

tings” on walls, often mistakenly equated with the whole issue of street art. 

Writing is understood as the writing (letters and signs) that is the main ele-

ment of the composition, used by the creator (writer) or a group of creators 

(crew) to express themselves and gain popularity by multiplying their names 

or nicknames (tagging). Although aesthetics is not the most important thing in 

writing, it is very important to develop an individual, recognizable style.

WRZUT – A large letter form, but made more carefully than a THROWUP. Some 

writers also consider throwup and the following styles as a ‘wzrut’, and use this 

term as a general name for all productions larger than the tag, but there are 

discrepancies in definition here (see PIECE).PHOT. 4.48. An example of a vlakat: a work by SC Szyman related 

to COVID-19, Narbutta Street, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik

PHOT. 4.47. A photo 
taken under the railway 
viaduct (Powiśle 
district of Warsaw). On 
the left, two posters 
made using the 
wheatpaste technique. 
Photo: Anna Kowalik.
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PHOT. 4.49. Example of wildstyle example, the wall of the Horse-

racing Track in Służewiec, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik
YARD – a railway terminus where trains stand.

YARN BOMBING – The most recenttype of street art activity that consists of “packing” 

objects in public spaces. It makes use of crocheted or knitted colourful yarn 

coverings (“sweaters”), thrown on different parts of public furniture such as 

sculptures, monuments, fences, bike stands, light posts, parking meters etc. It 

is also known as guerrilla knitting, urban knitting, or yarn storming.
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A N N A  K O W A L I K

Social participation. 
Can art in public space 

unite its inhabitans?5 5C H A P T E R
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ART SITUATED in the public space cannot be treated in the same 

categories as art located in a museum or gallery space, therefore 

in assessing it, it is necessary to undertake a strategic analysis not 

only of the work itself, but also of the space in which it is located. In this case, the 

work is no longer treated as a work in itself, but a work with many important lay-

ers that sometimes become more important than the work itself. This becomes 

an attempt to answer the questions of how culture, society and the work coexist 

with each other and what is the role of protection / care in such situations. What 

is protected? The work of art of material culture itself, its memory or the percep-

tion of the work by participants or the local community as an immaterial sphere?

The enormous popularity of urban art has a natural source in the form of its 

general public accessibility. This art offers a creative freedom that is not canon-

ically related to form, medium or idea. An example of this comprises activities 

involving residents in the area where the work is located. In this case, an unusual 

bond is created between the artist, the inhabitant and the work of art.

Creating art in and with communities is not a new phenomenon. Culture is an 

integral part of society and art is an important aspect of culture. Community art 

is an artistic project based on active social participation, where the artist collab-

orates with the local community in the creative process1. It allows participants 

to express their needs, aspirations, inspirations, identity, belonging and a sense 

of place. Such activities provide space for community reflection. It is a process of 

involving local people in the creation and recreation or preservation of local art-

works, or history, culture and music, or all other forms of artistic expression2. 

1  Such activities are sometimes referred to as community arts, artists in the 
community, or community cultural development (CCD).

2  https://creative.vic.gov.au/resources/making-art-with-communities-a-work-guide, accessed 20 
02 2020. Creative Victoria in conjunction with VicHealth and the Victorian Community Arts 
Network, Castanet, Making art with communities. A work guide, Melbourne, 2013, p. 3.

5.1 INTRODUCTION
PHOT. 5.1. A mural representing a resident of Praga: a figure of a hooded boy against a dark street and a beige polonaise parked on it on the wall of a tenement house in Strzelecka Street, Praga district. The author of the mural is Sebas Velasco from Bilbao. The boy depicted was painted from a photo taken on the spot by the artist. Currently, the mural does not exist. Photo: Anna Kowalik

https://creative.vic.gov.au/resources/making-art-with-communities-a-work-guide
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PHOTO 5.2. Dariusz Paczkowski, Mural dedicated to Hanka 
Ordonówna (Women of Wola), October 2017. Photo: Anna Kowalik.

DESPITE WHAT THE CITY is made of in the material sense (infrastructure), it 

should be noted that it is a complex, multi-faceted social organization. Cities have 

many different “faces” depending on the nature of the society in the city itself or 

in a given district. It is a form of integrated social relations. The society becomes 

the initiator, organizer and participant in the process of creating a city or its part. 

The identity of a place is a complex whole. Without the uniqueness of the 

place (or “the authenticity of the place”), the place becomes simply a fragment 

of space. How people live in a place is an extension of their human identity. 

Attachment to it is one of the most crucial elements that also presupposes the 

authenticity of a place. The spirit or sense of place involves the amalgamation of 

all its material and spiritual components and the feelings of an individual. Un-

fortunately, this identity disappears with the development of mass media, which 

make people insensitive to the meaning of a given place.

Nowadays, when analyzing socio-economic development, more and more at-

tention is paid to the factors and values of an intangible nature: knowledge, inno-

vation and creativity. According to Le Corbusier, the city is no longer divided into 

work and leisure zones, but it becomes more creative, it becomes a living tissue 

that adapts to the user. And this refers not only to its architects, but also refers to 

the ordinary man in the street who can directly influence the space he uses.

Art in public space and its social significance are inseparable, they cannot 

exist without each other. The culture of urban art (apart from acts of vandals) is 

an interconnection between the creation, diffusion and reception of art and its 

social function, and participation in its preservation by the citizen. Importantly, 

the key here is the lack of a pattern.

While globalization puts global resources under the control of large corpora-

tions (thus breaking up local communities), alongside this there is the power of 

local action that, though less strong, can provides a voice to the weaker through 

its development. Many local communities have their own culture and history, 

which increases the quality of life of the inhabitants3.

3  Kay, Alan, Art and community development: The role the arts have in regenerating, communities, “Com-
munity Development Journal”, Oxford University Press, Vol. 35 nr 4, October 2000, p. 414.

5.2. REFLECTIONS ON THE VALUE AND CARE / PROTECTION 

OF EXAMPLES OF COMMUNITY ART IN THE PUBLIC SPACE

Artistic practice and the philosophical and political discourse around community 

art concern freedom of expression, access to information and participation in 

culture, and at the same time the right of local communities to protect their au-

tonomy. However, not only in academic centres, but also with the participation 

of other social groups, this discussion takes place more intensively in the context 

of (and with the participation of) the work of artists and their various practices4.

The artist Dariusz Paczkowski is a Polish social activist, founder and collab-

orator of many non-governmental organizations, performer, cultural anima-

tor, coordinator of nationwide actions for democracy and human rights. Here I 

would like to cite an excerpt from an audio interview conducted by Anna Kowa-

lik in the artist’s studio on January 20, 2021: 

4  Wojciechowski, Jerzy S., Posłowie [afterword], in: Formy estetyzacji przestrzeni publicznej, A. 
Zeidler-Janiszewska, J. S. Wojciechowski (eds), Instytut Kultury, Warszawa 1998, p. 192.
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PHOT. 5.3. Dariusz Paczkowski, Mural dedicated to Wanda Lurie (Women 

of Wola), on Wanda Lurie Square, Warsaw. Photo: Anna Kowalik.

ANNA KOWALIK: What is the importance of space and location for 

you? I mean not only the material part, but also the social part?

DARIUSZ PACZKOWSKI: I approach each project individually. There is no sin-

gle rule. In the Wola district, I set up the „Women of Wola” gallery. And I paint in 

different yards, in different places, on several gates, portraits of women in some 

way related to this district. So I find a scruffy wall and a mural takes shape there, 

painted by me alone or together with another artist invited by me. There is Han-

ka Ordonówna, who helped poor children from working-class families in this 

district, there is Irena Kwiatkowska, who spent her childhood here, in the gate-

ways there are girls, a sculptor, architect, writer, two girls from the 1944 Warsaw 

Uprising, Jewish women, and Polish women. What they have in common is Wola 

and women. I held meetings, in the case of the gate on Solidarity Street, we had 

a meeting with the inhabitants, only the female residents attended.

How do you involve the community in the art you create?

For me it is important when people can feel like co-authors. I also run workshops 

where I teach young people, not only them, but also for various age groups, exc-

luded in various ways, various minorities. I live for it. I’ve already got used to the 

fact that I am really painting something important, not on commission, not as 

part of workshops. But I end up doing a workshop anyway, because when I post 

information that I will be painting, people come to see, help, get involved some-

how, and most often they help me paint, which means they take part in it.

You often touch on topics that are often invisible to society. You are 

the author of the mural on the facade of the Polish Association for 

the Visually Impaired opposite the Polonia stadium. Could you tell us 

how this work was created? (the mural was later painted over – ed.)

I found a way to involve people even more in unnoticeable topics. I invited my 

friend, Tomek Sikora, who is a photographer, to work with me. We held a photo 

session in which he took pictures of twenty-one people who help the blind, work 

with the blind or are blind. He focussed on their eyes, and I painted them. We 

thus broke a taboo, because the eye, the pupil, are words that are taboo among 

the blind. The whole thing was called „The Sightless Made Visible”. Murals are a 

tool to catch people’s attention to a topic.
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Very often it is artists or culturally enlightened people who perceive the uniqu-

eness and potential of a given place. By organizing smaller or larger initiatives, 

cultural and artistic activities, the space can be renewed and revived. The ac-

companying events create the atmosphere of the city and give rise to the creation 

of a community. Such activities build the image of the city and influence the in-

terest and support of local authorities. While the range of projects undertaken in 

a community context is varied, the most successful projects emphasize the par-

ticipation of locals in the development, creative processes and achieving of the 

artistic results. Creating art together with people requires honest exchanges of 

views and a safe space where people can question ideas, experiment fearlessly, 

and learn new skills5. The central feature of this kind of activity is participation. 

Evidence of the role of community art in fostering community development is 

found in many areas, including community examples of economic development, 

the development of social capital and cohesion, the creation of community cul-

ture, and the strengthening of democracy.

5  Creative Victoria in conjunction with VicHealth and Victorian community arts network, 
Castanet, Making art with communities. A work guide, Melbourne, 2013, s. 3.

PHOT. 5.4.  During the creation of the mural “#ZdrowiePsychiczneMaZnaczenie” 

[Mental health is important] as part of the 3rd Congress of Mental Health, 

on the southern wall of the viaduct running over Słomiński Street at the 

Gdańsk Railway Station, Warsaw. Students and medical students who 

are preparing to specialize in psychiatry and work in psychiatric circles 

at the Medical University of Warsaw and the Nowowiejski Hospital 

participated in cutting out the templates. Photo: Dariusz Paczkowski.

PHOT. 5.5. The unveiling of the Mental health in important mural 
during the 3rd Mental Health Congress, on the viaduct near the Gdańsk Railway Station. The mural is an expression of solidarity with people experiencing mental crisis. The mural depicts people experiencing 
a mental crisis and a portrait of prof. Antoni Kępiński, along with 
short messages about mental health. Photo: Dariusz Paczkowski.
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PHOT. 5.8. A fragment of a mural The sightless made visible by Dariusz Paczkowski  

in cooperation with Mateusz Bieleniewicz, Polish Association of the Visually-impaired  

on Konwiktorska street in Warsaw 19th September 2011. Photo: Archive of Dariusz Paczkowski.

PHOT. 5.9. The sightless made visible, Polish Association of the Visually-impaired on Konwiktorska street in Warsaw 19th September 2011. Eyes are a metaphor for focusing attention on the matters of blind and partially sighted people, it is an attempt to remind about the existence of people, consciously or unconsciously, pushed to the margins of life. The project was implemented thanks to funding from the Cultural Office of the Capital City of Of Warsaw as part of the “Art in Public Space” task. The partners of the project were: KLAMRA Foundation (Buckra.org) and AMT Product Company (atmpolska.pl). Photo: Archive of Dariusz Paczkowski.

PHOT. 5.6. Dariusz Paczkowski in collaboration with Tomasz Sikora, 

The sightless made visible, Polish Association of the Visually-impaired on 

Konwiktorska street in Warsaw 19th September 2011. Photo: Dariusz Paczkowski.

PHOT. 5.7. The mural The sightless made visible In the course of 
being painted by Dariusz Paczkowski and Tomasz Sikora. Polish 
Association of the Visually-impaired on Konwiktorska street in 
Warsaw 19th September 2011. Photo: Dariusz Paczkowski.
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TO TALK ABOUT THE identification of a place, one needs to know the social, 

cultural, economic or political context, among other things, as well as the 

physical features characteristic of a given environment. All knowledge is context-

related, meaning that to fully understand information, it must be approached 

as a whole, along with the circumstances in which it was created. Context can 

be considered as a phenomenon that enables an approach to problems from a 

holistic perspective, taking into account both quantitative and qualitative values. 

When an individual has a sense of being physically present and feels at home in 

a place, it is a sign that an emotional or psychological bond has been established 

with the place.

The north part of the Praga (right-bank) suburb of Warsaw Praga Północ 

(Photos 5.5-5.8) is a culturally-distinct region. This is enhanced by the 

atmosphere engendered by the neglected pre-war architecture and the very 

alternative activities of the very specific closed community of the region. It is 

both a popular and controversial place. Currently, due to ever larger and more 

intrusive municipal investments, it has begun to lose its unique and different 

character. It is an example of how independent culture is subject to the pressure 

of the authorities and the process of spatial changes.

The project Kobierce6 is a long-term is a long-term program of animating the 

culture of the local community in North Praga run by the Remus Theatre Associ-

ation. The program started in 2005. It consists of two-week activities in the pres-

ence of the theatre and conducting stilt-walking workshops for local children 

and young people from among the inhabitants of Stalowa, Działszowa, Strzelec-

ka, Równa and Szwedzka Streets, but also with people who are at risk of exclu-

sion, for example due to their material status, age or residence. The Kobierce 

begins in the second half of August and lasts about a month. This project has 

been recognized as an example of shaping good social practices, where children, 

6  Kobierzec, or Persian carpet (in Spanish: alfombra persa) - a one-sided decorative fabric of eastern 
origin. Mainly used as a wall decoration. It contains ornamental patterns, a characteristic element of 
Persian culture. In Polish culture, the word “carpet” is also used as a synonym for a richly ornamented 
carpet, as well as in the well-established phraseology: “to stand on the wedding carpet”.

5.3 HEROES IN A WORKING CLASS DISTRICT OF WARSAW adolescents and adults build a local social tradition. A participatory element of 

this project is the joint creation by the local community of the rug of the title 

of the event (a carpet of coloured paper balls attached to wooden frames) and 

stilt-walking demonstrations.

In addition to the Remus Theatre Association, the participants, in a sense, 

manage the artistic process themselves: they take part in the planning, the ac-

tual creative work and achieving its result - a mural, a performance, a film, a 

concert or an exhibition. Professional artists such as the Lithuanian artist Linas 

Domarackas or the Belarusian Free Theatre from Brest also take part in the pro-

ject. The assumption is to treat the creative process itself as equal to its effect. 

The amusement of performance and spontaneity of the presentation from co-

operation with artists are not a disadvantage in this case, the readiness for per-

sonal involvement is more desirable than technical knowledge and skills. Joint 

action and experience, meeting with others and shared responsibility - for other 

participants and for the joint work, the authenticity of experience and creativi-

ty triggered by action; are often more important than the artistic quality of the 

final product. The workshops are focused on cultural animation, which often 

referred to different cultural traditions; included art classes, creating costumes 

and masks, theatre classes, traditional and contemporary dance, and creating a 

joint final performance.

In 2009, the Kobierce project in cooperation with Domarackas created a mural 

on the side (eastern) wall of the tenement house at 37 Stalowa Street, depict-

ing stilt walkers. The added value in the creation process was the participation 

of local inhabitants - children and young people - which creates an inseparable 

context with the work. A community that contributes to art, and influences the 

space they live in, is part of its own growing cultural identity. Residents become 

responsible for the development of the heritage in their district. In this example, 

we can speak of the heritage ecosystem of Praga in Warsaw. The question re-

mains what measures can be taken in today’s social media culture to best achieve 

community participation in the protection and sense of social responsibility for 

the cultural environment.
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AT THE OUTSET, WHEN analyzing the preservation of art in public space, it 

should be noted that works of this type often have values that are difficult to define. 

They are important to specific groups of people and their value is sometimes 

intangible. It is therefore not easy to decide which works of art in public spaces 

should be kept, as they are a popular type of art and therefore many of these 

works have already become part of the collective memory, regardless of their 

value; even those traditionally considered important.

Why should art in public space be preserved? This art can play an important role 

in creating the sense of place of the locals. The success of initiatives related to 

this art, as an important catalyst for the creation of places, depends largely on 

both the level of community involvement and the design of the public space in 

which it is located. In addition to its aesthetic value, publicly engaged art can 

help build community morale and can become a central element of a place’s 

cultural identity.

Why should community art be taken care of? By engaging the resources of all 

community members across all sectors and age groups, community art programs 

can also lead to communities where people engage in genuine dialogue, ques-

tioning, and criticism, leading to more informed personal and collective actions. 

By increasing access, art can support the creation of a civic community where its 

members consider themselves accountable to the community and its public pro-

cesses. Creative activities can improve the level of civic dialogue through work 

that generates critical questions about public values, engaging people to think 

about what it means to be a citizen in the community.

What possibilities do we have for protecting this art? The directions and forms 

towards which contemporary art is heading present us with the enormous chal-

lenge posed by the obligation to preserve a work of art in scientific and social 

awareness, regardless of its material form. An interdisciplinary approach domi-

nates both in terms of care, protection, as well as taking into account authorship, 

reproducibility and variability7. The dynamic development of the theory and 

practice of conservation, as well as institutions, organizations and online knowl-

7  Kowalik, Anna, How to protect contemporary artworks made of nature or by nature. Case 
studies concerning the preservation of ephemeral art, “Antennae”, nr 46, 2017, s. 80.

5.4. ACTIVITIES CONNECTED WITH THE PRESERVATION OF COMMUNITY ART

PHOT. 5.10. Image of events during the Kobierce Project  

– stilt-walkers. Photos: Archives of the “Remus” Theatrical Association
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PHOT. 5.11. Image from the final events of the Kobierce 

project. Photos: Archives of the “Remus” Theatrical Association.

PHOT. 5.12 The Stilt-walkers mural was created as part of the Kobierce project by Linas Domarackas and children, ul. Stalowa 39. Photo: Tytus Sawicki

edge platforms determine the possibility of exchanging information, knowledge, 

establishing new contacts, establishing common goals and programs. While the 

community’s social, economic, political and cultural goals may not necessarily 

align with artistic goals, combining them can invariably increase the complexity 

of the job while increasing the potential for positive outcomes on all fronts.

In the case of the Stilt-walkers by Linas Domarackas, one should also pay at-

tention to both the artist and the co-authors of the work. The added value of the 

project is the participation of children and young people, who created an insepa-

rable context with the work. Participants in the program of the protection of the 

work should be asked about the process of creation, how they see and perceive 

the mural today, what they think about its future and what the significance of 

this work is for the identity of the individual and the group. 

Most examples of art in public space are ephemeral, that is, temporary. Wind 

and weather, sun and rain destroy this most exposed category of art. The period 

in which this art remains in good condition varies, but after hours, months, or 

years, it reaches the end of its existence. 
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Recognition of the values of open heritage precedes the actual process of its 

preservation. In the cultural heritage, which we currently divide into tangible 

and intangible values of cultural heritage, there are two general groups: cultural 

values (artistic, economic and other) and socio-economic values, a reflexive 

society, utility functions and so on8. 

SOCIAL ART ENABLES THE sharing of experiences, thoughts, feelings and 

imagination. It is a means by which people can express their sense of identity. 

It enriches our lives by providing a way for us to see and experience the world 

through the eyes of others. Art is the expression of the individual or, if the process 

was collective, the expression of community.

The question about the place of art in society ceases to be a question about the 

status of the artist and becomes a question about the scope of creative participa-

tion and distribution of creative powers. It is a question about the possibility of 

implementing the postulate of “the people’s art” - and not “art for the people” - as 

one of the forms of grassroots social and civic activity. Recognizing art as a form 

of civic activity (and thus its instrumentalization and democratization) requires 

redefining the relationship between what is artistic and what is social and civic - 

first and foremost, recognizing the ability of every human being to think and act 

creatively and consciously shape their environment.

Social art encompasses all those activities that involve groups of people who 

create something together. What distinguishes this type of art from amateur, 

professional or commercial art is:

 •  the opportunity to participate regardless of the level of skill or talent;

 • working in a group sharing a common identity or having 

a common goal that goes beyond art itself;

 • inviting people who do not normally have access to 

art for socio-economic (structural) reasons.

 

8  Szmelter, Iwona, “New Values for Cultural Heritage and the Need for a New Paradigm Re-
garding its Care” CeROart, International Council of Museums-Conservation Committee 
(ICOM-CC), CeROArt, http://ceroart.revues.org/3647, accessed 10 05 2021

5.5. CONCLUSION

The starting point of any preservation project is looking at the artwork’s documen-

tation from a different perspective, not only as documentation of what has already 

been done and exists today, but also what will be created or is currently in the pro-

cess of creation or change, destruction (e.g. vandalism) or degradation. This new 

understanding gives new possibilities and methods to understand the specificity of 

the work and to understand it much more broadly. It is also a look at the work and 

the environment in which it is located, which in the case of art in a public space 

often plays a very significant role. The list of possibilities for documenting a work 

is very large and currently it is a conservation and curatorial role, but also the role 

of the creator / creators and a social one in relation to the perception of the work. 

The role of documentation is to preserve by documenting a work of ephemer-

al art. Such documentation includes interviews with the artist and people from 

his circle, written documents, as well as descriptive photography, video and 3D 

documentation with an analysis of the future of the work. Depending on the 

specifics of a given ephemeral work, it is possible to use various methods of doc-

umentation. Photography and archiving are currently one of the most effective 

research tools for the visual exploration of art in the public space. Documenta-

tion should be consistently used in research into this art, and storage of photos 

is now easy due to the availability of modern digital technologies. For scientists, 

the most important and the most advantageous is the possibility of multiple pho-

tos not only of the work itself, but also of the environment in which it was creat-

ed: the social context or the space around it. Documentary photographs provide 

extensive visual information for the future scientific evaluation of a work (to for-

mulate new hypotheses), the ever-changing state of conservation, or simply for 

archiving purposes. The use of photography and video provides more complete 

information in terms of both quantity and quality. When selecting the appropri-

ate photographic or video equipment, its specifics should be taken into account, 

including such characteristics as: the purpose and tasks to be performed when 

preparing the documentation, the type of recorded activities and the nature of 

the works or events studied, the tactics and technique used when taking photos, 

and formal and legal requirements to be followed when preparing such docu-

mentation. In contrast, for 3D imaging studies, the goal is to obtain a 3D model 

with a texture that visually reflects the actual appearance of a work of art along 

with the ability to measure objects with varying levels of accuracy. 

http://ceroart.revues.org/3647
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The role of the restorer should be to maintain the status quo of the work that is 

being cared for, avoiding situations that may lead to the violation of its authenti-

city and integrity. Conservation and restoration of works of art is associated with 

the protection of authenticity and integrity in several areas: physical, aesthetic 

and historical. The first concerns the preservation of the material components 

of the object, the second the work’s ability to evoke a response in the recipient, 

and the last relates to the context of its creation. In urban art, we have a duty to 

go as far as possible to respect the identity of a work of art as a determinant of 

the proper ethical care for it. That is why the so-called „biography” of works is 

so important. A measure of the conservator’s respect for the value of heritage is 

an extremely individual approach to each work of contemporary art as well as its 

social perception and the participation of citizens.

Today, a sense of identity and community is the most desirable value in con-

temporary culture and cultural heritage. As a guardian of heritage, the conser-

vator should pay more attention to all values and, in the case of urban art, espe-

cially to the intangible aspects of a work of art and the nature of participation in 

any future conservation-restoration.
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ANNA KOWALIK: What did the process of creating “pansies” look 

like? Did you create this mural yourself from start to finish, or were 

you accompanied by other people? In the case of the materials, did 

you have a choice or were they previously purchased for you?

Wilhelm Sasnal: It was like this, I did not complain about these materials. First of 

all, I do not know about the kinds of paints that can be used to paint walls, I did 

not know what paints can be painted on the outside, because it is actually quite a 

special wall. This is painting on an exterior wall exposed to the elements. I don’t 

remember exactly what the paints were, but I thought they were the right paints. 

I had no objection to them. The matter was also simple enough because there 

were two colours, black and yellow, which is a bit of an ‘industrial’ set.

I spoke with the authors of other murals in the Warsaw Uprising 

Museum and with Mikołaj Chylak, the author of the neighbouring 

mural. He noticed that he has the same paints as you, which were 

Keim paints. Together, we figured out what could have been the 

cause of the current state of the murals. The specific ones you 

used are diluted with a special thinner, not with water. And now 

the question is, did you also dilute these paints in some way?

It seems to me that I did dilute them. I must have diluted them with water. None of 

us knew there was a special medium, but I must say right away that I like the effect.

We personally do too, but the artist’s opinion is important to us. 

Because there are artists for whom the contrast and smoothness of 

the surface are important, and there are artists who, seeing such 

an appearance, consider that it is an additional artistic effect. 

I understand that the black colour has not changed there, it is still saturated.

It has become powdery. This layer is much thicker, as if it were less 

diluted. Of course, we can stop this effect, strengthen the structure of the 

paint layer so that this layer does not change visually during rainy periods.

Yes, I think if you could stop the degradation of this black, I would be pleased. If 

the changes in the painting are stopped in the state in which it is now in, I would 

have no objections or further expectations. This effect is nicer than flat, industrial 

PHOT. 1. Mural by Wilhelm Sasnal 
on the Wall of Art at the Museum 
of the Warsaw Uprising in Warsaw, 
as of 2019. Photo: Roman Stasiuk.
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pansies. I want to say that because this is also a painting related to nature, since it 

is nature that has changed this mural in such a way, I accept it all the more.

I can tell you that I only use oil paints diluted with turpentine, and sometimes 

we also dilute with such an odourless thinner from a quite popular American, 

company. These are just oil paints, pencil and ink. I try to choose these three ma-

terials very carefully, but I don’t know anything much about other materials. Pro-

bably, paradoxically, I know most about the pencil, because I draw the most. So 

I guess that I am working blind when it comes to the use of these outdoor paints.

In the case of the last two murals with the image by you of 

Jacek Kuroń that were made, are they according to your design, 

were you involved in the process of their execution, or was the 

design just sent to the company that carried out the project?

I was just the author of the project. This [in the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising 

– ed.] is the only mural that I made myself, but for technical and time reasons. 

For me, it was manageable. I mean space and time. It was a mural that was cre-

ated in one day, I didn’t try any special preparations.

The Warsaw Uprising Museum is a closed area, while in the case 

of open spaces, there is often a dialogue between the artist and 

the community, often deliberate, sometimes random. Often 

these topics are not easy for the community to discuss. Is this 

dialogue between the artist and the society very important to 

you and is it the basis for choosing certain trends in art?

Here are some of my different approaches to the mural technique, because I 

don’t consider myself a street artist at all. I associate it with something else, I 

feel better as a designer of posters that are painted in large sizes instead of being 

pasted up on an advertising billboard. In this case, on some wall. I treat this as a 

fully-fledged art. I was prepared for the fact that the mural with Rafał Trzaskow-

ski would be treated in some way by the viewers. After all this is a street war on 

banners. So I accept it, because I myself am not free from the emotions that ac-

company the other side in this case. I mean anger. I was most worried about the 

fate of the mural with Jacek Kuroń, because it was created at the last minute. Let 

it not be painted over before they cover it with an anti-graffiti coating. As I said, 

PHOT. 2. Graphic design by Wilhelm Sasnal representing Rafal Trzaskowski, Mayor of Warsaw and opposition leader, candidate in the summer 2020 Presidential elections in Poland. Photo: Łukasz Borkowski/Twitter 

I do not consider myself a street art artist, so I am interested in the context, but 

not the context of art, but rather that of the street, of urban space and where a 

given wall is located, how the street and sidewalk are frequented, in who can see 

a given work, from what perspective… and so on. This interests me ... a bit like 

an architect, not someone who has to face other street artists on the street. This 

is not my field at all.

Perhaps this can be understood as the artist looking for 

additional means of expression, looking for possibilities, but 

not strictly an attempt to locate himself in a specific space?

Regarding the mural of Rafał Trzaskowski, first I made a drawing and people 

from Rafał’s election staff contacted me. We started talking about this drawing, I 

said that I would like to do it, because I would vote for Trzaskowski anyway, so for 

me it was a natural consequence to do this. I told them that they could do what 

they wanted with this drawing, they could duplicate it, and so on.
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You touch on topics that are not necessarily easy for the community. 

What is important is that you identified yourself with the topic, felt some 

connections. It is about establishing a dialogue with the community that 

shows how much our society is divided. Does it affect your reasoning, 

your creative process, your thinking, or do you stay away from it?

 This is probably the first moment in my life when I actually feel how a small 

piece of work can (due to the fact that it is used in this time, in this context), 

initiate the same kind of process that would normally apply to engaged art, one 

that confronts politics. This is because I have never so clearly and simply defined 

myself as an engaged artist, a political artist, but only someone distinguished 

from merely being a citizen by being an artist. I am a committed citizen, I have 

clear opinions. When asked, I rather answer where I stand on issues. And here I 

can actually say yes, this is political work because you can’t say, when society is 

so divided, when the upcoming elections are so crucial, that I fell out of the sky 

here and didn’t know whose portrait I was creating. This is actually my contri-

bution to effecting change in the reality that surrounds us. I am glad that this is 

my contribution and it is what I could do in order not to look at the opposite side. 

And I get very carried away by these emotions.

I did not even know that this mural was being created in Katowice. Nobody asked 

me because that was the nature of our agreement. This is a template, a pattern 

which the street artist can use to paint this mural. And that’s OK for me. These 

are two different levels. Of course, it was different with the portrait of Jacek Ku-

roń, because I have a very sentimental, quite personal attitude towards him. He 

is an important person for me. Some things start to live their own lives, like the 

drawing I made for the cover of the book of his interview with Robert Brylewski. 

After Kuron’s death, it also functioned as a completely autonomous work, it was 

painted in the form of a mural in Jarocin, if I’m not mistaken. So these three 

designs are quite similar in that they incorporate a portrait. In Mysłowice, I also 

created a mural, but it was according to a design, based on my drawing. It is a bit 

different, because it is half abstract, representing a motif incorporating plants, 

typography and so on.

PHOT. 4. The same 
mural, condition 
on 4th July 2020, 
with anti-political 
manifesto („Walls are 
not the place for the 
murals of politicians”).

PHOT. 3. The same mural, 
condition after a few hours.
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As part of the CAPuS - Conservation of Art in Public Spaces project, 

we are creating a dictionary of graffiti terms, including those taken 

over by street art, because each graffiti technique has its own names. 

I noticed that there is a problem with the word “vandalism” in the 

public space and the word “overpainting”. There are various meanings 

for the word “vandalism”, there can be good vandalism in the case 

of an artist, but there is also bad vandalism, which destroys public 

space and has no influence on people and residents in a given area. 

Yes, maybe we really suffer from the fact that „repainting” is probably the best 

word. It seems to me that this is such a bad repainting, that is scribbling on walls. 

I don’t know, tag painting, it seems so totally mindless for me. You can call it bad 

repainting, bad painting, because it serves no purpose, it is just some permanent 

exhibitionism and the expression of your own need for attention. I was very im-

pressed with the story that I heard from my son that in the seventies, the turn of 

the seventies and eighties, when hip-hop was born, there were some beginnings 

of hip-hop, first that before the music, a spray-painted carriage from the subway 

of the Bronx was shown. It really does affect the imagination, I accept it comple-

tely, I have no other choice. But I do find this kind of thing completely vain. 
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ANNA KOWALIK: Could you briefly present the development 

of your work? From Lithuania to Warsaw? And why did 

you choose to live in Leipzig and not another city?

linas domarackas: I came to Warsaw at the very end of the Soviet Union. I ap-

plied to the Academy in Vilnius several times, I failed. As it turned out later, this 

was not because of lack of skills, but for political reasons. I decided to leave and 

look for happiness in Warsaw. Living in Lithuania, I was absolutely in love with 

graphics. Nothing else was important for me, only graphics. My painting was 

going somewhere there, but only to help me get into graphics even more. I spe-

cialized very narrowly. 

I came to Poland, to Warsaw. The first impression was absolutely amazing. I had 

the impression that it was a mini Italy, with its temperament and openness. The 

works I saw at the Academy were a shock in general. We attended such acade-

mies then, in the Soviet Union. But here was everything, where even an acciden-

tally thrown brush could already be a work of art. In summary, it was never clear 

when somebody spilt paint somewhere, whether it was an accident, or actually 

a work. People mixed techniques. What I saw there was, of course, very exciting 

for me that people can do that, but on the other hand it was a shock for me, how 

someone could mix oil paint with tempera. It should all come off very quickly. 

But people worked, they didn’t bother about that, they took wall emulsion, some 

tempera, a bit of oil paint. And then used it absolutely in reverse order, by chan-

ce, first oil, then tempera, then emulsion.

How long were you in Warsaw after your studies?

I was in Warsaw and Kraków throughout the post-war period. I was in Poland 

for twenty-four years. Very long. Poland is a second homeland for me, because I 

lived in Poland longer than in Lithuania.

I saw that religious motives often appear in your work. 

Could you say more about this symbolism?

In Poland, I learned to be very flexible. It was in Poland that I learned to sculpt, 

paint, make graphics and drawings. To work with whatever material I come 

across. In Lithuania, I don’t think it would have happened. And Leipzig ... maybe 

it is a return to the period of my early youth, when the old books that fell into my 

PHOT. 1. Picture of the artwork of Linas Domarackas  on the tree in the Avenue of Patron Saints,as of 2020. Photo: Anna Kowalik.
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So you also get from there the symbolism that we can see in the 

Avenue of Patron Saints on Stalowa Street and in the paintings?

Yes, gestures, focus, meditation, contemplation.

Do you still use any symbolism? What is the context of your works? 

Because we have already said that there is a manifestation related to 

religion, with contemplation, but is there also a social dimension? 

Do you interact with current topics in your life through your work?

This is a very important issue. More than once I have written or tried to express 

myself on Facebook, on various occasions, for example at various marches for 

equal rights, that as long as we do not generally treat people well, nothing will 

change. All these divisions into equal, unequal, by occupation, by origin, whether 

city, village, Lithuania, Poland, Germany, America, straight, not straight, gays, 

not gays, it only makes us enemies towards each other. Until we start to treat 

each other person as a human being, no matter who they are, what they do, as 

long as he does not kill, nothing in this world will change. For a long time I have 

tried to show such universal characters in my works. They could be women, they 

could be men. These divisions into men, women, I love it in a way, but I don’t 

like when a woman is treated just like a woman and a man is treated only like a 

man. I would like a woman to be treated as a human and a man as a human. And 

a child, just like a human too. This is what I was focusing on, and before leaving 

Poland, I had already started to do such more focused work related to Freema-

sonry, Masonic symbolism. Because I personally consider this organization to be 

positively progressive. As we even look at history, a huge number of people who 

created Poland from the very beginning and after the fall of Poland were people 

associated with Freemasonry. No matter how well it worked, for better or worse, 

but to this day Poles sing their national anthem that is also a Masonic work. And 

their symbolism also suits me, because they talk about equality between men 

and women, which I approve of. That is why I use and have used these various 

symbols benefit from cooperation with Polish Masons. 

hands then, I saw that they had been published by the Leipzig publishing house. 

It was so mysterious for me then. In general, I had the impression that all the 

books of the world were printed there, in Leipzig. I had, you see, such a subcon-

scious thought. So, even before my arrival, Leipzig was already very close to me. 

When it turned out that it was possible to be in Leipzig, we obviously came to live 

and work in Leipzig.

You studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. In what studio?

In the graphic arts studio of Lisner, later Strent.

Were these people somehow close to you? Did they influence 

your development and creativity, which we can now see?

Rafał Strent, was and is one of the best graphic designers, in my opinion, in Po-

land. He mastered the techniques, printing was always clean for him. It is always 

a pleasure to watch his work. Clear, consistent, clean. He is a great craftsman, a 

master of his work.

So the simplicity and purity that I see in your paintings could 

have been influenced by the actions of this artist?

I don’t think so necessarily. I was more such a huge admirer, a fan, of icon-pain-

ting, and also Persian miniatures. Back in the old days, when I lived in Lithuania, 

we were taught composition and colour composition on the basis of Persian mi-

niatures. Not linear composition, but coloristic, how to scatter a colour scheme 

to make it sound, for it to make sense and in order not to lose the harmony in 

the picture, not to lose balance, and so on. And the one was related to the other. 

Icons have Byzantine roots. After all, the entire culture of the Middle East is so 

intertwined. People moved around, transporting ideas, looked, formed groups, 

left those groups, formed new ones. That’s what made the biggest impact on me 

at work. Maybe that is because of those icons, these works emanate energy, you 

can feel it. There were certain rituals to perform in order for a human to do this. 

Later they also applied to the owner of this icon, who prayed for so many hours 

or turned to God through these icons that there is also an additional huge load of 

energy there.
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I had this idea to create „The Day of a Forgotten Artist” because we know a few 

artists by name, those who are described, whose works are documented. But 

there were a lot of forgotten  artists. Their works disappear somewhere into the 

attic, or rot in the basement or someone burns them in the stove because they 

have nothing to do with them. I tried to gather a group where we were to paint 

pictures or bring our pictures, as anyone wanted, and let those pictures float 

down the Vistula river, that is, from the mountains. Then people could catch 

them on the way, and take them home. At first, a lot of artists were enthusiastic 

and then Monday came, I started calling, it turned out that this one cannot, that 

one’s wife does not allow it, another does not want to do it, because nobody pays, 

there will be no fee, so I was left alone. So at least there’s still the idea for May 13: 

Forgotten Artist Day. The thirteenth is also such an unlucky number, although 

not always. I hope that, in the end, there will be a day dedicated to the forgotten 

masters who worked and created all their lives. 

So it can be said that you put the recipient and openness 

towards people in the first place in your work?

Yes. First of all, people who cannot afford art. I work for people who cannot af-

ford art.

What does your creative process look like? Is it sketching, drawing 

from literature, everyday life and your idea grows in your head, or is 

it more of a spontaneous process that comes as a flash and works?

More like the latter. I go around the matter for a long time, or with an idea, but 

in order to make an idea come to fruition, a lot of different things have to hap-

pen. So, first of all, I have to come up with a composition, that is very complex in 

visual arts, a linear composition, and a colour composition when it comes to pa-

inting. And then, when you have it all, you also have to decide in which direction 

you are going, be it more symbolic, more realistic or more conceptualist. This is 

a huge palette of possibilities that a person has to grasp, there are all these ends 

to be tied, knots to tie, and only then can one talk about the created image. I have 

something that, of course, I carry about in my head for a while, but this, I would 

rather call an attempt to connect to some kind of channel. And when I manage 

to connect to this channel, I have a „click” and I can see this image. I already see 

I can see that you are painting on different kinds of support. There are 

works on plaster, on a tree, on canvas. I also noticed work on cardboard 

in your gallery. Are you guided more by the meaning of this substrate or 

more by its structure? Maybe the choice of the substrate is not accidental?

It is not accidental, of course not. Usually, cardboard interests me because of its 

texture. I have done works that looked like they had been done, could have been 

done, on just about anything. In turn, this is in part out of an old sentiment for 

people who lived so deeply in their passion that even taking a napkin somewhere 

in a pub, half-drunk, they sketched something or wrote a fragment of a poem, 

which later turned out to be brilliant. These cardboard pictures are also a lon-

ging for the time when a man really lived for passion, and not everyday bread.

I understand. And the trees?

Trees are a more social project. I sat thinking about this project for a long time, 

tried to break through it in various ways, but I was never understood in the sense 

that people listened, but rejected it. Man best accepts what he has already seen. 

And if he has not seen it, he is not able really to understand it, even if you think 

you’ve already explained everything so well: “So what if someone sprays over it, 

what will be then?” “And how will it be if everyone starts painting on trees?” But 

everyone didn’t start painting on trees, because paint and brushes cost money. 

And it was a social project that I was talking about a long time ago because I noti-

ced that the galleries were empty. People do not go to the art gallery, even when 

there is no need to buy a ticket. You come, you see some pictures. Although, on 

the other hand, the stick has two ends. The ladies who sit and look after these 

galleries are sometimes so cold and so unpleasant that even I, being an artist, 

don’t go everywhere either. Because I could feel the face of the lady sitting at the 

cash register, at the table, and I would think, „Why am I going to spoil my mood 

today?” Then imagine a little woman who earns 1,300 in her hand, has four chil-

dren, a husband in prison, from the North Praga district. Will she enter a gallery 

like this? Never in her life. So I started painting on trees, where there is a smaller 

community, where there are more children, to show the art that exists. Poland 

was a very good territory for various ideas and projects. I had a huge number of 

these projects, but only a tenth of them was successfully implemented. I tried to 

persuade my fellow artists to join in. 
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what they have done, but that’s not always the case, I have very often heard such 

statements like: „Ah ... if they gave me paint and brushes, I could do that too”. 

Once I said to an elderly gentleman who said this: “You know what, I was going 

to the seaside with my little son. And he was five years old. And he was absolutely 

convinced that he could swim. When he got into the water, his mind changed, 

it turned out that he couldn’t swim”. I told him: “It’s the same with this painting. 

You just think that if you got these paints, colours and brushes.... I don’t think you 

can do it, even make such daubing as you see here”. This cooled the gentleman’s 

impetuosity. That was my son, Władek, from my first marriage. He now lives in 

Warsaw with his mother. She’s an actress, so has a changeable temperament. We 

did not manage to create a family.

I am very glad that you find it easy to talk about your work, 

because many artists have a problem with this. 

You know, I think that we as artists are limited in some way, because we have too 

little education, we are too stupid. Simply. We don’t read enough books. We don’t 

know much about philosophy, we don’t know much about literature, we don’t 

know many things that once it was accepted that educated people should know. 

They say „Renaissance man”, after all, look at da Vinci, he knew a lot of things, 

mechanics, medicine etc. Yet, if a modern artist plucks a guitar and writes a silly 

poem, he is already being hailed as a genius. My dream is to finally mature to a 

stage where I can safely be a good craftsman. To do my job absolutely decently, 

as I have admired in various videos on Facebook, for example how they work in 

Japan, some old guy is sitting and he’s been making some puppets all his life. 

But he does so efficiently, so cleanly, so well, with such good material and with 

tools that he respects, all those knives, chisels and those tools are perfectly made 

and in perfect condition. That’s it. My dream is to do exactly that kind of a good 

job here. There is a shoemaker near me, a young man who makes shoes. Bril-

liant shoes, I never asked how much these shoes cost, probably a fortune. But he 

does everything himself. He stains the leather, cuts out the form, stretches the 

leather, sews it. He has his students. I can see that he has all the time new stu-

dents. I don’t dream of making it in London, it doesn’t even appeal to me. I’d be 

completely satisfied doing such a job here, a job well done, a job professionally 

done. I simply want to work in such a way that I can put on what I create a little 

it as finished, I just have to duplicate it quickly. As if someone took a picture for 

me with a camera in my head. Then I don’t need a sketch anymore, nothing. I 

already have a finished painting, I just have to repeat it. Of course, I usually fail 

to recreate this one as beautifully as I saw it, but I try.

When in your opinion, does this creative process end? There are 

artists who paint a picture and change it completely after a year, 

two or ten years. Do you finish the painting and when you present 

it to the audience, is this stage over? Does the process of creating 

this work only begin when the dialogue with the viewer begins?

The artist himself is not always grown enough for every work that he paints. 

Anyway, I personally don’t grow up to every job at the same time as when this 

job is created, because the channel has opened, I created something, but I’m still 

a few years behind, mentally, psychologically. A similar situation was with the 

blue series „Portraits from the Street”. It was about  thirty works, but there was 

one work among them.... After making this series, I packed all the boxes and 

hid them under the bed, and it lay for two years. And then I planned to finish it. 

After two years I decided to return to it, I took it out, unpacked it, and was very 

surprised, the work was finished. It was only that two years earlier I did not un-

derstand that. I hadn’t grown up to it yet, it took me two more years to grow up to 

the work I had done. And the simplest criterion, my personal one, is that I paint 

something, wake up in the morning, look with a fresh eye, whether what I have 

done is acceptable as it is, whether I accept it. If I do accept it, then I consider 

that the work is finished. It does not matter that I might disagree a little later. 

If that happens, I can change something in it, I will still do something with the 

work. But for me, that morning view and looking at it with a fresh eye like that, is 

very important. I look, is it OK? Is everything in its place, is everything right with 

the energy in this picture, with the dynamics? If, however, after some time I find 

that I do not agree with the work, I never repaint it. I believe that for each work 

there is a specific time, I used that time. If I want to say something different, new, 

I take another piece of cardboard or a canvas and start over. Because it makes no 

sense to paint over it, because you can’t enter the same river twice. Then a com-

pletely different job is created. So I never repaint. 

Of course, it is very nice for every artist when the viewer positively accepts 
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this sandbox a long time ago, and I was still playing with these cars and still ha-

ving fun. I did not build a house, I have only planted a tree in my life. But it’s in 

someone else’s square. I don’t have a car, I ride a bicycle, I don’t even have a dri-

ving licence, although I tried to take the course several times, but never had time 

to complete these courses. There was always something going on there, I had to 

go away or go to do a project or do something else with work.

Compared to an adult, a child is not afraid to speak openly, to say what 

upsets him, what makes him embarrassed. I also mean the creation 

process. When you act like a child, you have no limits when painting.

I think you are right there, the only thing that has always limited me is matter. 

So, for example, there was a period when you had the entire palette, and un-

fortunately only blue dominates. And then you have the blue period. A specific 

series, a specific topic, „Souvenirs from Poland”. I set myself such a task: to work 

in white and red, plus all these shades of blue.

You talked about what you liked about Warsaw when you 

arrived, i.e. how artists mix different techniques. Did you take 

this up yourself, do you play with different technique too?

No. In the sense that I do play with techniques, but I have never allowed myself 

to go against certain basics of technology. So I would never put emulsion on oil 

paint. For me it is such a wild idea that I didn’t get used to it, it impressed me at 

one point, but in the long run I saw that it was absolutely idiotic. This is also to-

tally disrespectful to the eventual recipient of this work, it is simply stupid. That 

is, unless someone has the assumption that to destroy what is to be created is art. 

There was a period in art when some artists created a machine in which the teeth 

and knobs broke during the exhibition, everything fell apart, a form of inbuilt 

destructiveness in art.

Those trees that we talked about earlier come to mind, it is 

extremely ephemeral work. This is not a technological flaw. 

The substrate, which is a tree, grows and changes shape. 

Yes, under each of this miniature I applied a ground as it is done in normal pa-

intings. Professional. But these artistic paints are not intended for changing we-

stamp saying that it’s made by the hands of Linas Domarackas. It’s my dream. I 

think Leipzig favours all of this. Because there are no such nerve-racking situ-

ations here such as in Warsaw. In Warsaw you wake up in the morning, drink 

coffee, and the first words that are born inside you would not be „good morning, 

darling”, but some vulgar outburst of annoyance at something or other.

So here you have inner, creative peace?

I’m trying to achieve it. I think it’s been almost four years now that I’ve been here 

in Leipzig, but after 24 years of racked nerves in Warsaw, you must first recover, 

and calm down internally. You must let it all flow away from you, so that you 

don’t wake up in the morning with such hands and eyes as you do today. And tho-

se phone calls, you know: „listen, you have to do it, but it’s urgent, I need it done 

for yesterday, for yesterday!”

Is the creative process more important to you 

than the final effect of the work?

I think that one is inseparable from the other, like the orange that is on the table 

and the peel. We like oranges, but you also have to accept the skin. It can someti-

mes be very different. For example, you get satisfaction from working if you still 

have a set of brushes that allow you to enjoy this pleasure at work. I happened 

to work with such brushes that when I wanted to put a white dot on the pupil, 

I couldn’t do it because the brush was so bent. Finally, I put it on with a cut-off 

match. Sometimes it is no longer a pleasure to work in some situations. You get 

annoyed, just like that. I have had very different times in my life, once I had mo-

ney, sometimes I had no money, sometimes I was in a carriage, but sometimes 

under the carriage. And when you have good tools, it really is fun to work with 

them. And, as I was just saying, it is not always the case that this work process is 

superior to everything. I am very often curious about the result, whether I can 

do what I have envisaged or not, and I also try to speed it up. This is, in a way, 

immaturity.

It is said that artists are children.

Yes, I agree with that, because I have only little children, but I look at my peers 

who are already grandparents, and I have such an impression that they all left 
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ather, secondly, the tree grows and the assumption was also such that it would 

help the tree survive, not destroy it. Once, in the places where trees were da-

maged, they used to cut boughs, branches, smeared them with wax or paint all 

those damaged places, where there was no bark. Maybe you remember, even 

half the tree was once painted with lime so that insects would not crawl up them.

It is still popular in the US.

Yes, and along the roads it was also once, a long time ago. Currently, the attitude 

to trees is very consumer-oriented, it annoys me a lot, they cut down the parks, 

forests, all of them in huge amounts, Europe is going bald. It was the first task, 

healing a tree, to show that this standing tree is of great value. I did it in places 

where people don’t buy art, don’t go to galleries, in Warsaw, in a few places outsi-

de of Warsaw, in Poland, I don’t even remember the names of the places anymo-

re, because they really were such small villages. We tried to do something with 

the local kids and we succeeded.

Were there seven trees, seven portraits in the Avenue of Patron Saints?

Yes, I did it a bit out of defiance, because after making the miniatures in the Pra-

ga Park, I had a very unpleasant adventure with the Greens who suddenly started 

attacking me, that this is a provocation, that I probably did it for the money of 

Koniecki, from Lithuania, that I am a Lithuanian provocateur that they do not 

wish to see working here, that they are taking the case to the prosecutor’s office, 

they reported it to the police. I collected all the papers, I did it then as part of the 

Vistula project and it was helped by Klara Kopcińska, who was the curator of this 

entire project. Two hundred artists participated there. The project was financed 

by the City Hall, with the blessing of the then Mayor of Warsaw, Hanna Gronkie-

wicz-Waltz, who has been in this position for a long time. When I took a bundle 

of all these papers to the Greens, so they’d leave me alone, I gave them one tho-

ught, which they liked very much. I said, „How long can I get for such a terrible 

act?” They said “half a year in prison”, or maybe it was three months, I don’t re-

member, some such short period and a six thousand zloty fine. “Well that’s great, 

it’s going to be a great advertisement for me. I am waiting for the handcuffs”. And 

from that moment on, there was silence.

PHOT. 2. Picture of the artwork of Linas Domarackas  

on the tree in the Avenue of Patron Saints, as of 2020. 

Photo: Anna Kowalik.
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who was so sharp before came up to me, pulled out a flask and said: „I’ll pour you 

one”. I explained to this guy for a long time that I do not use alcohol. I didn’t say 

I don’t drink. In various, roundabout ways I tried to explain to him that it is for-

bidden to drink at work, there are children here, how would it look? The person 

who needs to help can’t be under the influence.

You mentioned the „Kobierce” festival. Could you say something more 

about this project? Were you just a guest or were you more active?

It was always going to be tied to what Remus was doing, that mural we talked 

about with the stilts. 

Stilt walkers

Yes, it was a project where the main emphasis was on teaching children to walk 

on stilts. 

You made the avenue in 2009. Three of the seven portraits 

have survived and are in great condition. 

I thought they cut it all down. It was my protest, the Greens invaded me and I did 

it on my own initiative, then we were making murals with children as part of the 

„Kobierka” project in Stalowa Street and I did everything there that was my job. 

I had my assistants, the assistants continued to take care of the children, and I 

took a few days to visit these trees and did this project with my own money, with 

my own paints and brushes. It also helped us a little bit to ease the conflict that 

started to grow while making murals. Because the locals started, gradually, to at-

tack us. And with Kasia’s help, we did such a thing, we started asking people abo-

ut names and patron saints. Kasia was there, and she’s named after Saint Catheri-

ne, „Then I’ll paint Saint Catherine, no?” And I picked up these names and made 

this „Avenue of Patron Saints”. And you know? The relations suddenly became 

much warmer, I was sitting, painting a tiny miniature, one of the last ones, a guy 

PHOT. 3. The condition of the mural Stilt-walkers; before conservation-restoration, as of 2018. Photo: Roman Stasiuk..
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Where did these stilt walkers come from?

There was such a group of stilt walkers in the Remus Theatre, they made these 

stilts themselves, the children were fascinated by the idea. For reasons such as 

the fact that the theatre participated in various summer projects, such as „Sum-

mer in the city”, work with children was very topical for us. In winter, we also did 

something when there were kids’ holidays, we did something there, we went to 

the museum with them, we drew, we made masks, all kinds of things.

Do you like working with children? Because I understand that 

your activities during this project were not limited only to Stilt 

Walkers, you also made other works on Stalowa Street.

Yes, but in the year when the mural Stilt walkers was created, we only did that 

mural because this was not done in one day. I would have done it pretty quickly 

myself, but that’s not the point. You had to engage young people to teach them 

how to hold a brush, to mix paints. During this project, when we were painting 

this mural, the children were making the background. There was a carpet in the 

stripy Łowicz-style carpet, along the wall, over the map of the world underneath. 

Two girls picked up a brush and wrote their names on the wall. I saw it and I said, 

“Come here. This is not the way to do it. This is terrible”. I said: “first you have 

to find the right letters, decide what the letters will look like. Then you choose 

the right colour”. Then I said to them: „You get a brush, you have such and such 

a colour, first make some sketches, and then write on the wall, deal with this 

vandalism”. They were surprised. But going back to the „Kobierce” project, it 

ended there, a group of stilt walkers taught the children to walk on stilts, there 

was something else going on, as is usually the case at the Remus Theater. There 

were several groups that each did their own thing. Stilt walkers and jugglers were 

taught to twirl and throw clubs, a more circus-like event. 

For the next year we came up with an idea that we would make use of old pho-

tos of Praga residents who are no longer with us, black and white, pre-War, if 

we could, or right after the War. And based on these photos, we would make 

murals. And such a series was created, the next year, the series of „Different 

Murals” was created: larger, smaller works, with one, with two large murals. The 

children painted a colourful space, that is some interior of an apartment, with a 

carpet, armchair, some furniture, a cupboard. And I added some black and white 

PHOT. 4. Children getting ready to paint the mural 

Stilt-walkers with the artist. Photo: Linas Domarackas.
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aesthetics and taste at the beginning of their lives, because without it there will 

be no wisdom. A man will be stupid if he does not learn to distinguish between 

beauty and ugliness. And this must be done at the very beginning when the kid 

is small. 

And those activities that you were doing in Warsaw, 

this work with children, did you continue them in 

Leipzig? Are you conducting them here?

No, I’m not doing this yet because I’m kind of slow learning to cope with the Ger-

man language... I dream about continuing this work, I have already announced 

here in the Russian newspaper that I will conduct classes with children, but for 

now, unfortunately, I can only conduct these classes with a group of Slavic-spe-

aking children, i.e. either in Russian, Polish, or possibly Ukrainian or Belarusian.

Let us return to Stilt-walkers because it is a mural undergoing 

conservation. Could you briefly describe the process 

of creating this mural in terms of technology?

Yes, the wall was dusty and dirty at first, one drainpipe was missing on the side. 

And there was running water, so it was very dangerous, I tried not to compose 

these characters there, but moved them a good metre forward. But, in fact, the 

work didn’t start with that. It all started when it was necessary to document the 

wall and obtain a permit to make this mural. And Kasia and I had luck in our 

dealings with the boss of Remus. On the wall there was a name and under it was 

written „whore”.  It turned out that it was the name of the boss who gave permis-

sion to make murals. When she saw this photo that she was named there a „who-

re”, she gave us permission straight away, and we immediately started work. We 

began with washing, because the wall was dirty and dusty, just like any wall in 

the city, unfortunately, Warsaw is not a clean city. When the mural was made, 

the facade paint was visible I think that the dirt covered it. The pigments that I 

mixed to make the colour were then bought.

Dry pigments, in powder form?

No, in bottles. Consistency. These were not the highest quality paints, there wo-

uld never be a budget for something like that. I only used good paints to make 

figures copied from these photos. In another, for example, some guy sitting on 

barrels, we even found his grandson or great-grandson, the kids also painted the 

background, I painted this character in later. And these figures were scattered 

around the area. I know that some of the murals met a disastrous fate, because 

some graffiti artist came and painted his work over our mural as if there was no 

empty wall in Praga. We also made such murals in one of the yards where the 

final festivals were held. It is next to Stalowa Street, it is a tiny street. In the yard, 

on the ground floor, there was no one living there, all the windows were boarded 

up. People were living on the first floor, but the ground floor was empty. I don’t 

know if there was a man in prison, or if no one wanted to renovate it. There was 

just this empty devastated apartment. So, with the children, we painted the open 

window, curtains, cats, flowers, in all the window openings. And this backyard 

started to live in a completely different way. It is very important to teach a person 

PHOT. 5. Children getting ready to paint the mural Stilt-walkers with the artist. Photo: Linas Domarackas.
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ska Street, by the so-called „Four Sleepers” monument, where I painted a huge 

Polish flag. There were windows, all boarded up, and I painted a red and white 

flag on those broken windows.

I understand it was with the kids?

No, it was not with children, it was my own project, for which I applied for a few 

years, and somehow on the occasion of Independence Day, in 2010, the mayor 

of North Praga district agreed to carry out this project. And I got money and was 

lent an elevated working platform for it, so I could make it happen. Then a very 

beautiful article was written about patriotism and my personal concept of what 

patriotism is; not war, not smashing-in the face of a foreigner, only creativity, 

as a departure-point  to creating a better today and tomorrow in the Republic of 

Poland. Unfortunately, this project was thoroughly destroyed, and now, I know 

that this house was sold several years ago and has already been renovated and 

there is no sign of it all there. We also did the revitalization of the yard, and the-

re, in the gate, like every gate in Praga, reeking of urine, with the plaster falling 

off, the walls battered, various things written, whatever it was, I made these ico-

nographic figures, angels, these orange figures. As far as I know, they are still 

there. Though at the beginning the inhabitants were very indignant that they did 

not want these “Russian” angels there, and even the day after I had made them, 

one of the kids or maybe it was an adult, painted black lines like antennae there, 

but then there was no more vandalism. It turned out that these Russian angels, 

as they were called, were for a long time a visiting card of this part of Praga, 

and I had interviews then, I remember, even from Canada. Some lady journalist 

interviewed me about this gate, I don’t know where people find out about such 

things from. It’s like the time a curator from Bulgaria surprised me when she 

sent me an invitation to be her Facebook friend, and wrote that she had seen my 

works in the Praga Park in 2010 or 2011. That was a pleasant surprise, that’s when 

it’s very nice. It is then that you just feel that your work gives extra value.

Do you document your creative process and the end result of your work?

The end result of the work yes, the process not really. Several times I tried to do 

what I’ve seen some artists do: white paint, one line, another line, a kind of emu-

lation of the work that is created from photos. I liked it very much, but I never 

these miniatures on trees, because the form of the miniature requires close con-

tact with the street and work, then various nuances are visible. And such large 

works do not require super expensive paints, because it does not matter, the con-

tact must be distant, no one analyzes entire spaces, I also avoid details. Speaking 

of details, I once read that an artist who introduces a lot of details and nuances 

usually has nothing to say. He simply fills this space with whatever he can, just 

to not say anything, because there is nothing there. It’s the same with actors, to 

maintain a pause is a greater mastery than talking the entire play until the vie-

wer dies. So back to that, there were some paints there, but they were not very 

good and I didn’t want to mix them, the paint was already opened, I don’t know 

if anyone did anything.

The binder contained in the paints was much too strong in relation 

to the plaster, so in the event of temperature changes, the paint 

began to react and began to peel off like wallpaper from the wall. 

This is the biggest conservation problem we are trying to fix now.

I used a primer very often, such a white emulsion for acrylic paints that was sold 

in plastic bottles. Instead of water, I mixed the paints a lot. The adhesion was 

better, there was better coverage during work, I didn’t have to apply it ten times, 

in the sense that you put on one coat and there was paint, colour. I kept using it. 

In this case, it was better to pour water instead. And I thought I was doing better. 

The problem is that there is a certain discrepancy at the Academy of Fine Arts. 

Nobody teaches artists technology any more, if they do, it is graphics artists they 

teach it to, they don’t teach in painting anymore. Conservators teach technology, 

but they are helpless against under-educated artists who are just making one 

faux pas after another.

Apart from these Kobierce projects, did you 

create any other works on the walls?

As I said, I was doing a certain old patriotic, Polish project. Although I probably 

shouldn’t, because we were in quite hostile camps, I am a Lithuanian, this is 

Poland, in the interwar period, there was the occupation of south-eastern Lithu-

ania. I was doing such a patriotic Polish project, which I conceived of myself on 

the house that had once housed the headquarters of the Soviet troops on Wileń-
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In the case of an exhibition, do you arrange these works yourself 

or entrust this role to the curator of a given exhibition?

If the curator is associated with the space in which the works are hung, then yes.

Don’t you have any requirements regarding 

the composition of these works? 

Yes I do, and it happened to me once in Kraków, that we had a collective exhi-

bition and we came to the opening of the exhibition, and I thought I was seeing 

things. The works were hung like this, there was one large work of one artist, and 

on the one side and on the other there hung the works of a completely different 

artist, looking like the wings of an altar. Everything was mixed up, absolutely. 

It was not arranged so that there was a block of one artist’s work here, that of 

another there, and then another block. So it ended up being total kitsch, such 

a rainbow, you don’t know what to look at. I have a nasty character, I told the 

lady who hung it all up, that she’d better provide nails and strings immediately, 

otherwise we would pack everything up and get out of here, there would be no 

opening. She was shocked, she didn’t want to contact us anymore. That was an 

exhibition by the ‘LDK’ group, a company of Lithuanian artists that I managed to 

find in Poland. Until 2010, I was invited to the  morning TV program „Coffee or 

tea” and there I talked with a woman from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. And 

she said that ten Lithuanians had officially emigrated to Poland. Such an emigra-

tion.... I said: „I know eight of them!”

I understand that your position on the degradation of the structure 

of the works is negative, that is, if something is happening to the 

object, if the painting layer cracked, if there any damage, then 

you have no objections to the conservation of these works?

No, if there is still a use for it, I have no objections. If it is to please someone’s 

eye, let it be so, if there are such means and possibilities, then of course let it 

live as long as possible. But there are a lot of works that nobody needs, so if 

they disappear, or if someone paints their own work on it, there is no problem 

either. When I left Lithuania, I had everything already arranged there, I had my 

apartment in Vilnius, not far from the ‘Gate of Dawn’ [Ostra Brama], I had my 

studio, my beautiful two-sided easel with a rope that allowed me to tilt the whole 

had time for it, because when I start to paint, then I am beyond time. I can even 

set an alarm clock that in five minutes it will ring and I have to take a picture, 

but I will not hear the alarm clock, for me it does not matter then, no sounds, 

whether I ate, whether two hours have passed or six hours have passed, I don’t 

feel it, whether it’s twelve hours or it’s already morning, I don’t feel it and I’m not 

able to do documentation, this is a certain disadvantage. Apparently, there was 

an artist in Lithuania who had a problem with time. Not only did she not know 

what time it was, she did not even know what year it was, very often. Her house 

was full of various calendars. In the end she just shrugged her shoulders at it all. 

When she signed her works, what technique, what name, she wrote different da-

tes, sometimes it was 2035, another time it was 1653, just whatever came into her 

head because she was never sure what year it was. She was not interested and 

wrote whatever came into her head.

You don’t take photos later on, how does the 

image change or during exhibitions?

Well, the exhibition is a big deal. During transport, very often something bad 

happens with the work, a hole, a scratch, God forbid.

So you are not alone when packing?

I am, I pack it myself, but later I am not always able to pick it up immediately 

after a show, so they put it aside somewhere when you have a rush on because 

it’s late or you are busy. If you pick it up right away, it’s OK, but if, for example, 

a job, an exhibition is in some other city and a transport comes, takes the work, 

then it hangs there for a few weeks or a month, the transport will bring it back 

in three months, you don’t know where it is in that time. For several years, I par-

ticipated in the project „Grunwald” and there are several of my works there, two 

very large canvases and a few small works, but I know that these works travel to 

various exhibitions, in Lithuania, in Poland, in Germany, but in what condition 

these works are, I have no idea, because I am not able to control, go after every 

six months, see if they are folded, twisted, hidden in a tube, I don’t know.
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painting towards myself and work at on it like that. Here, I do not have one, they 

don’t produce them here, it was Russian, Soviet, a beautiful, heavy easel, which 

now serves my colleague in Vilnius. I’ve learned to let go of certain things, I’ve 

learned to let go of it.

Having in mind pictures painted on trees, do you mind if they cut 

down those trees and automatically remove what you’ve created? 

Felling a healthy tree always makes me angry, and if it is a healthy tree, I am 

always against it all. But if it is sick and it is a threat to others, then of course it 

has to be cut down immediately, whether my miniature is there or not; my work 

does not matter.

Is that your artistic testament?

My dream would be for my children to live off these works, but the same was 

said by my great-grandfather, who was not a creator, but came from New York to 

Lithuania, it was just before the First World War, he bought a good piece of land, 

got married to a very noble young lady and during her life there was a war, then 

Lithuania was formed, then a war with Poland, all the time something, then the 

Bolsheviks, and then 1939, and there was also some cholera. And my great-gran-

dfather said: „This land has brought us nothing, no material good, but I hope that 

it will bring something to my grandchildren”. It did not bring anything for the 

children either, but I hope it will bring something to my children. 

Once upon a time I had an affair with a certain London gallery with which we 

signed a contract for cooperation and long-term love, but it failed, and they ne-

eded some kind of cool project. They organized an exhibition, in a very good 

place in London. I told them, „I have a project”. I had such a vision, In my mind’s 

eye saw a huge painting that is made on canvas, which is made with such a tech-

nology that it can be unpicked. I said: „If I make you such a very cold picture, 

on a fabric that can later be unpicked into a ball of thread and then we weave it 

again, does that suit you?” And they said, „God, that’s brilliant, we’ll buy it all, 

okay, bravo, okay, great, come on, do it”. OK, I had come up with this idea and the 

first thing I did, I called Łódź, to ask whether there were any knitting machines 

that would be able to weave such large canvases for me. It’d have to be about two 

metres I already knew. And they told me: “A maximum of ninety centimetres in 

width, that’s the maximum. And when it is stretched and then contracts, it will 

be fifty”. Oops. At that time, I had good contact with [Maciej] Zień, I called Zień, 

I said: “Listen, I have this problem”, I don’t know if Zień is still designing. He’s a 

fashion designer, I don’t know, I don’t have contact with him anymore. I said: „I 

have such a problem, I need such a knit, maybe you as a designer can help me?” 

He said: „No, I haven’t used knitwear, but try to get somebody who restores old 

baroque furniture, try that, call there.” I called them up and they say, „We don’t 

do anything like that at all”. In the end, nothing. Total breakdown. Well, hell, 

I’d promised to do such a project and now I find I’ll have no substrate, I have no 

fabric, hell, I’ll have to order some grandmothers to do it by hand. And again an 

idea. I could call to Lithuania, to a specific designer with whom I also took part 

in one project. I called her in Lithuania and said: „Listen, I have such a huge pro-

blem, I have to do such a project, I need such and such a knitted fabric. and more 

or less the format”. She says, „is that a problem? There is a factory near Kaunas 

that does such things”, I ask: „What width?”, she says: „I don’t know, but more 

than two metres, for sure”. So I got in touch with them, and they told me they 

can make this fabric, in fact two metres forty centimetres wide, and as long as I 

want, even a kilometre. This was in Lithuania. They told me: „Yes, in Europe to-

day there were only two factories like ours, one in Portugal, but probably that is 

already closed, and ours is the last factory with such machines”. They made me a 

canvas, and asked for a thousand pounds. Because I was working with this Lon-

don gallery, I had my fee in pounds, I came and the director met me, handed me 

this canvas and said: „this is a gift from us”. It’s so nice, I made this project and 

it has already been shown in London, it was shown in Warsaw and it was alrea-

dy shown a year ago in Leipzig, at the Centre for Contemporary Art. And it will 

unpick beautifully. But for now there are nine kilos of thread. This work is called 

„Ariadne’s Thread”. There are mythological characters from both „The Iliad” and 

„The Odyssey”. Anyway, this canvas is there, it functions and people are slowly 

pulling it apart. Yes, anyone can come up and rip as much as they can. For many 

years I have been there several times, so far it is more or less such a ball, maybe 

it weighs eight hundred grams, at most. And the work itself weighs nine kilos.

Hopefully the company that made this won’t go bankrupt before.

Yes I hope not. this was at the Lithuanian Embassy, in the exhibition hall. This 
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is part of the project dedicated to the anniversary of Czesław Miłosz’s death. One 

artist from Suwałki took part. He was an old gentleman, a brilliant creator, al-

though I didn’t like him as a human being, but as an artist he was brilliant. They 

organize plein-airs there, and keep inviting people from Lithuania, Belarus, I 

was even invited twice, until I said “don’t invite me anymore, I won’t come, I’m 

not interested. I don’t like him, he’s a brilliant artist, and such a bad energy for 

me”, so I never accepted the invitation. These are my bad character traits. Wera, 

my wife says that if I did not do such things, I could be a rich man, but I put my 

principles above common sense.

This is a typical example of art in process. 

Don’t you document such activities?

I document as much as possible, I document it, but unfortunately I do not have 

the kind of equipment you brought here, because it is a huge investment. I docu-

ment with what I get, sometimes with a mobile phone, sometimes with a came-

ra, I try to film it, of course.

I understand that this is also part of this work for you.

Yes. I told the curator in this London gallery that it would be like Versus Fluxus, 

they would destroy objects, cut pianos. And in my case, the same process re-

mains open, because one flat image is transformed into the perfect form of a 

sphere. A huge ball, nine kilograms, which is a spatial form. And which does not 

cause the image to be damaged, we can recreate it, but it will be in a different 

order. I do not like when a man thoughtlessly destroys something, I do not like 

war, I am irritated by war parades, Independence Day, because I think that the 

military has nothing to do with Independence Day, on the contrary, it is a huge 

threat to independence, I do not like destruction.

Do you have other projects that have a process in their nature? 

Was Ariadne’s Thread just a single example, or are you more 

limited to the surface of the painting in the gallery?

Most of the projects that I have yet to complete are of a social nature. It is selfish, 

but on the other hand it is necessary, because the viewer is involved in the same 

process, he is very active, because without him nobody would unpick it, I do 

not unpick it, I do not touch it, I do not sit down later to do it so I can then say: 

„Oh, look how many people have already done it”. I have no such sick ambitions: 

„Oh, and they unpicked mine in just three weeks.” No, it had been hanging for 

three weeks and then another five weeks and they hadn’t unpicked it, only done 

as much as they had done. And some have undue respect. There was once such 

a scene where someone was standing, ripping the thread out, and an old lady 

came up and said: “How dare you? What are you doing sir? You are destroying a 

work of art!” She threw herself at him:” Please stop that immediately!” It was in 

Warsaw. 

Have you any plans for bigger artistic actions in the future?

There are a few ideas for larger social and artistic actions, but for now my inner 

activity is a bit dormant, so now I want to devote more attention to my children. 

Because without them there will be no future for me. I like the closeness of my 

children, other people’s children too, thanks to my children I also now like other 

people’s children, when I lived as a bachelor I was quite indifferent. Now, as part 

of my little work, which I have already mentioned today, from time to time I can 

sing something there, not paint it, we also take care of refugee children, Arab, 

Kurdish ones, once a month and several times a month, it depends how we set up 

this timetable. I have classes with children who survived the war. And I will say 

that I could adopt each of them, they are beautiful.
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ANNA KOWALIK:We are on the premises of the Museum of the Warsaw 

Uprising. This somewhat forces the subject and nature of the work.

MIKOŁAJ CHYLAK: Yes Yes. That may be the case. Anyway, I was then painting 

pictures that were lying flat. I put the canvas down and spilled something on it, 

for example. I realized that I had agreed to make a mural, i.e. a painting on a wall, 

something that would be painted vertically from start to finish. I painted two pic-

tures, on a scale four times smaller than the size of the mural. I brought them 

to the Museum. I talked to the then director, probably Mr. Ołdakowski, who was 

totally surprised that I had painted the pictures. As a result, they bought the one 

they chose to be a mural. I started thinking about how I would paint a picture that 

could not be done horizontally, but would have to be painted vertically. Thanks 

to this, I knew more or less what I should do on the wall itself and in what order.

Because you’d never painted on a wall?

I painted on a wall as a child, I used some kind of a stencil.

Because the figures we see here were done with templates, right?

That’s right.

Did you take the figures from some newspapers 

or did you design them yourself??

The Museum of the Uprising gave them to me. I still have the prints they gave 

me - all the photos from the Uprising that were taken. It’s actually great, because 

some of these photos are very intimate, even some kind of party, or some wed-

ding celebrations, well, a lot of things that were happening at that time. I was 

even wondering if I should use these lesser-known photos. For example, some 

boys found some sabres and staged a duel. They were just such funny warm pho-

tos. They gave me several hundred of them, most of them were taken by Euge-

niusz Lokajski. These figures were probably the first to appear in the mural. The 

whole thing was simply covered with a glaze, including these figures.

PHOT. 1. Mural by Mikołaj Chylak on 

the Wall of Art at the Museum of the 

Warsaw Uprising in Warsaw, condition 

after painting. Photo: Mikołaj Chylak.
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Could you describe step by step what you were doing? 

Presumably, the wall had been prepared before, but 

had you somehow primed it before painting?

No.

No primer?

They did it. This was done earlier by the Uprising Museum. It was Keim’s white 

primer, which is the same firm as the paints I got. I tried it out on the wall of 

the faculty. It turned out to be a paint that works like that used in traditional 

techniques. And in fact, there was an effect when I painted black, this wall just 

changing black, it was not like you were just putting it on the surface, but you had 

the impression that the wall was drinking this paint. And at the same time, there 

was no rush, which is the case when plaster is wet. Anyway, I wanted red. I chose 

one from their catalogue and once it was kind of pink, then it was brownish.... I 

got fed up with this and bought some Tikurilla facade paint. And as you can see, 

it has held up best. Everything else has become so light. 

And how did you use black, is there actually 

blue underneath it, as it appears?

Yes. The order is that first there was a zigzag which I masked out. I painted every-

thing around in blue with a brush, I painted these figures in grey, just as silhouet-

tes, first fragments of these silhouettes and then used a template. But I generally 

painted everything with a brush. Then I painted it with black. Because it was 

such an assumption: like a city, a wall, something there, and on the other hand, 

a sky at night. There were no such contrasts here at all as we see today.

In the design, I had had, which turns out from the technical point of view to have 

been a stupid idea, I decided  that I would dilute the blackness. I therefore pain-

ted it with glazes, as if I were painting with watercolors or tempera.

You don’t like this effect, do you?

I think ... the black was really cool.

PHOT. 3. Mural by Mikołaj Chylak 
on the Wall of Art at the Museum 
of the Warsaw Uprising in Warsaw, 
condition in 2019. Photo: Tytus Sawicki
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PHOT. 4. The artist is creating a 
mural. A scan of the article from 
the archives of Mikołaj Chylak.

Would you like it to be restored to look like 

the original design for this image?

Yes. Such changes would be acceptable to me. It doesn’t feel like night anymore, 

doesn’t it?

For me, the best thing if you don’t like the effect we’re seeing right 

now would be for you to repaint it, just repaint tonight. Apart from 

the lightning that is satisfactory to you, for example, we could 

do some minor conservation here, or remove bird droppings 

and so on. However, it seems to me that the best thing for this 

painting would be to repaint, above all, this blackness ...

Yes Yes.

You perfectly remember what it looked like..

Yes. I think that would be the easiest way.

We could secure what is still OK and simply paint specific fragments again.

Yes, I would leave the good things alone. For example, I also like the Sasnal, whe-

re this Keim paint blurred. I saw that he painted with the same paints. It gives a 

nice effect. However, in my case, the change has not been beneficial. 
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MORTAR IDENTIFICATION

Mortar identification was carried out using the X-ray Diffraction 

method. Measurements were taken in Bragg-Brentano 

geometry, using the SmartLab diffractometer from Rigaku, 

equipped with a Cu anode and a D/tex Ultra 250 detector.

Visual examination and additional microchemical tests of 

mortar samples were carried out using the Nikon SMZ1000 

stereomicroscope, and a flexible fiber optic illuminator.

ORGANIC BINDER IDENTIFICATION

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy is an instrumental technique 

used for organic binder analysis. As it identifies only different types of 

chemical bonds (functional groups), it allows to determine the class 

of the analysed organic compound. The FTIR analysis of samples was 

performed with a Thermo Fisher Scientific Nicolet iS 10 camera using the 

reflective technique of multiple weakened reflection (ATR - Attenuated 

Total Reflectance). To conduct a precise analysis of the obtained spectra, a 

series of FTIR - ATR analyses of reference substances were carried out.

To confirm the results, reaction to an alkaline solution (4M 

NaOH) and reaction to Lugol’s solution (aqueous solution 

of iodine with potassium iodide) was analysed.

PIGMENT IDENTIFICATION

To identify the pigments, fillers and dyes contained in the 

mural paints, the following analyses were carried out:

I. Microchemical analysis including: reflected light observation 

with the use of a Nikon SMZ1000 stereomicroscope; observation 

of water and/or DMF smears in transmitted light, Nikon Eclipse 

E200; sensitivity to acid (98% HNO3 and 3M HCl) and alkali 

(4M NaOH); specific cation microchemical reaction tests.

II. Instrumental analysis: scanning Electron Microscopy 

with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-

EDS) for an elemental analysis of samples..

BASED ON THE CONDUCTED TESTS, THE SUBSTRATE 
FOR THE USED MURALS (MORTAR) AND PAINTS  (PIGMENTS AND BINDERS) WAS IDENTIFIED  FOR 8 OUT OF 24 MURALS. 
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Electron images and elemental composition analysis were 

obtained using a scanning electron microscope (JEOL IT500 

LA) with an integrated EDS X-ray spectrometer.

• X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry (XRF) for in situ elemental analysis.

• Elemental analysis was carried out using a portable XRF 

analyzer Tracer 5i, Bruker. XRF analysis provided the 

qualitative result –  a list of elements from the coloured 

outer layer and also from the layers underneath.

• Raman spectroscopy for pigments and organic dye identification.

Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive, reliable and sensitive method, 

based on inelastic light scattering at the chemical bonds of a sample.  It 

allows to quickly identify materials and their molecular composition. 

Pigments and organic dyes were identified using an inVia Qontor confocal 

Raman microscope (Renishaw) equipped with two lasers: 532 nm and 785 nm. 

CONCLUSIONS

The same lime mortar with quartz filler was used for all 

murals, and then whitened with a layer of acrylic paint 

containing calcium carbonate and titanium white. 

Among the tested paints were mainly blacks, reds and blues. The most 

commonly identified pigments in the used paints were: titanium white, calcium 

carbonate, fillers based on silicon and aluminium compounds, less often 

barite white. Iron black and soot was most common in black, ultramarine and 

organic dye in the form of phthalocyanine blue were in blue, while synthetic 

red dyes mainly in the form of azo compounds were present in reds. 

The majority of the used paints had an organic binder in the form of 

acrylic resin. In some cases, paints based on polyester resin, polyvinyl 

acetate or a mixture of acrylic and phthalic resins were used. 
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In the period June 17th-29th, 2019, 
and on June 21st - July 2nd, 2020, 
the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising 
hosted the internships of the students 
of the fourth year of the Conservation 
and Restoration of Art Works at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. Under 
the direction of dr. hab. Tytus Sawicki and Kinga 
Lubarska, M.A., from the Department of Conservation 
and Restoration of Wall Paintings, and Anna Kowalik, 
M.A. of the NOVUM Interdepartmental Division 
for the Preservation of Modern and Contemporary 
Art,  students carried out the conservation and 
restoration of 15 murals painted by different authors 
on the “Wall of Art” in the Rose Garden. Among other 
things, the following was done: disinfection of the 
paintings, cleaning of their heavily soiled surface, 
reattaching the peeling paint layer, reattaching 
loose plaster to the brick wall, fixing the powdery 
paint layer, filling the gaps in plaster and whitewash 
and retouching the defects of the paint layer. The 
internship was organized as part of the international 
project CAPUS - Conservation of Art 
in Public Spaces, in which the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Warsaw is one of the leading partners. 
The project was implemented under Erasmus + 
„Knowledge alliances” and financed by the European 
Commission and aims to establish the principles 
for the protection of art in the public space.
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Abstract of Karolina Mikuła’s MA thesis: 
Conservation and restoration of the wall 

painting by Linas Domarackas „Stiltwalkers” on 
the facade of the tenement house  

at No. 37 Stalowa Street  
and two volumes of studies on research and work on the 

object as well as discussing the theoretical issues of street 
art preservation in old tenement houses in the public space.

KAROLINA MIKUŁA carried out the conservation and restoration of a mu-

ral “Stiltwalkers” by Linas Damarackas on the side wall of the facade of 

the house at No. 37 Stalowa Street in Warsaw as part of a two-part master’s thesis, 

and presented theoretical studies in two volumes.  

This is the first mural conservation carried out as part of a master’s thesis. 

An opportunity to undertake the conservation of the street art object was creat-

ed by the accession of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw to the international 

program Erasmus + CAPUS (Conservation of Art in Public Space), which is im-

plemented by the Department of Conservation and Restoration of Wall Painting 

and the NOVUM Studio. The painting by the Lithuanian artist Linas Damarackas 

was selected as one of the research objects for this program.

Conservation of the mural “Stiltwalkers” was very difficult and complex be-

cause, despite the fact that it was made only twelve years ago, it was in a very 

poor condition. The mural with an area of 55 m2 had been painted on old, un-

repaired plasters with poor quality paints. Hence, in a very short time, when 

exposed to external conditions, it began to undergo destructive processes.

The most difficult problems that the graduate student had to solve included: 

strengthening the structure of the laminating plasters, removing traces of van-

dalism, cleaning the heavily soiled surface of the painting, reattaching the peel-

ing paint layer over the entire surface of the composition, removing extensive 

cement patches that covered the paint layer in many places, applying gap-filling 

and patches in plaster cavities, and making the right decision on the aesthetic 

presentation of the painting.
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The plaster layers were structurally strengthened, and the strongly flaking paint 

layer was restored using materials that did not change the nature and structure 

of the original material of the object. Cleaning the surface of the painting from 

dirt restored its original vivid colours. The defects in the plaster were filled with 

gap-filling applied in several layers. For the lower layers, lime-sand mortar was 

used, and for the top layers, a mineral putty was used. The surface of the gap-fil-

ling and patches was appropriately finished to match.

Losses in the painting layer were retouched and the missing parts of the paint-

ing were reconstructed, which restored the legibility of the composition of the 

painting as well as its artistic and aesthetic values. For retouching, lightfast paints 

were used that were also resistant to other external factors (such as atmospheric 

effects). KEIM mineral paints were applied on the patches and filling of lacunae; 

while retouching of the abrasions of the paint layer was made with the reversible 

Tallens Amsterdam acrylic paints from the Premium series.

The lower strip of the painting, which is most exposed to dirt and vandalism, 

was covered with the KEIM LETOXAN-N coating. Thanks to the application of 

this preparation, removing dirt and graffiti from the paint layer will be easier.

In the final MA work,  in the first volume of Karolina Mikuła thesis and conserva-

tion documentation, she described the history of this part of the Warsaw-Praga 

district, especially the building at No. 37 Stalowa Street and the circumstances of 

the performance of the mural on the wall of the tenement house. She reported 

the results of laboratory tests of plaster samples and the paint layer, many analy-

tical results,  as well as the course of conservation-restoration. In the chapter 

“Historical issues”, the author discussed the sociological issues that accompa-

nied the creation of this mural in the urban space, related to the activity of the 

“KOBIERCE” Foundation and the participation of children in the creation of the 

mural, as well as the performative vernissage when the painting was unveiled, 

with a procession of stilt walkers. 

In the second volume of the theoretical work entitled: The mural in urban 

space: Conservation of Warsaw murals made on the walls of old tenement hous-

es, the author presented the problems related to the development and preserva-

tion of street art in the city.

The conservation and restoration work was financed as part of the 

international project CAPUS - Conservation of Art in Public 

Spaces, in which the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw is one of the 

leading partners. The project implemented under Erasmus + “Knowledge 

alliances” and financed by the European Commission aims to establish 

principles for the protection of art in the public space. 
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ORGANIZERS: Prof. dr Friederike Waentig, dr Wolfgang Muller,  
Ann-Katrin Bresser, Katarzyna Kmiotek, Technology Arts 
Sciences Cics Institute For Restoration And Conservation Science

SUPERVISORS: dr hab. Tytus Sawicki of the Department of 
the Conservation and Restoration of Wall Paintings and 
Anna Kowalik MA of the NOVUM Interdepartmental Division 
for the Preservation of Modern and Contemporary Art.

STUDENTS: Karolina Mikuła, Jana Kuczyńska, 
Katarzyna Korczak, Dorota Majcherowicz

On June 3rd-7th, 2019,  
fifth-year students of the Faculty of 

Conservation and Restoration  
of Works of Art at the Academy  

of Fine Arts in Warsaw participated  
in a five-day internship in Cologne

Student 
Workshops  

in Cologne
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The workshops were organized within the framework of  the international project 

CAPUS - Conservation of Art in Public Spaces, in which the Academy of 

Fine Arts in Warsaw is one of the leading partners. The project, implemented under 

Erasmus + “Knowledge alliances” and financed by the European Commission, aims to 

establish principles for the protection of art in the public space.

We were presented with a program 
of documentation, monitoring 
and prevention of contemporary 

art objects in the public space. We 
got to know the issues and practical 
aspects of these activities. The students 
analyzed together works of art in the 
public space in Cologne, such as the 
sculpture „Windbraut” and „Princesse 
Toben” by Hingstmartina, the fountain 
„Eichenbrunnen” by Jürgen Schreiber, 
the sculpture „Diana mit springender 
Antilope” by Fritz Behn, „Steel-Watercolour-
Trianle-Ring” by Fretcher Benton, which 
is 21 metres high and the „Uralte Form” 
by Lajos Barta in the Hiroshima-Nagasaki 
Park. Moreover students learned about the 
production process of painting products 
at the Schmincke factory as well as the 
history of the company and its products. We 
were also invited to the laboratory to see a 
presentation of the processes and devices 
used to control the quality of manufactured 
materials.
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